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ABSTRACT
y-Aminobutyric acid^ (GABA^) receptors are ligand-gated ion channels that mediate
inhibitory synaptic transmission in the central nervous system. Cloning studies have
revealed that GABA^ receptors are hetero-oligomeric proteins composed of several
distinct subunit proteins (a, p, y, and ô). The aim of this study was to examine the
functional role(s) of some individual subunits within the GABA^ receptor complex
using the Xenopus laevis oocyte expression system. The physiological and
pharmacological properties of expressed GABA^ receptors were characterised using
two-microelectrode current and voltage clamp recording techniques.
The functional role(s) of some of the individual subunits were studied by
applying a selection of agonists, antagonists and potentiators to GABA^ receptors of
differing subunit compositions. Inhibitions of GABA responses by picrotoxin and
bicuculline, or enhancements by pentobarbitone and pregnanolone were independent
of the subunit composition. In contrast, the modulation of the GABA response by
benzodiazepines was dependent on the presence of a y2 subunit, whereas for zincinduced inhibition the presence of y2 and/or Ô subunits were influential. The pi
subunit was important in the expression and formation of GABA^ receptors. To
further assess the functional properties of the pi subunit, homomeric murine and
bovine pi receptors were expressed and compared.
The effect of changing the extracellular pH on ion channel function was
studied as an alternative method of effecting modulation on GABA^ receptors
comprising various subunit compositions. pH also affected the inhibition of the
GABA response by zinc.
The role of protein kinase C (PKC) phosphorylation in modulating GABA^
receptor function was ascertained using wild-type receptors of different subunit
compositions and receptors incorporating selected site-directed mutants of serine
residues involved in known consensus sequences for PKC in the large intracellular
domains of the pi and y2 subunits.
This study provides evidence of distinct functional role(s) of individual
subunits within the GABA^ receptor and indicates for the very first time a novel
pharmacology for 5 subunit containing receptors. Furthermore, two novel sites on
the GABAa receptor have been uncovered which can modulate receptor function.
These sites are sensitive to H^ or PKC-induced phosphorylation and may be
significant in affecting the pharmacological and physiological profile of the GABA^
receptor.
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Chapter one

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
y-Aminobutyric acid (GABA) is the major inhibitory neurotransmitter in the
vertebrate brain (Bormann, 1988). GABA gates multisubunit channels,
termed GABA^ receptors, which are physiologically permeable to chloride and
less so to bicarbonate anions (Bormann et al., 1987; Kaila and Voipio, 1987)
and inhibited by the competitive GABA antagonist bicuculline (Bormann,
1988). GABA can also activate GABAg receptors, which are coupled to calcium
or potassium channels via second messenger systems and/or a GTP-binding
protein (G-protein) and are not inhibited by bicuculline (Bowery, 1993).
Recent observations have revealed that in the central visual pathway and the
retina responses to GABA were observed that were both insensitive to
bicuculline and the GABAg agonist, baclofen, and permeable to chloride ions
(Nistri and Sivilotti, 1985; Polenzani et al., 1991; Sivilotti and Nistri, 1991).
Based on the pharmacological criteria noted above, such responses would not
be mediated by GABA^ or GABAg receptors. Since these receptors are
sensitive to cis-4-aminocrotonic acid they have been defined as GABA^
(Johnston, 1986). Interestingly, a cloned cDNA receptor subunit, GABA pi,
whose mRNA is highly expressed in retina was observed to express such
receptors after injection in Xenopus laevis oocytes (Cutting et al., 1991).
The structure of the GABA^ receptor is of particular interest because it
contains a variety of binding sites for many drugs of both clinical and
therapeutic relevance which interact allosterically with the GABA agonist site
or the receptor channel to modulate receptor function. These drugs include
anxiolytic (benzodiazepines), anti-convulsant (barbiturates), anxiogenic
(p-carbolines) and convulsant (picrotoxin) agents (Olsen and Venter, 1986;
Sivilotti and Nistri, 1991). Traditionally, using pharmacological methods of
investigation, receptor subtypes have been defined by their interactions with
drugs. Despite the many types of drugs that interact with GABA^ receptors,
pharmacological evidence for the subclassification of GABA^ receptors into
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multiple subtypes is relatively limited.
1.1 PHARMACOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR SUBTYPES
At present, no direct GABA^ receptor agonist or antagonist is known th at is
able to distinguish between the possible GABA^ receptor subtypes. The
benzodiazepines have provided the best basis for division of GABA^ receptors
into subtypes. Competition for binding of radioactive benzodiazepines by the
non-benzodiazepine, CL 218,872, a triazolopyridazine, appears biphasic in
many brain regions (Squires et al., 1979). The sites with higher affinity for
CL 218,872, called type I, appear to predominate overall with very high
binding in the cerebellum. The sites with a low affinity for CL 218,872, called
type II receptors, appear to occur in only a few areas, including the
hippocampus, striatum and spinal cord. The differential binding properties
of p-carbolines (inverse agonists, which negatively modulate receptor function)
in various brain regions have also been used to distinguish two
benzodiazepine subtypes, BZl and BZ2 (Braestrup and Nielsen, 1981).
Interestingly, the ability of GABA to potentiate benzodiazepine binding in
different regions of the central nervous system (CNS; Leeb-Lundberg and
Olsen, 1983) did not correlate well with either classification indicating that
probably more than two subtypes of the GABA^ receptor exist. The existence
of distinct GABA^ receptors, as shown by binding data, is supported by a
series of biochemical investigations. Photoaffinity labelling of receptors
(irradiation with UV light) in the presence of pHlflunitrazepam, followed by
denaturing gel electrophoresis, frequently yielded two (or more) protein bands
with similar molecular weights (approximately 55 kDa; Sieghart and
Karobath, 1980). The larger band was most predominant in both the
hippocampus and striatum (the same regions attributed to Type II
benzodiazepine receptors) but was absent in the cerebellum, an area
associated with mostly type I benzodiazepine receptors. At th at time, the
multiple bands were attributed to partial degradation and/or differential
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glycosylation. However, it is now known that these bands corresponded to
different a subunits (Fuchs et oZ., 1990; Bureau and Olsen, 1990).
These data are supported by recent results on purified GABA^ receptors. The
purified receptor contained two major polypeptides on sodium dodecyl
sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE; a at 52 kDa and P
at 56 kDa; Sigel et al., 1983; Sigel and Barnard, 1984). A hetero-oligomeric
complex of approximately 220 kDa (Change and Barnard, 1982; Mohler et al.,
1980) to 300 kDa (Schofield et al., 1987) was proposed. The purified receptor
was photoaffinity-labelled on the 52 kDa a band with pH]flunitrazepam,
while pH]muscimol photoafhnity-labelled the 56 kDa p band (Casalotti et al.,
1986). In addition, monoclonal antibodies directed exclusively against the a
or p subunit of this receptor were able to precipitate both subunits together
(Haring et al., 1985; Schoch et al., 1985), indicating that they are probably
associated within the intact GABA^/benzodiazepine receptor complex. The
application of higher resolution SDS-PAGE revealed that the a and p protein
bands each consist of several different proteins with similar molecular
weights (Fuchs et al., 1988). Using monoclonal antibodies specific for a or p
subunits, it was demonstrated that all the proteins irreversibly labelled by
[^H] flunitrazepam are different a subunits of the GABA^ receptor complex
(Fuchs et al., 1988). In addition, the existence of several different P subunits
was demonstrated. These subunits were specifically and irreversibly labelled
by the GABA^ agonist pH] muscimol and were recognised by a P subunit
selective antibody (Fuchs and Sieghart, 1989).
1.2 MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Our knowledge of the GABA^ receptor structure is growing at a rapid rate.
Molecular cloning techniques have expanded on the previous studies and
revealed that the GABA^ receptor is a hetero-oligomeric protein composed of
several distinct polypeptides. Four different classes of polypeptide subunits
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have been defined as; a, p, y and Ô (for review see Olsen and Tobin, 1990;
Burt and Kamatcbi, 1991; Wisden and Seeburg, 1992). Within these classes
there exists multiple variants of subunits namely al-6, pi-4, yl-4 and 5 which
are all expressed in various regions of the CNS (see Table 1.1).
Typically, an alignment of amino acids of members of the same family yields
70 to 80% identity, while different subunit families exhibit only 30 to 40%
sequence homology. All the subunits are similar in size, containing about 450
amino acids, and are strongly conserved across species (approximately 95%).
Several of the GABA^ receptor subunit mRNAs have been shown to exist in
alternatively spliced forms. These include the human, bovine, rat (Whiting et
al., 1990) and mouse y2 (Kofuji et at., 1991) subunits and the chicken p2
(Harvey et at., 1994) and p4 (Bateson et al., 1991b) subunits. This additional
level of complexity in the expression of selected receptor subunits represents
another mechanism for the generation of GABA^ receptor heterogeneity.
The putative topology of individual GABA^ receptor subunits is shown in Fig.
1.1. The common elements of subunit structure include a long hydrophilic
NHg-terminal extracellular domain containing two to four potential
asparagine-glycosylation sites (two in the rat a l subunit at positions 10 and
110). The function of these carbohydrate moitiés is unknown but may be
involved in functional expression (Sumikawa et al., 1988). Also a conserved
cysteine pair is located in this region (shown as a cystine bridge at positions
138 to 152) which are believed to participate in ligand binding (Olsen and
Tobin, 1990; Burt and Kamatcbi, 1991) although recently this has been shown
not be the GABA binding site (Amin et al., 1994). All the published clones
encode signal peptide sequences that are presumed to be ‘clipped’ during the
production of the mature polypeptide (Olsen and Tobin, 1990; Burt and
Kamatcbi, 1991). All the clones are typified by four transmembrane-spanning
domains. M l to M4, the second of which (M2) is thought to line the ion
channel (Barnard et al., 1987). The COOH terminus is located at a small
extracellular hydrophilic segment following M4.
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Table 1.1 Subunits of the GABA^ receptor

SUBUNIT

SELECTED REFERENCES

al

Schofield et al., 1987
Khrestchatisky et al., 1989
Lolait et al., 1989a
Malherbe et al., 1990a
Keir et al., 1991
Bateson et al., 1991a

a2

Levitan et al., 1988
Khrestchatisky et al., 1991

a3

Malherbe et al., 1990c

a4

Ymer et aZ.,1989a
Wisden et al., 1991

a5

^Khrestchatisky et al., 1989
Pritchett and Seeburg, 1990
Malherbe et al., 1990c

a6

Luddens et al., 1990

pi

Ymer et al., 1989b
Malherbe et al., 1990a

p2S, p2L

Ymer et al., 1989b
Harvey et al., 1994

P3

Ymer et al., 1989b
Bateson et al., 1990

p4S, p4L

Bateson et al., 1991b
Lasham et al., 1991

yl

Ymer et al., 1990

y2S, y2L

Shivers et al., 1989
Pritchett et al., 1989
Malherbe et al., 1990b
Glencorse et al., 1990
Kofuji et al., 1991

y3

Wilson-Shaw et al., 1991

y4

Harvey et al., 1993

Ô

Shivers et al., 1989

(* originally published as a4)
16
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Figure 1.1. Putative topology of GABA^ receptor subunits. The NHg terminal
(labelled N) presumed extracellular domain is shown with the cystine bridge
(C-C). Four putative membrane spanning regions, M1-M4, are represented as
cylinders in red. The COOH terminus (labelled C) is again extracellular. A
large intracellular cytoplasmic loop between M3 and M4 is present.
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The residues conserved among several GABA^ subunit polypeptides include
the four transmembrane regions, M1-M4, which are about 40% identical
(Barnard et al., 1987). The extracellular NHg-terminal of approximately 220
residues have considerable sequence identity, including domains of nearly
complete homology (Barnard et al., 1987). In contrast, several regions show
greater sequence variability among the different subunit classes including the
putative cytoplasmic domains (Olsen and Tobin, 1990).
1.2.1 COMPARISON WITH NICOTINIC ACETYLCHOLINE AND GLYCINE
RECEPTORS
The proposed domain for transmembrane structure of the GABA^ receptor
subunits is remarkably similar to that seen in the various subunits of the
nicotinic acetylcholine and glycine receptors (Barnard et al., 1987). All the
polypeptides of these receptors are similar in size and contain an identical
number and distribution of predicted transmembrane-spanning regions.
Furthermore, the GABA^ receptor subunits have sequences in common with
both these receptor classes with more than 10% of GABA^ receptor amino
acid residues identically positioned in some highly conserved domains, such
as the four transmembrane regions, M1-M4, in various nicotinic acetylcholine
and glycine receptor cDNAs (Schofield et al., 1987; Boulter et al., 1987;
Grenningloh et al., 1987). Moreover, this conservation occurs despite the fact
that these receptors bind different neurotransmitter ligands and form
channels selective for ions of different charge (cations for acetylcholine,
chloride for GABA and glycine). These structural similarities strongly indicate
that a super-family of chemically-gated ion channel receptor exists (Barnard
et al., 1987; Schofield et al., 1987; Olsen and Tobin, 1990).
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1.2.2 MULTIPLE SUBUNITS AND POSSIBLE STOICHIOMETRY
Since the initial cloning of multiple GABA^ receptor subunits (Olsen and
Tobin, 1990; Wisden and Seeburg, 1992), it bas been demonstrated th at
functional GABA^ receptors could be assembled from both bomomeric and
beteromeric subunit combinations (Schofield et al., 1987; Blair et al., 1988;
Schofield, 1989; Sigel et al., 1989; Shivers et al., 1989; Sigel et al., 1990).
Recently, electron microscopy was applied to GABA^ receptors purified from
porcine cortex by benzodiazepine affinity chromatography and revealed th at
these receptors were probably composed of five subunits with a central ion
channel pore (Nayeem et al., 1994). However, the population of GABA^
receptors from the brain cortex contains various combinations of many
subunit types (Wisden et al., 1992). The GABA^ receptors isolated by Nayeem
and colleagues were only those with a bigb-affinity site for benzodiazepines.
However, although these receptors form the great majority of GABA^
receptors in situ a proportion of GABA^ receptors are benzodiazepine
insensitive. Therefore, this method did not provide proof that all the
permitted combinations of subunits in the native population of GABA^
receptors form pentamers.
At present it is not known whether all the pentameric arrangements actually
assemble to form functional receptors that possess different pharmacological
properties, or if a preferred configuration(s) exists as seen for the nicotinic
acetylcholine (nACb) receptor. The minimum structural requirements for
several functional properties of the GABA^ receptor have been studied. Sigel
and colleagues, identified the combination (al/a3)a5p2y2 as a possible
candidate for a native GABA^ receptor channel with the a subunit conferring
the cooperativity and high affinity of the channel gated by GABA, the p2
subunit together with the a subunit for efficient channel formation and the
y2 subunit responsible for benzodiazepine sensitivity (Sigel et al., 1990). The
putative topology of a GABA^ receptor is illustrated in Fig. 1.2. The a, p and
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Figure 1.2. A schematic model for the topology of the GABA^ receptor-chloride
channel protein. The ligand-gated ion channel is proposed to be a hetero
oligomer composed of five subunits (Nayeem et al., 1994) of the type shown
in Fig. 1.1. A member of the a, p and y subunit family has been represented
(Sigel et al., 1990), although the exact subunit composition, stoichiometry, and
number of subunits are not known at this time (represented by a blank
subunit). Each subunit has four membrane spanning domains (Fig. 1.1), one
or more of which contributes to the wall of the central ion channel. Possible
phosphorylation consensus sites on the cytoplasmic domain of the P and y
subunits have been indicated by the letter ‘P’.
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y family have been represented (Sigel et al., 1990), although the inclusion of
these subunits is entirely putative as the exact in vivo composition of the
GABA^ receptor remains unknown.
Recombinant GABA^ receptor channels often fail to exhibit the multiplicity
of conductance states often seen in native membranes (Bormann and
Clapham, 1985; Bormann et al., 1987; Smith et al., 1989). This could occur
due to the examined subunit combinations not matching the GABA^ receptors
in native membranes or alternatively each neuron may express numerous
subunit combinations, each giving rise to GABA^ receptors with different
conductance states. Localization of the mRNA encoding a, p and y2 subunits
by in situ hybridization suggests that they are co-localised in some brain
regions, such as in the hippocampus and olfactory bulb, and differentially
distributed in others, such as in the thalamus and substantia nigra (Wisden
et al., 1988; Sequier et al., 1988; Shivers et al., 1989). However, the
correlation between the sites of GABA^ receptor subunit expression and
possible functional heterogeneity is incomplete. Ultimately, the structure of
native GABA^ receptors must be determined with biochemical techniques
and/or immunocytochemistry. Furthermore, functional studies are necessary
to provide information concerning the functional significance of individual
subunits within the GABA^ receptor complex (Verdoorn et al., 1990).
1.3 FUNCTIONAL ROLES OF INDIVIDUAL GABA^ SUBUNITS
The functional role(s) of the different GABA^ subunits are at present being
defined mostly by using expression systems.
1.3.1 THE a SUBUNIT
The a subunit class has by far the highest structural diversity among GABA*
receptor subunits. The affinity for benzodiazepine agonists has been shown
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to depend on the a subunit expressed within the GABA^ receptor complex.
The alpl72 GABA^ receptor has been shown to have the pharmacological
profile of type I benzodiazepine receptors and a2ply2, a3ply2 and a5ply2
GABA^ receptors have the properties more typical of type II benzodiazepine
receptors (Pritchett

et al., 1989). The localisation of a-subunit mRNAs

(Levitan et al., 1988; Siegel, 1988; Sequier et al., 1988; Wisden et al., 1988)
is also in good agreement with the localisation of the type I and type II
benzodiazepine receptors, as determined by ligand binding analysis and by
pH]fiunitrazepam photoaffinity labelling (see earlier). The a5 subunit could
also be important for high GABA affinity and cooperativity of GABA gating
of the channel (Sigel et al., 1990). The functional role(s) of a4 and a6 subunits
have not yet been assessed.
1.3.2 THE y SUBUNIT
The y2 subunit has been shown to be important in conferring sensitivity upon
the GABA^ receptor to modulation by benzodiazepines (Pritchett et al., 1989;
cf Malherbe et al., 1990a; Sieghart, 1989; Doble and Martin, 1992). Another
consequence of the presence of a y subunit in recombinant receptors seems
to be an insensitivity of the GABA^ receptor to inhibition by zinc ions
(Draguhn et al., 1990; Smart et al., 1991). Two differently spliced forms of the
y2 subunit exist, termed short (y2S) and long (y2L), which differ by the
insertion of 8 amino acids in the intracellular loop between transmembrane
domains M3 and M4 (Whiting et al., 1990; Kofuji et al., 1991). Both y2S and
y2L contain consensus sequences for phosphorylation by protein kinase C
(PKC; see chapter 6). The functional role(s) of yl, y3 and y4 subunits have
not yet been determined.
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1.3.3 THE p and Ô SUBUNITS
The roles of the p and Ôsubunits are less well-defined than th at of the a and
72. Previous studies have implicated the P subunit as an essential structural
component of the receptor (Angelotti et al., 1993; Sigel et al., 1990). The
absence of a p subunit has been shown to lead to GABA^ receptors with very
small current amplitudes inXenopus oocytes (Sigel et al., 1990). In contrast,
however, GABA^ receptors composed of rat a l 72 subunits expressed in human
embryonic kidney cells resulted in functional channels with large
conductances (Verdoorn et al., 1990; Draguhn et al., 1990). Therefore the p
subunits could possibly be an essential structural component of the GABA^
receptor. The functional role of the 5 subunit is yet to be determined.
1.4 THE XENO PU S L A E V IS OOCYTE AS A MODEL TO STUDY
FUNCTIONAL GABA^ RECEPTORS
A large majority of both biochemical and electrophysiological techniques used
to study drug- and voltage-operated membrane ion channels have involved
the use of brain slices, membrane homogenates and dissociated organotypic
tissue culture preparations. However, although these preparations retain the
drug receptors and associated ionophores in the native neuronal/glial
membrane these receptors were not always ideally placed for study. An
alternative method for studying membrane bound receptors has arisen from
the use of the Xenopus laevis oocyte.
Expression of exogenous proteins in the Xenopus laevis oocyte, either
following microinjection of mRNA into the cytoplasm (Gurdon et al., 1971) or
cDNA into the nucleus (Mertz and Gurdon, 1977) was pioneered by Gurdon
and collaborators. The oocyte is ideally suited as a vehicle for such
heterologous translation due to the large size of the cell (approximately 1 mm,
enabling easy intracellular injections) and the ability of the oocyte to
efficiently transcribe and translate injected genetic information, perform
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assembly of the protein products and target the nascent polypeptides to the
correct subcellular compartment (see Lane, 1983; Colman, 1984; Soreq, 1985,
for reviews).
The Xenopus oocyte was recognised for the expression of classical
neurotransm itters in 1981 by Barnard and colleagues with the nicotinic
acetylcholine receptor (Sumikawa et al., 1981; Barnard et al., 1982). Following
the discovery of the ability of the oocyte to properly assemble foreign multi
subunit proteins and incorporate them in a functional form into the plasma
membrane, the technique was rapidly applied to other ion channels and
membrane proteins (Miledi et al., 1982; Smart et al., 1983; Gundersen et al.,
1984; Houamed et al., 1984; Smart et al., 1987; Sigel, 1990). These early
observations forged a pathway for many investigators to use the Xenopus
oocyte for the expression of neurotransmitter-gated and voltage-operated
channels, and this has been the subject of detailed reviews (Sumikawa et al.,
1986; Smart et al., 1987; Dascal, 1987; Snutch, 1988; Sigel, 1990). The oocyte
has therefore become an extremely useful model for the study of drug
receptors and ion channels. Moreover, it allows a convenient means of
studying the molecular construction of membrane proteins which can be
modified by injecting different combinations of specified mRNAs or cDNAs
(wild-type or mutated) to synthesize various subunit combinations and types
of receptor protein. Any functional changes in the protein(s) which gate an ion
channel can then be directly monitored using an electrophysiological
approach.
The oocyte expression system was therefore used in this study to determine
the properties of recombinant GABA^ receptors expressed after the injection
of vertebrate CNS cRNAs or cDNAs into Xenopus laevis oocytes.
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1.5 AIMS OF THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION
The complexity of the study of GABA^ receptors has arisen from the large
number of subunits revealed by molecular biology, which has far outdistanced
the functional characterisation of all possible receptor subtypes. This study
has attempted to unravel some of the functional properties of a number of
defined receptor subunits utilising the Xenopus laevis oocyte expression
system.
The pharmacological properties of GABA^ receptors composed of different
subunit combinations were investigated. The pharmacological profile of each
receptor was studied using traditional pharmacological tools for the GABA^
receptor complex, including GABA^ receptor agonists, antagonists and
allosteric modulators. This pharmacological characterisation confirmed that
the oocyte correctly translated the injected cRNAs/cDNAs and assembled the
protein products in the plasma membrane in the appropriate orientation.
Moreover, the pi subunit was shown to be crucial for the expression and
formation of functional GABA^ receptors. This raised the important question
of whether the pi subunit contained the domain(s) necessary for gating of the
channel by GABA. This question was addressed by assessing the functional
properties of the homomeric pi subunit from both the murine and bovine
species.
The functional role of the Ô subunit has not yet been examined. One aim of
this study was to try to determine whether Ô subunits were functionally
expressed within the GABA^ receptor complex and to ascertain a functional
role(s) for this unique subunit. The effect of changing the extracellular pH on
ion channel function has been studied as an alternative method of effecting
modulation of both nicotinic acetylcholine (Landau et al., 1981; Li and
McNamee, 1992) and excitatory amino acid receptors (Tang et al., 1990;
Traynelis and Cull-Candy, 1990, 1991). This modulatory tool has been rarely
used on the GABA^ receptor. Therefore, the effect of changing the external
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on GABA^ receptors comprising of multiple subunits was investigated. This
included studying the effect of changing the external pH on the inhibition of
the GABA response by zinc on recombinant mammalian GABA^ receptors
since zinc and

have been reported to compete for a similar site on an

invertebrate muscle GABA receptor.
One further means of regulating the function of ligand-gated ion channels is
to modify receptor structure covalently via phosphorylation (Swope et al.,
1992; Raymond et al., 1993). The final aim of this study was to determine the
modulatory influence of PKC-induced phosphorylation on the GABA^ receptor
function and to assess whether the subunit composition of the GABA^
receptor construct could influence this effect.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 PROCUREMENT OF cRNA AND cDNA
All murine cRNAs and cDNAs were kindly supplied by Dr. S. Moss at the IRC
Institute for Molecular Cell Biology, University College, London. Bovine
cRNAs and cDNAs were obtained from Professor E.A. Barnard and Dr. A.
Bateson at the Molecular Neurobiology Unit, Royal Free Hospital School of
Medicine, London and the Department of Pharmacology, University of
Alberta, Canada respectively.
2.2 HUSBANDRY OF XENOPUS LAEVIS
2.2.1 SOURCE AND IDENTIFICATION OF XENOPUS LAEVIS
Xenopus laevis are members of the family Pipidae and are classified as
Anurans (Verhoeff-de Fremery and Griffin, 1987). Wild-type mature females
previously imported from South Africa were purchased from Blades
Biological, Edenbridge, Kent. Larger frogs of mass 100-200 g were
preferentially chosen as they tended to have more oocytes than smaller frogs
(<80 g), and of these oocytes, a greater proportion are of developmental stages
IV to VI (see section 2.5). The natural breeding season for Xenopus is from
October to the end of December during which the quality of oocytes are
generally very good. To obtain viable oocytes all year round this breeding
cycle was interrupted by purchasing new frogs at least 3-6 months before they
were required for use and then maintaining them in a constant environment
(see sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3).
Identification of each Xenopus was necessary to comply with the Animals
(Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 which allowed the donor frog to be used for
oocyte extraction only twice. Individual Xenopus have a characteristic series
of marks on the dark dorsal surface; however, when in a tank of water it was
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difficult to use this criterion reliably to identify particular frogs. Therefore
Xenopus frogs were permanently identified by suturing an electrical cable
marker around one of the middle toes of a hind limb. These markers were
numbered and coloured and easily visualised under water. The suture formed
a loose loop and was made of Nylon so that it did not shrink in water and
ulcerate the toe.
2.2.2 HOUSING AND ENVIRONMENT
Xenopus were housed in small colonies of approximately 7-10 in a water tank
fabricated from Perspex containing approximately 40 litres of water. One tank
was reserved to quarantine newly purchased frogs before mixing with the
established colonies. The temperature of the tank-water was maintained by
thermostatically controlling the room temperature between 18-22°c and a
filter pump kept the water clean from particulate debris. The pump filters
were cleaned daily and the tanks 1-2 times per week to remove particles and
excreted urea. Xenopus skin was quite sensitive to chloride ions and therefore
the water used to fill the tanks was first stored in large open tanks for at
least 24 hours which allowed the chlorine to evaporate. The frogs were hardy
animals with a relatively low annual death rate (approximately 2%) which
was maintained in the laboratory by careful husbandry (Verhoeff-de Fremery
and Griffin, 1987; Smart and Krishek, 1994).
2.2.3 LIGHTING
The Xenopus were kept on an artificial lighting cycle of 12 hours illumination
and 12 hours darkness which was maintained throughout the year to help
break the natural breeding cycle (Verhoeff-de Fremery and Griffin, 1987).
This was simply achieved by placing a timing switch on the main room lights
and ensuring that natural light via the windows was excluded.
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2.2.4 HANDLING AND FEEDING
As a reaction to any type of stress, the frogs exuded a slippery mucus
secretion which made handling difficult. Therefore a small aquarium net
sufficient to capture a large frog was used when the animals had to be
handled.
Each Xenopus colony was fed twice weekly and for new frogs 2-3 times weekly
with an alternate combination of fat-free lambs heart and liver. Overfeeding
was avoided and any uneaten food was removed manually with a net or by
the continuous slow re-circulation in the filtration system.
2.3 REMOVAL OF OVARY TISSUE
A Xenopus female contains about 30,000 large diameter (>1 mm) oocytes
when fully mature. Since a typical electrophysiological experiment rarely
required more than 50-100 oocytes a surgical recovery procedure was used for
the limited removal of oocytes under anaesthetic.
A large mature Xenopus female was selected and placed into a small tank
containing a 0.2% w/v solution of ethyl-m-aminobenzoate (Tricaine), ensuring
the frog was completely immersed. The level of anaesthesia was checked
every 1-2 minutes and determined by either the loss of the withdrawal reflex
whilst pinching the toes of a hind limb or the frog demonstrated the loss of
the ‘righting-reflex’. Anaesthesia was obtained within 8.5 ± 3 min (n = 50
frogs) after immersion in 0.2% Tricaine. If the frog had been anaesthetized
previously, the time period for anaesthesia was usually extended (to 15-20
min).
The Xenopus was then transferred and placed dorsal side down on a flat bed
of ice to maintain anaesthesia. Throughout the procedure distilled w ater was
frequently sprayed onto the animal to prevent drying of the skin and to keep
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the site of surgery clean. A small transverse incision of 3-5 mm was made
through the outer layer of the skin on the lateral ventral surface of the frog
(Fig. 2.1A). To reach the ovary wall, another incision was made through the
connective tissue and subsequently through the muscle sheet in the same
manner. The ovary wall and the oocytes were then visible (Fig. 2. IB). Using
a fine pair of forceps a section of the ovary containing a sufficient number of
oocytes was carefully extracted onto the surface of the frog (about 1-2 cm in
length; Fig. 2.1C) and eventually transferred to a petri-dish containing a
modified Barth’s solution (MBS; Table 2.1) maintained on ice. The skin and
muscle layers were then separately sutured using sterile polydioxanone
(clear) monofilament suture (Ethicon Ltd, Edinburgh, UK) which degraded
gradually over a period of several weeks. Typically the tissues were repaired
using up to 4-5 stitches on the inner muscle layer and 4-6 stitches on the
outer skin layer (Fig. 2.1D-F). The frog was then washed in warm tap-water
to remove any trace of the anaesthetic or exudates. The Xenopus was allowed
to recover under subdued lighting in shallow water on a slope formed from
wet tissue paper to prevent drowning. The Xenopus regained consciousness
in 42 ± 18 min (n = 50). The rate of recovery depended on the ambient
temperature and was significantly accelerated by using warm tap-water
(approx. 24°C). The animal was returned to the colony 4-6 hours later and
remained under observation over the next 24-48 hours. A 6-8 week recovery
period was allowed before selection for possible re-use.
2.4 PREPARATION OF OOCYTES FOR INJECTION
To increase the long term survival of the oocytes the ovary tissue was
thoroughly washed in MBS shortly after removal from the frog. This removed
any debris and diluted enzymes (from damaged cells). The oocytes were
maintained at low temperatures in MBS (approximately 5°C) throughout all
subsequent procedures.
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2.4.1 SEPARATION OF FOLLICULAR OOCYTES
A clump of oocytes was placed in a 10 cm sterile dish filled with MBS. The
outer ovarian epithelial layer (Fig. 2.2A) was carefully removed exposing the
underlying oocytes (Fig. 2.2B). After separation from the clump, individual
oocytes were contained in a small ovarian sac composed of epithelial cells
(inner ovarian epithelium; Fig. 2.3A; Dumont and Brummett, 1978).
Separated oocytes were transferred using a blunt and fire-polished Pasteur
pipette to a vial or another dish filled with fresh MBS placed on ice.
2.5 SELECTION OF OOCYTES
It is possible to express exogenous cRNA and cDNA in all the different
developmental stages of the Xenopus oocyte (I-VI; Krafte and Lester, 1989).
However, fully grown immature oocytes at stages V and VI (Dumont, 1972;
Fig. 2.2B; Table 2.2) were preferred since they were the largest cells
frequently enabling the development of large membrane currents and could
be injected with up to 100 nl of solution. To separate the various stages of the
oocytes, it was necessary to observe some physical characteristics as detailed
by Dumont (1972; Fig. 2.2B).
2.5.1 SEPARATION OF STAGE YAH OOCYTES
Stage V oocytes (diameter 1-1.2 mm) exhibited clear differentiation of animal
and vegetal poles with the animal pole appearing lighter in colour compared
to oocytes at stage IV. At stage VI, the oocytes reached m aturity and had
diameters of 1.2-1.3 mm. The differentiated animal and vegetal poles were
distinctly separated by an unpigmented equatorial band compared to stage
V oocytes (Table 2.2). Oocytes with diameters greater than 1000 pm which
had a distinct boundary between the hemispheres were therefore selected. To
facilitate this selection the tip of a Pasteur pipette was cut back so th at the
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orifice was approximately 3 mm wide. The tip was then lightly flame
polished. About 10-20 oocytes were drawn up along with 1.5 ml of MBS into
the cool Pasteur pipette. The pipette was then held vertically and the larger
more dense oocytes were allowed to fall to the bottom and back into the petridish. The less dense immature stage oocytes remained in the pipette and
were discarded. This procedure was repeated a further two times and then
the remaining large oocytes were transferred into a fresh 10 cm dish filled
with MBS. Finally each oocyte was examined according to the aforementioned
criteria, and included an inspection for any signs of damage e.g. patchy grey
membranes, yolk platelet leakage or attached ovarian tissue (Fig. 2.2C).
These oocytes were then deemed suitable for microinjection.
2.6 MICROINJECTION OF XENOPUS OOCYTES
For the microinjection of oocytes, a number of experimental arrangements
have been reported (Gurdon, 1974; Contreras et al., 1981; Burmeister and
Soreq, 1984; Colman, 1984; Hitchcock et al., 1987).
A solution of 0.1% v/v diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC, SIGMA) in distilled water
was prepared and sterilised by autoclaving at 121°C for 15 min. This is
referred to as DEPC-treated water. Glassware was placed in a fresh solution
of 0.1% v/v DEPC in distilled water for 24 hrs to remove all protein traces.
The DEPC solution was then discarded and the glassware rinsed with DEPCtreated sterile water prior to sterilisation with dry heat at 220°C for 4 hours
to destroy RNases.
To avoid the re-introduction of RNases on injecting cRNAs sterile surgical
gloves were worn throughout all subsequent handling of glassware and
aseptic techniques were observed.
Each micropipette was manufactured from sterile thin-walled borosilicate
glass tubing (outer diameter 1.17 mm, internal diameter 0.68 mm, length
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20 cm) using a vertical microelectrode puller (Model 730, David Kopf
Instruments, California, USA). The micropipette (12-14 cm long) was then
bent by 30° in a small Bunsen flame approximately 3-5 cm from the tip which
allowed a vertical positioning of the pipette above the oocyte (Fig. 2.3B,C).
The micropipette tip was broken-back producing an enlarged external tip
diameter of approximately 20 pm. A fresh micropipette was fabricated before
each injection.
cRNA or cDNA solutions were prepared in sterile water and stored at -70°C
(cRNA) and -20°C (cDNA). The concentrations used varied; for cRNA and
cDNA preparations 1 mg/ml and 0.3-1 mg/ml respectively were routinely
used. The cRNA or cDNA solution was allowed to thaw at room temperature
and then centrifuged in an Eppendorf microfuge for approximately 20-60
seconds before being stored on ice until required for use. Mineral oil (light
white oil, RNase and DNase free, SIGMA) containing a small amount of
Sudan IV (Solvent Red 24, SIGMA), an oil soluble dye, was incorporated into
the pipette to facilitate the visualisation of the interface between the cRNA
or cDNA and the mineral oil. The micropipette was placed fully into a 10 pi
digital Drummond microdispenser avoiding the introduction of air bubbles.
The

Drummond

microdispenser was

then

mounted

onto

a

Prior

micromanipulator and secured. Any air bubbles at the tip of the micropipette
were then ejected by positive displacement using the microdispenser. A sterile
disposable pipette tip was used to place 1-2 pi of cRNA or cDNA onto the
middle of a strip of Nescofilm secured to a sterile microscope slide. The cRNA
or cDNA sample was taken up into the injection micropipette tip by negative
displacement of the digital microdispenser. After back-filling was complete
there was a visible boundary between the cRNA/cDNA solution and the sudan
IV dyed mineral oil.
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2.6.1 CYTOPLASMIC cRNA INJECTION
A number of previously selected oocytes (4-8) were placed on a sterile
microscope slide wrapped in Nescofilm. Each oocyte was fully immersed in
individual drops of MBS to prevent drying during the injection. Oocytes were
manipulated using a sterile pipette tip and held stable whilst the injection
micropipette was inserted into the equatorial region of the oocyte. Injection
into this area of the oocyte allowed optimal mobility of the cRNA and
prevented damage of the nucleus (Colman and Drummond, 1986). Successful
impalement of the oocyte was signified by the sudden disappearance of the
dimpled membrane surface around the micropipette tip. 50 ± 5 nl of cRNA
was then injected into the selected oocyte. 10 nl of cRNA solution was
expelled between each injection to ensure that the micropipette tip did not
become blocked and to avoid dilution of RNA with intracellular contents from
injected oocytes.
2.6.2 NUCLEAR cDNA INJECTION
A number of previously selected oocytes were placed onto a plastic mesh grid
fixed to the bottom of a well contained in a Perspex block (Fig. 2.4A).
Sufficient MBS was present to keep the oocytes wet without allowing them
to float over the grid. The oocytes were manipulated until the animal pole of
the oocyte was uppermost. The oocytes were centrifuged in a refrigerated
centrifuge (Denley BR 401) at 700-1100 g for 8-12 minutes at 10-15°C. A test
spin with a small number of oocytes was used to ascertain the centrifuge
settings. Due to differing densities, the germinal vesicles rose to the surface
of the oocytes and their position was indicated by a delineated area in the
animal pole (Fig. 2.4B,C). Oocytes which had changed their orientation or
became damaged during centrifugation were discarded. The microelectrode
tip was inserted into the nucleus of the oocyte and up to 20 nl of cDNA was
injected (Fig. 2.3B,C). 10 nl of cDNA was ejected between each injection
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(cf. Kressmann et al., 1977; Rungger and Turler, 1978; Bertrand et al., 1991;
Fig. 2.4D). Oocyte mortality caused by the injection usually became evident
in the first 3 days but a survival rate of 70-80 % of injected oocytes for at
least 7-14 days was routinely achieved.
The level of receptor/ion channel expression varied considerably amongst
different oocytes from different donor frogs and even within oocytes obtained
from the same donor. Occasionally, when using cDNAs, expression could be
very high and this caused problems when trying to voltage clamp the oocytes
with induced membrane currents in excess of 10 pA. Under these
circumstances the concentration of cDNA was reduced for subsequent
injections (typically from 1 mg/ml to 10 pg/ml). However, this produced only
a small reduction in expression efficiency. Greater success was achieved by
mixing the receptor/ion channel cDNA with the same vector but lacking the
receptor/ion channel DNA.
2.7 CULTURE/INCUBATIGN OF INJECTED OOCYTES
After injection the oocytes were transferred into sterile glass tubes containing
fresh MBS and placed in a small incubator at 18 to 20°C for 24 to 48 hrs
(Figure 2.5A). The MBS was replaced every 24 hours with fresh sterile MBS
and any damaged or dead oocytes removed. To permit adequate receptor/ion
channel expression, oocytes injected with cRNA required incubation for up to
2-5 days. For cDNA injected oocytes, up to 1-2 days was sufficient for
expression. Once the oocytes expressed the receptor/ion channel proteins of
interest, they were stored at 10°C and the MBS replaced every 3-4 days. The
low temperature prolonged the survival of the oocytes such th at they could
be maintained in a viable state for up to 3-4 weeks. However, the level of
protein expression decreased over this period.
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2.8 ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDING FROM
XENO PUS OOCYTES
2.8.1 TWO-ELECTRODE VOLTAGE CLAMP
Oocytes were transferred to the recording bath and immobilised by placement
in a circle of shortened insect pins. This arrangement previously positioned
in a Sylgard base provided a micro-holder suspending the oocyte ju st above
the base of the bath. The chamber was continuously perfused with frogRinger (rate 2.5 to 25 ml/min; Table 2.1) which entered through a gravity feed
inlet (approx. 5 mm from the oocyte surface) supplied by one of four
reservoirs connected by a 4:1 multiplexer. This system also enabled drug
solutions to be bath-applied via the gravity feed. The perfusate was removed
by vacuum suction (adjustable bath volume = 0.15 to 1 ml). The bath was
placed on a heavy recording table and viewed with a simple compound
microscope (magnification 4-20x). The electrical recording apparatus
comprised of a conventional two-electrode voltage-clamp Axopatch 2C
amplifier, a timer and pulse generator. The data were low pass filtered
(0.3 kHz) and recorded permanently on a Gould 2200S chart recorder (Fig.
2.5B).
Glass microelectrodes were fabricated from thin-walled filamented glass
(1.5 mm external and 0.86 mm internal diameters; GC150TF-10; Clark’s
electromedical). Electrodes were pulled on a David Kopf puller (model 730)
to give resistances of 0.5 to 2 MH. The voltage and current recording
electrodes were filled with 3M KOI and 0.6M KgSO^ solutions respectively.
Connections to the amplifier were made via silver/silver chloride wires. The
initial membrane potential after impalement was quite variable between
batch’s of oocytes (-10 to -50 mV). Following impalement a hyperpolarising
current pulse protocol was used (50 nA, 1 s duration, 0.2 Hz) to monitor the
membrane resistance as indicated by the amplitude of the electrotonic
potential. Gradual disimpalement of the electrodes reduced membrane surface
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dimpling followed by sealing of the electrodes which often occurred over a
period of 30 mins resulting in a viable oocyte. The gradual improvement in
the oocyte after impalement was followed by an increase in the input
resistance (from 0.4 ± 0.13 MQ to 1.4 ± 0.25 Mfl) and hyperpolarization of the
membrane potential (typically from -20 ± 5 mV to -50 ± 13 mV; data taken
from 25 oocytes). All experiments were performed at room temperature.
The large size of the oocyte, whilst making for easy impalements, carried a
significant disadvantage with the amount of membrane that must be charged
to voltage clamp the cell. The response time of the voltage clamp amplifier
following a voltage command step was a function of R^.C^ / A, where Eg is the
resistance of the current passing electrode,

is the membrane capacity and

A the gain of the amplifier. Thus low resistance current electrodes and a high
gain on the amplifier was adopted for all voltage clamping reducing the time
for the clamp to respond. In addition, a further increase in the gain and speed
of the amplifier was achieved by placing a grounded shield in between the
two electrodes to reduce capacitative coupling (Fig. 2.5B). A constant fluid
level was maintained in the bath just above the oocyte which improved
visualization under the microscope during the experiment and also reduced
microelectrode capacity.
In two-electrode voltage clamp series resistance is a function of the cytoplasm
of the oocyte, the bathing solution and the grounding electrode (Jones, 1990;
Finkel and Gage, 1985). Series resistance limits both the speed and steadystate accuracy of the clamp. However, to maintain a low series resistance the
grounding path was kept at low resistance such th at when large currents
were passed at the peak of the conductance change, with the resulting
decrease in the resistance of the cell (approximately 0.5 Mil), the series
resistance was not more than 1 to 2% of the resistance of the cell.
Construction of current-voltage curves revealed a similar reversal potential
for each experiment indicating that significant clamp errors were not
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introduced at different holding potentials. The small series resistance error
was therefore not compensated.
2.8.2 MEASUREMENT OF MEMBRANE POTENTIAL
Two possible sources of error can be encountered while attempting to measure
the absolute membrane potential, namely the presence of tip potentials and
junction potentials.
The tip potential has been correlated with electrode resistance (Adrian, 1956)
and ionic concentration (Agin and Holtzmann, 1966; Agin, 1969). Tip
potentials can be determined by measuring the potential change (as seen by
the potential beam displacement on the oscilloscope) occurring after the
breakage of the electrode tip in solution. The effect of the tip potential is to
cause an underestimation of the absolute resting potential (for review see
Halliwell and Whitaker, 1987). Generally, the tip potential was < 3 mV for
recording electrodes (1-5 Mfl) and the membrane potential was not corrected
for this small error.
Liquid junction potentials (Ej) arise from unequal mobilities of cationic and
anionic constituents of different salt solutions or two concentrations of the
same salt solutions. There will be a liquid junction potential between the
microelectrode electrolyte and the oocyte cytoplasm. In this study,
experiments involving the complete replacement of ionic constituents were not
performed. To maintain a constant Ej, a 3M KCl electrolyte was always used
in the voltage electrode. Therefore possible errors introduced due to liquid
junction potentials would be minimal.
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2.8.3 MEASUREMENT OF MEMBRANE CONDUCTANCE
The membrane conductance change induced by receptor agonists could be
determined in current or voltage-clamp. However the latter technique was
preferentially used to avoid activation of voltage-gated ion channels on
depolarisation of the membrane with the test-agonist. However if the
expression of recombinant receptors was sufficiently high, such th at the
holding potential shifted in voltage-clamp even at high amplifier gain, then
the current-clamp mode was adopted. All current clamp experiments were
performed around the GABA reversal potential to minimise excursions of the
membrane potential and consequent activation of voltage-gated channels. The
resting membrane conductance was determined by application of constant
current pulses (typically: 1 sec duration, 0.2 Hz) and measuring the resultant
electrotonic potential amplitudes. A similar measurement was made during
the peak response to the agonist. The resultant conductance induced by the
agonist was then simply calculated from subtracting the resting membrane
conductance from the conductance measured in the presence of the agonist.
In voltage clamp, the membrane potential was clamped at an appropriate
value (-30 to -60 mV). In this case hyperpolarising voltage command steps
(10 mV, 1 s duration, 0.2 Hz) were superimposed on the holding potential to
monitor membrane conductance. Application of the receptor agonist caused
an increase in the amplitude of the leak-current pulse. The agonist-induced
conductance was then calculated by subtraction of the resting membrane
conductance.
To pool dose-conductance data from more than one oocyte, all conductances
induced by different concentrations of GABA were normalised to the
conductance produced by 10 pM GABA (defined as 1). The resultant
normalised GABA-activated conductance change was termed AGj^. The data
were fitted with a logistic state function in the form:
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AGN = l / [ l + ( E C 5o / [ A ] r ] ,

where AG^ represents the normalised agonist-induced conductance at a given
concentration. EC50 defined the concentration of agonist [A] which induces a
50% of the maximum response and n is the Hill coefficient.
Data used to construct antagonist concentration-inhibition relationships were
fitted with an antagonist inhibition model of the form:
AG/ / AGn = [1 - [B / B + IC50]]
where AG/ and AG^ represent the normalised agonist-induced conductance
at a given concentration in the presence and absence of antagonist
respectively. B represents the antagonist concentration and IC50 defines the
concentration of antagonist producing a 50% inhibition of the agonist
response.
Data used to obtain pAg values were fitted with the standard Schild equation
(Arunlakshana and Schild, 1959) in the form:
log (DR - 1) = log [B] - log [Kg]
where DR is the dose ratio, Kg the dissociation constant of the antagonist and
[B] is the antagonist concentration. When DR = 2, then:
log [B] = -log Kg = pAg
Where the pAg of a competitive antagonist is defined as the negative
logarithm of the molar concentration of an antagonist necessary to produce
an agonist DR of 2.
All curves were fitted with Fig. P version 6.0 using Marquardt nonlinear least
squares regression.
2.8.4 CURRENT-VOLTAGE RELATIONSHIPS
Current-voltage (I-V) relationships were determined under voltage clamp. The
holding potential was stepped to various pre-determined values by application
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of depolarising and hyperpolarising voltage command steps (10 mV
increments, 1 s duration). In each case the steady-state voltage step achieved
and the induced-current were measured. Finally, the agonist I-V was
determined by subtracting the control I-V from the I-V relationship
determined in the presence of the agonist. The voltage sensitivity of the
agonist-induced conductance was analysed by calculating the membrane chord
conductance at different membrane potentials according to:
Chord G = I / (Vh - V ,J,
where chord G and I are the chord conductance and the membrane current
evoked by the agonist, V^ represents the holding potential and V^^v the agonist
response reversal potential.
2.9 DRUGS AND SOLUTIONS
The concentrations of salts present in the MBS and frog-Ringer are shown in
Table 2.1. All reagents used in these solutions were of ‘Analar’ grade and
supplied by BDH. The following is a list of all the drugs used in the study
and unless otherwise indicated the supply was obtained from Sigma Chemical
Co. Ltd.:
(-)-Bicuculline Methobromide, Picrotoxin, Muscimol, Diazepam, Flurazepam,
Pentobarbitone, Anthracene-9-Carboxylic Acid (A-9-C), Actinomycin D,
Penicillin G, 5(3 Pregnan-3a-ol-20-one (Pregnanolone), Phorbol 12-Myristate
13-Acetate (PMA), 4a-Phorbol 12,13 Didecanoate (a-PDD).
y-Aminobutyric acid (GABA) and Zinc chloride (ZnClg) were supplied by BDH.
Isoguvacine Hydrochloride and 2,6 Diisopropylphenol (Propafol) were obtained
from Tocris Neuramin and Aldrich respectively.
Midazolam and Flumazenil were obtained from Hofmann La Roche, Basel,
Switzerland.
Methyl-6,7-dimethoxy-4-ethyl-|3-carboline-3-carboxylate

(DMCM)

and

Chlormethiazole were a kind gift to Professor Mike Simmonds by Sobering,
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Berlin, Germany and Astra, England respectively.
Protein kinase C inhibitor (PKCI; 19-36) was supplied by Calbiochem.
A stock solution of each reagent was prepared, in most cases, in distilled
water (concentrations ranged 0.1-10 mM) and freshly diluted with frog-Ringer
solution to achieve the appropriate final bath concentrations (pH range
7.4-7.5). All stock solutions were frozen and stored at -20°C when not being
used. Diazepam, DMCM, Flumazenil, A-9-C, PMA and a-PDD were dissolved
in the minimum quantity of 100% ethanol prior to use. Pregnanolone was
dissolved in acetone before use. In all cases where solutions contained either
ethanol or acetone, control tests with Ringer solutions containing either
solvent at the appropriate concentrations were performed.
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Figure 2.1. A close-up view of the lateral ventral abdominal surface of a
Xenopus showing the various stages involved in oocyte extraction (A-C) and
subsequent repair (F) by suturing both internal (D) and external (E) tissues.
Calibration bar 1 mm.
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Figure 2.2. A clump of oocytes before (A) and after (B) the removal of the
outer

ovarian

epithelial

layer.

Various

examples

of the

different

developmental stages (I-VI) of the oocytes with their characteristic physical
appearance

and

size

are

illustrated.

The

distinctive

hemispheres

corresponding to the dark animal poles and much lighter vegetal poles in
oocytes at stages IV-VI are clearly visible. (C) Characteristic appearance of
damaged or poor oocytes. In (A) and (C) calibration bar represents 0.5 mm
and in (C) 0.2 mm.
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Figure 2.3. (A) Schematic diagram o î SiXenopus laevis oocyte illustrating the
various anatomical features including the cell and membrane layers
surrounding the oocyte plasma membrane. (B) Schematic diagram illustrating
the position of the oocytes on a plastic mesh with respect to the injection
micropipette. (C) The position and orientation of the nucleus of a single oocyte
prior to injection is shown (white area in the animal pole).
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Figure 2.4. Stage V oocytes placed in a plastic mesh and shown before (A) and
after (B) centrifugation. The appearance of the nuclei in (B) is illustrated for
one oocyte magnified in (C). After injection healthy oocytes had the
appearance of the example in (D). Note the central spot indicating the
position of impalement by the injection micropipette. In (A) and (B) the
calibration bar indicates 0.5 mm and in (C) and (D) 0.15 mm.
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Figure 2.5. (A) Equipment used to incubate the injected oocytes on the
laboratory bench. This consisted of a temperature controller (Peltier device)
which controlled the water temperature in a small bath utilising a paddle
stirrer to provide a constant circulation of water. (B) Recording arrangement
for two-electrode voltage clamp experiments on Xenopus laevis oocytes
showing a Prior and a Leitz micromanipulator, the recording chamber and
four plastic funnels for bath application of solutions. The position of the
recording microelectrodes and the intervening aluminium shield is also
shown.

f
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TABLE 2.1
COMPOSITION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS
Modified Barth’s Solution
NaCl

110 mM

KCl

1 mM

NaHCOg

2.4 mM

Tris/HCl

7.5 mM

Ca(N0g)2

0.33 mM

CaClg

0.41 mM

MgSO,

0.82 mM

pH

7.6

gentamycin

50 mg/1

NaCl

110 mM

KCl

2 mM

HEPES

5 mM

CaClg

1.8 mM

pH

7.4 - 7.5

Frog-Ringer Solution

The constituents of both solutions were added and dissolved in the sequence
shown. Modified Barth’s solution was sterilised by autoclaving before addition
of the gentamycin and NaHCOg. The antibiotic and NaHCOg were sterilsed
by filtration through a 0.22]im pore filter (Millipore) and added aseptically to
the sterile Modified Barth’s solution.
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TABLE 2.2
DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES OF XENOPUS OOCYTES

Stage of oocyte

Diameter

Typical Characteristics

I

50 - 300 ]im

Translucent with no animal
or vegetal pole but with a
clear nucleus

II

300 - 450 }im

A white cytoplasm towards
the end of this stage of
development, but no clear
polar differentiation

III

450 - 600 ]im

A blackish-brown patchy
colouration, some polarity just
becoming evident

IV

600 - 1000 |im

Separation into animal and
vegetal poles

V

1 - 1.2 mm

Clear differentiation of animal
and vegetal poles with the
animal pole appearing lighter
in colour compared to oocytes
at stage IV

VI

1.2 - 1.3 mm

Differentiated animal and
vegetal poles were distinctly
separated by an unpigmented
equatorial band compared to
stage V oocytes
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Chapter three
RECEPTOR CHARACTERISATION: FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES OF
RECOMBINANT GABA^ RECEPTORS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Since the initial cloning of multiple GABA^ receptor subunit cDNAs (for
review see Olsen and Tobin, 1990; Wisden and Seeburg, 1992), it bas been
demonstrated using expression studies that functional GABA^ receptors could
be assembled from both bomomeric and beteromeric receptors. Moreover,
these various receptor subtypes express different pharmacological properties
(Schofield et aL, 1987; Blair et al., 1988; Sigel et al., 1989; Shivers et al., 1989;
Sigel et al., 1990). Burt and Kamatcbi (1991) assumed that if a random
pentameric arrangement of receptor subunits formed the ion channel, then
a possible 151,887 different combinations could be assembled from the 15
known receptor subunits. Recently, Nayeem and colleagues have revealed
th at the GABA^ receptor is likely to be composed of the assumed five
subunits with a central ion-conducting pore (Nayeem et al., 1994). However,
at present it is not known whether all the possible pentameric arrangements
suggested by Burt and Kamatcbi actually assemble in vivo to form functional
receptors possessing different pharmacological properties, or if only a few
preferred configurations exist.
Homologous and heterologous expression of various GABA^ receptor subunits
have been utilised previously to determine the specific pharmacological
properties of receptors formed by different subunits (Blair et al., 1988;
Levitan et al., 1988; Sigel et al., 1990; Verdoom et al., 1990; Smart et al.,
1991). Interestingly, it bas been shown that recombinant GABA^ receptors of
the composition a l p l 72S were preferentially expressed over GABA^ receptors
consisting of a l p l subunits when all three cDNAs were incorporated into
L929 cells (Angelotti et al., 1993). These results suggest th at assembly of
GABAa receptors from constituent subunits did not proceed along a random
pathway, but that certain subunit assemblies were distinctly preferred.
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Furthermore, there is a precedent in the ligand-gated ion channel superfamily
for preferential subunit assembly, notably with the nicotinic acetylcholine
(nACh) receptor, which is composed of a, p, y or e, and Ô subunits. These
subunits

could

randomly

assemble

into

208

different

pentameric

configurations, but preference appears to be given to two pentameric
structures, a2pôy or a2p5£ (Toyoshima and Unwin, 1990).
The Xenopus oocyte has been used as a reliable experimental tool for the
expression of plasma membrane proteins (for reviews see Sigel, 1990; Smart
and Krishek, 1994). However, with regard to nACh receptors, there is some
evidence for endogenous expression from the Xenopus oocyte’s own genome
of nACh receptor a subunit mRNA that, when translated, can be co-assembled
with subunits derived from exogenous cRNAs to form functional receptors
(Buller and White, 1989). Therefore, this study attempted to address whether
the GABA^ receptors expressed in the Xenopus oocytes were solely produced
from the injection of exogenous cRNAs or cDNAs. The pharmacological
properties of GABA^ receptors consisting of different subunit combinations
were investigated using traditional pharmacological agents known to bind to
the GABA^ receptor complex. These experiments were undertaken to try and
identify that the correct translational products were formed following
cRNAs/cDNAs injection. This study provides evidence for the functional roles
of some of the different subunits.
3.2 RESULTS
3.2.1 EXPRESSION AND AGONIST PHARMACOLOGY OF MURINE
RECOMBINANT GABA^ RECEPTORS
The relative potency of GABA^ receptor agonists, GABA, isoguvacine and
muscimol revealed by concentration-response curves, have previously been
identified in brain slice preparations such as the rat hippocampal brain slice
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(Kemp et al., 1986) and the rat cuneate nucleus (Pickles and Simmonds,
1980). However, the potency of GABA in these preparations is likely to be
substantially influenced by uptake processes that reduce the free
concentration of GABA in the extracellular space. Therefore, the relative
potencies of GABA receptor agonists depended on their susceptibilities to
uptake and the anatomical arrangement and density of uptake sites in
relation to GABA^ receptors in the tissue under study. In contrast, it has
been previously shown that there are no GABA uptake sites present on the
Xenopus oocyte (Houamed, 1988). Therefore, expression of GABA^ receptors
in these cells offers an ideal opportunity to accurately determine the relative
potencies of some GABA^ receptor agonists.
Heteromeric GABA^ receptors incorporating combinations of murine a l , pi,
T2S, t 2L and Ô subunits were expressed in Xenopus oocytes. Recording from
single Xenopus oocytes expressing a lp l, a l p l 72S, aipy2L, a lp lô and
alply28ô receptor subunits, membrane currents evoked by bath-applied
GABA were monitored. At holding potentials of -40 to -60 mV under voltagedam p the GABA-activated responses had membrane currents which were
maintained over recording periods of up to 8 hours. To minimise variations
in responses among oocytes, drug effects were studied on individual oocytes
and routinely normalised to the conductance change induced by 10 pM GABA
in control Ringer obtained from the same oocyte.
Under voltage clamp at a holding potential of -40 mV, oocytes injected with
a l p l GABA^ receptor constructs responded to GABA (10 pM), isoguvacine
(50 pM) and muscimol (1 pM) with large consistent membrane currents and
conductances (Fig. 3.1A). The responses induced by GABA, isoguvacine and
muscimol were dose-dependent as demonstrated by constructing equilibrium
dose-response curves for the three agonists. These curves revealed EC50
values of 5.87 ± 0.7, 34.0 ± 2.3 and 0.63 ± 0.05 pM and Hill coefficients of
0.95 ± 0.09, 1.03 ± 0.06 and 1.16 ± 0.08 for GABA, isoguvacine and muscimol
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respectively (Fig. 3.IB; Table 3.1). Overall, the rank order of agonist potency
determined from the EC50S for the a l p l receptor construct was: muscimol >
GABA > isoguvacine with a nine fold increase in relative potency for
muscimol and a 6 fold decrease in relative potency for isoguvacine compared
to GABA. Interestingly, the maximal response produced by each agonist was
apparently similar indicating that GABA, isoguvacine and muscimol are full
agonists on this recombinant GABA^ receptor (Jenkinson and Abbott, 1990).
GABA^ receptors composed of alpl^ZL subunits revealed a similar agonist
sensitivity to the a l p l receptor construct. GABA (10 pM), isoguvacine (75 pM)
and muscimol (2.5 pM) induced large inward currents and increases in the
membrane conductances (Fig. 3.2A). Equilibrium response curves for GABA,
isoguvacine and muscimol revealed EC50 values of 10.2 ± 0.5, 76.87 ± 4.5 and
2.6 ± 0.32 pM and Hill coefficient values of 1.22 ± 0.05, 1.19 ± 0.06 and
1.13 ± 0.1 respectively (Fig. 3.2B; Table 3.1). Overall, the rank order of
agonist potency for the a i p i ^ L receptor construct was the same as the a lp l
GABA^ receptor complex: muscimol > GABA > isoguvacine with a four fold
increase in potency for muscimol and a 7.5 fold decrease in potency for
isoguvacine compared to GABA. The agonists maximal response were similar
on this receptor construct indicating that, as for the a l p l receptor, GABA,
isoguvacine and muscimol are full agonists on alply2L GABA^ receptors
(Jenkinson and Abbott, 1990).
Oocytes expressing a lp ly 2S GABA^ receptor subunits also revealed a similar
agonist sensitivity with 2.5 pM muscimol inducing a similar inward current
and conductance increase as 10 pM GABA and 75 pM isoguvacine (Fig. 3.3A).
Construction of a dose-response curve for GABA led to a EC50 and Hill
coefficient value of 10.03 ± 0.2 pM and 1.29 ± 0.03 respectively (Fig. 3.3B;
Table 3.1).
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Conversely, oocytes injected with a l 72S GABA^ receptor subunits failed to
respond to 1 mM GABA, 1 mM isoguvacine or 500 pM muscimol (Fig. 3.4A).
Expression of this receptor construct was attempted on several occasions with
no success indicating a possible role for the p subunit in the construction of
functional GABA^ receptors. Furthermore, Blair and colleagues revealed that
GABA-sensitive chloride channels were formed after the expression of bovine
homomeric "p" GABA^ subunits (Blair

a/., 1988). Conversely, expression of

the ra t pi subunit alone produced an anion-selective channel which lacked
GABA-gated properties (Sigel et al., 1989). Therefore, the p subunit could
contain domains which are crucial for gating of the ion channel by GABA.
Interestingly, addition of the ô subunit to either the a l p l or alp72S receptor
constructs, yielding a lp lô or alpl72S5 GABA^ receptors, had little effect on
the GABA sensitivity (0.1 to 1000 pM). Construction of equilibrium doseresponse curves for GABA for the a ip iô and a lp l^ S ô receptor constructs
revealed EC50 values of 4.9 ± 0.4 and 27.7 ± 1 pM and Hill coefficient values
of 0.85 ± 0.05 and 1.44 ± 0.06 respectively (Fig. 3.4B; Table 3.1).
3.2.2 ANTAGONIST PHARMACOLOGY OF MURINE GABA^ RECEPTORS
Three murine GABA^ receptor subunit constructs, a lp l, a l p l 72S and
alpl'y2L were initially employed to assess the functional roles of the
individual receptor subunits in the antagonism of the GABA response by the
traditional GABA^ antagonist, picrotoxin (Olsen, 1982). GABA-induced
conductances mediated by receptors comprising a l p l subunits were inhibited
by picrotoxin in a dose-dependent manner (0.05 to 50 pM). The response to
10 pM GABA in the absence and presence of increasing concentrations of
picrotoxin was measured. The inhibition of the GABA response by picrotoxin
was calculated as a percentage of the response induced by the agonist in the
absence of picrotoxin and plotted against the picrotoxin concentration. The
resultant picrotoxin inhibition curve led to the determination of the IC50 for
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picrotoxin as 1.3 ± 0.15 pM (Fig. 3.5; Table 3.2). GABA concentration
response curve analysis revealed that in the presence of 1 pM picrotoxin there
was a slight lateral shift as well as a depression of the maximum response
(Fig. 3.5). A higher picrotoxin concentration (10 pM) gave virtually a complete
suppression of the GABA concentration-response curve (Fig. 3.5). A lateral
shift to the right of the control curve in the presence of an antagonist is
indicative of a competitive mode of antagonism with a decrease in the
maximal response also indicating non-competitive antagonism. Therefore
picrotoxin appeared to shift the dose-response curve and decrease the
maximum response suggesting a complex mode of antagonism for picrotoxin
which is consistent with ‘mixed inhibition’ (Fig 3.5; Smart and Constanti,
1986). There was a small increase in both the ECgoS and Hill coefficients for
GABA in the presence of picrotoxin (Table 3.2).
To determine whether the y2 subunit affected the antagonism of the GABAinduced responses by picrotoxin cDNAs were injected into oocytes encoding
alpl72S or a lp ly 2L GABA^ receptor subunits. GABA-induced conductances
mediated by receptors comprising a l p l 72S or alply2L subunits were also
inhibited by picrotoxin (0.01 to 100 pM). The construction of picrotoxin
inhibition curves for a lp l'/2S and a l p l 72L GABA^ receptors led to the
determination of IC50 values for picrotoxin as 2.65 ± 0.2 pM and 0.99 ±
0.22 pM respectively (Fig. 3.6/3.7; Table 3.2). GABA concentration-response
curve analysis for each receptor construct revealed th at in the presence of
picrotoxin (2.5 to 5 pM) there was again a small lateral shift with a
depression in the maximum (Fig. 3.6/3.7). This is consistent with a
mixed/non-competitive type of inhibition. There was also a small increase
seen in the ECggS and Hill coefficients for GABA in the presence of picrotoxin
(Table 3.2).
To fu rth e r ascertain the functional roles of the individual GABA^ receptor
su b u n its, th e affinity of bicuculline w as investigated in receptors consisting
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of a lp l, alpl72S and a i p i 72L subunits. Equilibrium dose-response curves
were constructed revealing rightward shifts in a parallel manner with
increasing bicuculline concentration. Moreover, the equilibrium response
curves did not exhibited any depression in the maximum response, compatible
with a competitive mode of antagonism (Fig. 3.8/3.9/3.10). For the receptor
constructs a lp l, a l p l 72S and alpl^y2L there were occasional significant
increases in the Hill coefficients and large increases in the EC50 values for
GABA in the presence of bicuculline (Table 3.3). From the dose-response
relationships the GABA concentrations giving approximately 50% of the
maximal conductance were ascertained on the control curve and for the
curves in the presence of bicuculline. The concentrations of GABA in the
presence of bicuculline were then used to calculate the dose ratio (DR) for
each bicuculline concentration. Schild plots of log. agonist (DR-1) against log.
antagonist concentration were then constructed for the three receptor
constructs (see methods; Fig. 3.8/3.9/3.10; Arunlakshana and Schild, 1959).
The lower left hand plots show least square regression lines fitted to the data
without slope constraints and with 95% confidence limits. Derived pAg values
with 95% confidence limits and the slope of each generated line are given in
Table 3.4. The lower right hand plots indicate least square regression lines
for the same data with the slopes constrained to unity yielding pAg values for
a lp l, alpl'y2S and a l p l 72L of 5.87, 5.83 and 5.86 respectively (Table 3.4;
Jenkinson, 1991; see methods).
In order to ascertain the functional role of the ô subunit in the GABA^
receptor construct two further GABA^ receptors consisting of a lp lô and
aipiy2S6 subunits were expressed in Xenopus oocytes. For both receptors
GABA-induced an inward current and conductance increase which was
antagonised by bicuculline (10 pM) and picrotoxin (10 pM; Fig. 3.11A,B). Zinc
has previously been shown to be an antagonist on cultured embryonic
neuronal GABA^ receptors (Westbrook and Mayer, 1987; Sm art and
Constanti, 1990). Application of 250 pM zinc to alplÔ GABA^ receptor
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constructs completely blocked the GABA-induced current and conductance
change (Fig. 3.11A). Conversely, bath applied zinc (100 pM) had little effect
on GABA^ receptors composed of alply20 subunits (Fig. 3.11B).
3.2.3 POSITIVE MODULATORS OF THE GABA^ RECEPTOR
The enhancement of the GABA-induced response by benzodiazepines has
previously been shown to depend on the composition of the GABA^ receptors,
with the benzodiazepine enhancement of GABA-induced responses only
occurring in heteromeric constructs containing a y subunit (Pritchett et al.,
1989; cf Malherbe et al., 1990a; for review see Sieghart, 1989; Doble and
Martin, 1992). In order to determine the effect of subunit composition on the
modulation of the GABA response by benzodiazepines and other drugs acting
at the barbiturate and neurosteroid binding site(s) five murine GABA^
receptor subunit constructs were assembled, a lp l, alply2S, aipiy2L, alp lô ,
and alply2Sô.
Bath-application of 1 pM flurazepam had no effect on the GABA-induced
current and conductance increase in oocytes expressing a l p l GABA^ receptors
(Fig. 3.12A). Conversely, application of pentobarbitone (25 pM) to this
receptor construct potentiated the GABA-evoked response (Fig. 3.12A). The
degree of potentiation of the GABA-induced response produced by different
concentrations of pentobarbitone was examined by repeatedly exposing the
oocytes to a fixed dose of GABA together with different concentrations of
pentobarbitone. The resultant pentobarbitone potentiation curve of the GABAevoked conductance increase revealed an ECgg value for pentobarbitone of
56 ± 2.4 pM with the maximal increase in the GABA response induced by
500 pM pentobarbitone of 708.7 ± 15% (Fig. 3.12B; Table 3.5). Equilibrium
dose-response curves for GABA (0.01 to 500 pM) revealed th at flurazepam
(1 pM) had no effect on the dose-response curve; however pentobarbitone
(50 pM) shifted the curve to the left with an increase in the maximum
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response (Fig. 3.12B). The EC50 values and Hill coefficients remained
relatively unaffected by flurazepam, whilst pentobarbitone decreased the EC50
and increased the Hill coefficient for GABA (Table 3.6).
As expected, the addition of the t2S subunit to this receptor complex yielding
receptors with al(3l72S subunit constructs revealed a sensitivity to the
benzodiazepines which appeared to be absent in a l p l GABA^ receptor
complexes (Levitan et oZ., 1988; Pritchett et al., 1989; Horne et al., 1993).
Application of 1 pM flurazepam potentiated the GABA-induced current and
conductance change (Fig. 3.13A). Pentobarbitone (50 pM) and pregnanolone
(500 nM) also potentiated the GABA-induced response (Fig. 3.13A). The
potentiation produced by diazepam, flurazepam and pentobarbitone on the
GABA-induced response was dependent on the concentration of each drug
applied. As the concentration of each drug was raised the conductance change
evoked by 10 pM GABA increased along a sigmoidal curve with the maximal
increases in the GABA response induced by flurazepam, diazepam and
pentobarbitone being: 52.2 ± 2.4% (2.5 pM), 57.1 ± 1.6% (0.25 pM) and
190 ± 4.9% (500 pM) respectively (Fig. 3.13B; Table 3.5). The EC50 values for
the potentiation induced by diazepam, flurazepam and pentobarbitone of the
GABA-induced responses are 0.05 ± 0.003, 0.17 ± 0.02 and 21.97 ± 1.9 pM
respectively (Table 3.5). Construction of equilibrium dose-response curves for
GABA revealed a shift to the left in the presence of 1 pM flurazepam and
50 pM pentobarbitone with an increase in the maximum only in the presence
of the barbiturate (Fig. 3.13B). The Hill coefficient values remained relatively
unaffected with a decrease in the EC50 values for GABA in the presence of
flurazepam and pentobarbitone (Table 3.6).
A similar picture to the a lp 1^28 GABA^ receptor complex was seen for the
alply2L subunit receptor construct. Flurazepam (1 pM) and pentobarbitone
(25 pM) potentiated the GABA-induced current and conductance increase
(Fig. 3.14A). The potentiation of the response to a fixed dose of GABA (10 pM)
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by flurazepam and pentobarbitone was concentration dependent (Fig. 3.14B).
The maximal increase of the GABA-induced response for flurazepam and
pentobarbitone was 51.4 ± 1.3% (2.5 pM) and 239.8 ± 7.6% (500 pM) with
EC50 values for the potentiation of 0.17 ± 0.01 and 28.23 ± 2.8 pM
respectively (Table 3.5). Construction of equilibrium dose response curves for
GABA again revealed similarities with the a l p l 72S receptors with a shift to
the left in the presence of 1 pM flurazepam and 50 pM pentobarbitone and
an increase in the maximum in the presence of the barbiturate (Fig. 3.14B).
The Hill coefficient values remained relatively unaffected with a decrease in
the EC50 values for GABA in the presence of flurazepam and pentobarbitone
(Table 3.6).
The addition of a 72 subunit, t2S or 72L, to the a l p l GABA^ receptor was
shown to confer a sensitivity of the resulting receptor construct to the
benzodiazepines. Therefore, it was interesting to ascertain whether or not the
Ô subunit could also modulate the benzodiazepine sensitivity of GABA*
receptors. Oocytes were injected with cDNAs encoding murine a ip iô GABA^
subunits. These receptor constructs revealed a similar sensitivity to
benzodiazepines and barbiturates to the a l p l GABA^ receptor construct.
Application of 1 pM flurazepam and 1 pM diazepam failed to potentiate the
GABA-induced response indicating that the presence of the Ôsubunit did not
induce the same benzodiazepine sensitivity as the 72 subunits in the GABA&
receptor (Fig. 3.15A). Conversely, application of 50 pM pentobarbitone
potentiated the GABA response (Fig. 3.15A). Interestingly, murine alpl72S6
GABA^ receptors revealed a similar sensitivity to the positive modulators of
the GABA^ receptor as the a l p l 72S receptor constructs. The GABA-induced
current and conductance increase was potentiated by the application of
flurazepam (1 pM), diazepam (1 pM), pentob£u*bitone (50 pM) and
pregnanolone (500 nM). As for the alpl72S receptor construct, 1 pM
diazepam appeared to be more potent in potentiating the GABA-induced
response than 1 pM flurazepam in this receptor complex. Interestingly, the
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addition of the ô subunit to either a l p l or a l p l 72S receptor constructs
yielding receptors with the subunit composition a lp lô and aipi72S5
seemingly had little or no effect on the sensitivity of the GABA^ receptor to
positive modulators,
3.2.4 COMPARISON OF GABA^ RECEPTORS FROM TWO DIFFERENT
SPECIES
To ascertain whether the pharmacological profile of GABA^ receptor
constructs was dependent on the species used the pharmacological properties
of the murine receptor constructs a l p l and alpl^2S were compared to the
equivalent bovine GABA^ receptor subunits. Oocytes expressing bovine a l p l
and alply2S GABA^ receptor subunits responded to GABA (10 pM),
isoguvacine (10 pM) and muscimol (10 pM) with large consistent membrane
currents and conductances (Fig. 3.16A/3.17A). For the bovine a l p l receptor
the benzodiazepine, flurazepam (1 pM) failed to potentiate the GABA-induced
response (Fig. 3.16A). Conversely, pentobarbitone (50 pM) potentiated the
GABA-evoked current and conductance change (Fig. 3.16A). The positive
potentiators of the GABA^ receptor therefore appeared to have the same
effect on both the a l p l receptor constructs from murine and bovine species.
As expected, both flurazepam (1 pM) and pentobarbitone (25 pM) potentiated
the GABA-evoked response as for the murine aipi72S GABA^ receptor
construct (Fig. 3.17A). Furthermore, for both receptor constructs bicuculline
(10 pM) and picrotoxin (10 pM) antagonised the GABA-induced responses
(Fig. 3.16B/3.17B).
Therefore, both bovine a l p l and a lp ly 2 S GABA^ receptor constructs
appeared to have sim ilar pharmacological profiles to th e equivalent m urine
GABA^ receptors.
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3.3 DISCUSSION
Functional GABA^ receptors were expressed after microinjection with cRNAs
or cDNAs and the pharmacological profile appeared to depend on the exact
subunit composition. Interestingly, functional GABA^ receptors comprising
a l p l subunits were expressed inXenopus oocytes. This demonstrated th at not
all the subunits identified for the GABA^ receptor are required to be
microinjected for the formation of functional GABA^ receptors suggesting that
at least some of the subunits share some functional homology.
3.3.1 THE EFFECT OF SUBUNIT COMPOSITION ON GABA^ RECEPTOR
FUNCTION
3.3.1.1 EXPRESSION AND AGONIST PHARMACOLOGY
Xenopus oocytes expressing murine a lp l, alply2S, alpl'y2L, a lp lô and
alpl'y26 subunits produced functional GABA^ receptors. Previous studies
have revealed that GABA^ receptors composed of rat a l 72 subunits expressed
in human embryonic kidney cells resulted in functional channels with large
whole-cell conductances (Verdoorn et al., 1990; Draguhn et al., 1990).
However, Angelotti and colleagues cotransfected a lp l, alply2S and a l ^ S
subunit combinations in mammalian cell lines with only the two former
GABA^ receptor combinations producing functional channels (Angelotti et at.,
1993). The results in Xenopus oocytes would agree with this study where the
expression of functional GABA^ receptors required the presence of pi
subunits. The absence of a p subunit was also shown to lead to GABA
receptors mediating very small current amplitudes in Xenopus oocytes (Sigel
et al., 1990). Furthermore, a recent study indicated th at the GABA^ receptor
required two domains present in the p-subunit for activation by GABA (Amin
and Weiss, 1993). The importance of the p subunit in the functional
expression of GABA^ receptors and receptor pharmacology has been studied
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in greater detail in chapter 4.
There have been relatively few attempts to quantify the potencies of GABA^
receptor agonists. Relative potencies have been studied in spinal cord and
brain slice preparations but the results in these cases depend on the
susceptibilities of the agonists to uptake and also the anatomical arrangement
and density of uptake sites in relation to receptors in the tissue. Therefore,
from measuring induced depolarisations or inhibition of action potential
firing, the potency of muscimol, which is slowly taken up (Johnston et oZ.,
1978), is greater than that of GABA by a factor of 5 in spinal root fibres
(Allan et al., 1980) and rat sympathetic ganglia (Bowery et at., 1978); by a
factor of 35 for dorsal funiculus depolarisations in rat cuneate nucleus
(Pickles and Simmonds, 1980); and by a factor of 833 in rat hemisected spinal
cord preparations (Allan et al., 1980). Furthermore, Kemp et al (1986), by
measuring the inhibition of population spikes, revealed muscimol to be
approximately 7.5 fold more potent on GABA^ receptors than isoguvacine in
the rat hippocampal slice preparation. These results are in broad agreement
with the potency order of agonists seen in this study. In Xenopus oocytes,
where no GABA uptake sites are present (Houamed, 1988), muscimol was
approximately four times more potent than GABA on GABA^ receptors
expressed from chick brain mRNA (Smart et al., 1987). The present study
revealed that muscimol was also approximately four times more potent than
GABA on recombinant a i p i 72L GABA^ receptors and nine times more potent
on a l p l GABAa receptors. It is possible th at the GABA^ receptors expressed
from chick brain mRNA contained alplY2 subunits leading to the similarity
of the agonist potency ratio to the a l p l 72L GABA^ receptors. Interestingly,
in the present study each agonist appeared to have a greater affinity for the
a l p l receptor compared to the a i p i 72L GABA^ receptor construct with an
approximate two fold increase in affinity for GABA and isoguvacine and four
fold increase for muscimol on the former receptor construct (Table 3.1).
Addition of the Ô subunit to the a l p l receptor construct yielding a lp lô
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GABAa receptors had little effect on the apparent GABA affinity.
Interestingly, the addition of the 5 subunit to the alply2S receptor construct
forming alply2Sô GABA^ receptors appeared to decrease the GABA affinity
for the receptor by approximately two and a half fold. The ability of the 5
subunit to lower the affinity of GABA for the receptor in aipiy2S compared
to a l p l receptors is intriguing. It could be possible th at the actual quaternary
structure of the two receptors is different so that the 5 subunit has more
influence on the affinity of GABA on the aipiy2S receptor compared to the
a l p l GABA^ receptor.
The maximal response induced by GABA also depended on the subunit
composition of the GABA^ receptor (Fig. 3.1B/3.2B/3.3B/3.4B). The rank order
of maximal response for GABA on the various GABA^ receptors was:
alply2S0 » a l p l 72S = a lp ly 2L > a l p l = alp lô .
In agreement with these results, Moss and colleagues revealed th at a l p l
GABAa receptors expressed in cultured hamster ovary cells had a smaller
main conductance state (19 pS) and mean apparent open time (1.7 ms)
compared to GABA^ receptor channels recorded from mouse spinal cord
neurones (main conductance state of 27 pS and mean open time of 6 ms; Moss
et al., 1990). Furthermore, Angelotti and colleagues revealed th at the
maximum amplitude of alply28 GABA^ receptor single-channel currents
were larger than a l p l GABA^ receptor currents when expressed in L929 cells
(Angelotti and Macdonald, 1993; Angelotti et al., 1993).
A number of previous studies have ascertained ECgg values and Hill
coefficients for GABA on recombinant GABA^ receptors. Sigel and colleagues
revealed that oocytes expressing ra t a l p l and a lp 1^2 GABA^ receptors
displayed no cooperativity for GABA-dependent gating of the channel, with
Hill coefficients around unity (Sigel et al., 1990). In agreement a further
study revealed ra t a lp ly 2 GABA^ receptors expressed inXenopus oocytes also
had a similar Hill coefficient of 1.03 (Malherbe et al., 1990b). This lack of
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cooperativity for GABA-gating was also observed in Xenopus oocytes
expressing bovine a l p l GABA^ receptors (Levitan et al., 1988) and in
mammalian cell lines expressing human a l p l and a lp ly 2 GABA^ receptors
(Pritchett et at., 1989). This study revealed a Hill coefficient of 0.95 ± 0.09 for
murine a l p l GABA^ receptors indicating a similar lack of cooperativity of
GABA-dependent gating of the channel. The addition of a y2 subunit slightly
increased the Hill coefficients and a lp l^ S Ô GABA^ receptors possessed the
largest cooperativity. A similar increase in Hill coefficients in GABA*
receptors containing 72 subunits was seen for alpl72L (1.66 ± 0.019)
compared to a l p l (1.45 ± 0.019) bovine GABA^ receptors (Horne et al., 1993).
Hadingham and colleagues reported that cell lines transfected with bovine
a lp ly 2L GABA^^ receptors had quite high cooperativity with a Hill coefficient
of 1.9 ± 0.2 (Hadingham et al., 1992) which is closer to Hill slopes established
from native neuronal GABA^ receptors (Akaike et al., 1986). These previous
results indicate that the Hill coefficient of the same recombinant GABA*
receptors even when expressed in the same system can give a significant
degree of variability. This variability in results was also seen for the EC50
value obtained for GABA from different studies. Xenopus oocytes expressing
rat a i p i receptors had an EC50value of 13 ± 7 pM and for a lp 1^2 74 ± 13 pM
(Sigel et al., 1990; Malherbe et al., 1990b). For bovine a l p l GABA^ receptors
EC50 values of 12 ± 1 pM (Levitan et al., 1988) and 5.6 ± 0.02 pM (Home et
al., 1993) have been reported. For GABA^ receptors composed of bovine
a l p l 72L subunits, EC50 values were reported as 5.2 ±0.1 pM (Hadingham et
al., 1992), 41 ± 7.3 pM (Wafford et al., 1992) and 5.2 ± 0.09 pM (Horne et al.,
1993). This study determined ECqq values for GABA of 5.87 ± 0.7 pM for a l p l
receptors and approximately 10 pM for receptors containing y2 subunits. A
number of explanations could account for these variations. The stoichiometry
of receptor subunits within the GABA^ receptor, following expression of the
same cRNAs or cDNAs, could be changeable leading to variabilities in Hill
coefficients and EC50 values. Another possibility is th at the values could be
calculated from a limited agonist dose response curve, where the maximum
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response may not be clear, leading to inaccuracies in determining both Hill
coefficients and EC50 values. The different degrees of phosphorylation of the
GABA^ receptors could also affect Hill coefficients and EC50values (for review
see Stelzer, 1992; also see chapter 6). A further interesting possibility is th at
receptor density could modify the agonist response on GABA^ receptors giving
rise to variations in the EC50 and Hill coefficients. This has been observed for
human glycine receptors where the affinity of agonists increased at high
receptor densities (Taleb and Betz, 1994). The glycine receptor subunits, a
and p, share a common transmembrane topology and significant sequence
homology to the GABA^ receptor subunits. Therefore the intriguing possibility
remains that the GABA^ receptor pharmacology may be affected by the
phenomenon of receptor clustering/density, which if proven to be true could
have important consequences for neurotransm itter efficacy at the
geometrically compact inhibitory synapse.
3.3.1.2 ANTAGONIST PHARMACOLOGY
To further characterise the pharmacological profile of the GABA^ receptor
constructs and determine the role(s) of the individual subunits of the receptor
the antagonist profiles of murine a lp l, a lp ly 2S, alply2L, a lp lô and alpl'/20
subunits were studied. Interestingly, GABA^ receptors comprising of alpl^2S
subunits appeared to be less sensitive to blockade by picrotoxin than either
a l p l or alply2L receptors (Table 3.2). It could be possible th a t the y2S
subunit confers a decreased sensitivity by altering the quaternary structure
of the receptor. Verdoorn and colleagues revealed that alp2y2 GABA^
receptors, when expressed in human embryonic kidney cells, displayed a
unique profile with respect to single-channel conductance and concentrationresponse relationship, compared to a lp 2 GABA^ receptors (Verdoorn et al.,
1990). Intriguingly, the additional eight amino acids present in the y2L
subunit compared to the y2S subunit seemingly had the ability to increase
the sensitivity of the receptor to picrotoxin, such that both the a l p l and
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alply2L receptors had similar IC50 values for picrotoxin. It could be possible
th at these extra amino acids alters the quaternary structure of the resulting
GABA^ receptor such that the picrotoxin binding site on alply2L receptors
is similar to that of a l p l receptors. In comparison picrotoxin IC50values have
previously been revealed for chick brain mRNA injected Xenopus oocytes of
approximately 0.6 pM (Sigel and Baur, 1988) and for ra t alply2, a5p2y2,
alp2y2 and P2t2 GABA^ receptors of approximately 1 pM (Sigel et al., 1990).
Therefore, from these previous studies the binding site for picrotoxin seems
to be relatively non-specific in terms of subunit isoform requirements.
Interestingly, the pi subunit alone is sufficient to form a picrotoxin binding
site (Sigel et al., 1989; Blair et al., 1988; see chapter 4), but the p subunit
may not to be an essential component for the formation of a picrotoxin
binding site since a 3a 572 GABA^ receptors retain a sensitivity towards
picrotoxin (Sigel et al., 1990).
Ffrencb-Constant and colleagues revealed that one amino acid change, a point
mutation of alanine to serine within the second membrane spanning domain
(Rdl), conferred high levels of resistance to picrotoxin of GABA responses in
the fruit fly. Drosophila melanogaster (Ffrencb-Constant et al., 1993). It will
be of interest to determine, using a point-mutational study, whether or not
this domain is important in conferring picrotoxin sensitivity to mammalian
GABA^ receptors.
Scbild analysis of the dose-response curves in the presence of bicuculline
determined pAg values for a lp l, a lp ly 2S and a lp ly 2L GABA^ receptors of
5.87, 5.83 and 5.86 respectively These apparent pAg values suggested th at the
affinity of the antagonist appears to be relatively unaffected by the subunit
isoforms present within the GABA^ receptor construct. One previous study on
bovine a lp ly 2L GABA^ receptor revealed a similar pAg value for bicuculline
of 6.4 (Horne et al., 1992). In comparison to the recombinant GABA^
receptors, native neuronal GABA^ receptors revealed a pAg value for
bicuculline on the rat cuneate nucleus slice of 5.93 (Simmonds, 1982).
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Furthermore, bicuculline antagonised the isoguvacine and muscimol induced
inhibition of hippocampal population spikes with pAg values of 6.24 and 6.10
respectively (Kemp et al., 1986). The similarity in the pAg values for
bicuculline on native neuronal GABA^ receptors, which probably represents
a heterogenous population of GABA^ receptors, to the pAg’s ascertained from
recombinant GABA^ receptors in this study, would be expected as the
antagonism by bicuculline is probably independent of the subunit composition.
Interestingly, zinc was shown to antagonise the GABA-induced responses at
murine alplÔ GABA^ receptors but not a l p l 72ô receptor constructs. Previous
studies have revealed the importance of the composition of the GABA^
receptor for the inhibition of GABA-induced responses by zinc. Smart et al.
(1991) reported th at GABA^ receptors which lacked the 72 subunit were
inhibited by zinc in mouse a l p l GABA^ receptors expressed in human
embryonic kidney cells. The addition of a 72 subunit revealed a relative
insensitivity to inhibition by zinc ions (Draguhn et al., 1990; Smart et al.,
1991). These results are consistent with the zinc inhibition profile seen in
a lp lô and alpl72Sô GABA^ receptors used in this study. The antagonistic
profile of zinc on recombinant GABA^ receptors and the effect of subunit
composition is discussed in further detail in chapter 5.
3.3.1.3 POSITIVE MODULATORS
Pentobarbitone potentiated the responses to GABA in oocytes expressing
murine a lp l, a l p l 72S, alpl72L, alplÔ and alpl720 GABA^ receptors.
Therefore, the ability of pentobarbitone to enhance the GABA-induced
responses appears to be relatively independent of the subunit composition of
the GABA^ receptor complex. Previous studies have revealed that
pentobarbitone potentiates GABA-induced responses in GABA^ receptors
composed of different subunits (Levitan et al., 1988; Sigel et al., 1990;
Hadingham et al., 1992; Horne et al., 1993). These results are consistent with
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suggestions th at the Cl' channel itself is the site of action of the barbiturates.
Moreover, direct gating of the GABA^ channel has been shown to occur by
pentobarbitone in the absence of GABA in a number of studies (Parker et al.,
1986; Levitan et al., 1988; Sigel et al., 1990; Malherbe et al., 1990b). The
present study revealed that the degree of potentiation of the GABA response
depended on the concentration of pentobarbitone applied and the composition
of the subunits present in the GABA^ receptor. The maximal percentage
increase in GABA-evoked responses by pentobarbitone was largest in a l p l
receptors compared to when a 72 subunit was present. Conversely, the EC50
for pentobarbitone revealed that the barbiturate had a greater affinity for the
a l p l 72S and a l p l 72L receptors compared to a l p l GABA^ receptor constructs.
In addition, dose response curves for GABA showed that 50 pM
pentobarbitone increased the affinity of GABA by approximately ten fold for
a l p l 72S and a l p l 72L receptors compared to five fold for a l p l GABA^
receptors; however, pentobarbitone did not appear to alter the cooperativity
of the GABAa receptors.
In contrast to pentobarbitone, the ability of benzodiazepines to potentiate the
GABA-induced responses was dependent on the subunit composition. The
coexpression of a 72 subunit was found to be essential for modulation by
benzodiazepines as reported previously (Pritchett et al., 1989; cf Malherbe et
al., 1990a; Sieghart, 1989; Doble and Martin, 1992). Previous studies on
expressed GABA^ receptors of the composition a l p l subunits revealed a lack
of potentiation by benzodiazepines (Levitan et al., 1988; Pritchett et al., 1989;
Horne et al., 1993). Substitution of the 6 subunit for the 72 subunit did not
render the GABA^ receptor sensitive to benzodiazepines (Shivers et al., 1989).
Interestingly, the present study also revealed that the potentiation by
benzodiazepines of the GABA-induced response on murine a l p l 72S and
alpl72L GABA^ receptors was characterised by a Hill coefficient for GABA
of about 1 indicating that the addition of benzodiazepines to these receptors
did not enhance the cooperativity of these GABA^ receptor constructs. Similar
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observations have previously been made for chick brain mRNA expressed in
Xenopus oocytes (Sigel and Baur, 1988). Interestingly, the maximal degree of
potentiation by flurazepam of the GABA-induced response on oocytes
expressing murine a i p i 72L or (xlpl'y2S receptor constructs was very similar.
Moreover, the affinity of flurazepam for the alply2S and alpl72L GABA^
receptor also appeared to be similar, but diazepam had a greater affinity for
the a l p l 72S. The affinity of GABA increased approximately three times in
the presence of 1 pM flurazepam for alply28 and aipiy2L GABA^ receptor
constructs.
Interestingly, the neurosteroid pregnanolone potentiated the GABA-induced
response on murine a l p l72S GABA^ receptors. Previous studies indicate that
the steroid modulation of the GABA^ receptor was strongly influenced by the
presence of both the a and the y subunits (Shingai et al., 1991; Zamin et al.,
1992), The influence of the 8 subunit on the modulatory effect of
pregnanolone was also studied on aipiy26 GABA^ receptors. There was no
clear difference in the ability of pregnanolone to potentiate the GABA-evoked
response between GABA^ receptors with and without the ô subunit. However,
a more detailed analysis of the effect of the 8 subunit should be completed
before the effect of this subunit with neurosteroids can be clearly defined.
3.3.2 SUBUNIT ROLES: IS THE EXISTENCE OF 151,887 GABA^
RECEPTORS A VIABLE PROPOSITION?
The evidence reviewed in this chapter shows that the modulation of
recombinant GABA^ receptors by extracellularly applied ligands is dependent
on the subunit composition of the GABA^ receptor. The challenge th at now
remains is to ascribe the exact function of particular subunits within the
native receptor, to determine the stoichiometry and composition of native
receptors and to determine the physiological significance of the functional
properties of individual subunits.
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While it is clearly evident that the precise subunit composition of GABA^
receptors has major effects on the pharmacological sensitivity of these
complexes it is not yet clear whether this functional variety, when expressed
in vivo, gives rise to multiple, physiologically distinct types of GABA^
receptors. It is probable that subunit diversity evolved as a means for
physiologically diverse types of receptor, the distribution of which could occur
throughout the central nervous system in an adaptive manner. Evidence for
this is already accruing with results from various studies, such as in situ
hybridization and western blotting, of specific areas of the central nervous
system indicating the expression of a limited number of subunits in contrast
to a random combination of possible subunits (Wisden et al., 1988; Schofield
et al., 1989; Shivers et al., 1989; Benke et al., 1991; Araki et al., 1992; Bovolin
et al., 1992; Laurie et al., 1992; Valerio et al., 1992; Poulter et al., 1993;
Mertens et al., 1993).
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that assembly of GABA^ receptor
channels from a l, pi and y2S subunits did not proceed randomly since not all
combinations of subunits produced functional ion channels. Though the
stoichiometry of the different subunits in a single native or recombinant
GABA^ receptor has not yet been determined, the subunits probably assemble
into a pentameric structure (Nayeem et al., 1994). It was calculated th at 51
different configurations of a GABA^ receptor with three subunits (a l, p i and
T2S) were possible, assuming this pentameric arrangement (Burt and
Kamatchi, 1991). One configuration of the GABA^ receptor may have the
same complement of subunits but may be arranged into different pentameric
constructs. Of these, 3 would be single-subunit configurations, 18 would be
two-subunit configurations (six per pair of subunits) and the remaining 30
contained all three subunits. Of the 18 two-subunit configurations, 12 were
potentially

a l 72S

and

PI72S GABA^ configurations.

These

latter

configurations have not been found universally to express functional GABA^
receptors in the oocyte or mammalian cell lines (cf Verdoorn et al., 1990;
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Draguhn et al., 1990). Thus, 39 different GABA^ receptor configurations could
exist. Of these receptor constructs, only those composed of all three subunits
formed functional GABA^ receptors which were sensitive to benzodiazepines.
A potential candidate for a native GABA^ receptor could be: a lp ly 2 subunit
construct. Therefore, it would be expected that this isoform would be
selectively expressed over other subunit isoforms of the GABA^ receptor, that
the subunits are co-localised in specific regions of the brain and th at GABA^
receptors in such regions would have pharmacological profiles equivalent to
th at seen for these recombinant receptors. Interestingly, Angelotti and
colleagues have revealed that the a ip iy 2S GABA^ receptors appeared to be
favoured over the a l p l GABA^ receptor configuration, since only after
increasing the pi subunit level fourfold within a cell, relative to the a l and
T2S subunits, were any diazepam-insensitive GABA^ receptor currents
recorded (Angelotti et al., 1993). Furthermore, Mertens and colleagues
revealed that the ô subunit was found to be associated with the a l, a3, p2/3
and t2S subunits using immunoaffinity chromatography (Mertens et al.,
1993). Therefore, this suggests that both t2S and Ô subunit can co-localise
within GABA^ receptors, with the former subunit conveying a benzodiazepine
sensitivity to the receptor construct. The demonstration th at there exists a
final preferred configuration(s) of the GABA^ receptor must ultimately be
confirmed using biochemical or immunocytochemical techniques. By repeating
and combining the data from this and other studies on recombinant GABA^
receptors composed of all possible combinations of the different subunits, it
should be possible to produce a unique pharmacological signature for each
conformation of the recombinant receptors for comparison to native GABA^
receptors. By combining this information with the expression patterns of
receptor subunit mRNAs (Laurie et al., 1992), it may be possible in the future
to determine the exact GABA^ receptors expressed in various brain regions
and ultimately determine the underlying architecture of inhibitory synaptic
transmission.
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Figure 3.1. Agonist sensitivity of mouse a l p l GABA^ receptors expressed in
Xenopus oocytes. (A) Similar membrane current and conductance changes
evoked by GABA (10 pM), isoguvacine (50 pM) and muscimol (1 pM). In this
and all subsequent recordings the membrane conductance was monitored
throughout by repetitively applying brief hyperpolarizing voltage command
steps (-lOmV; Is, 0.2Hz). The solid line in each case represents the duration
of drug application. Holding potential for all oocytes, -40mV. (B) Equilibrium
concentration response curves for GABA, isoguvacine and muscimol which are
normalised with respect to 10 pM GABA. The points represent means ± s.e.m
recorded from 3 to 5 oocytes. In this and subsequent dose-response curves the
data were fitted according to the logistic model (see methods).
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Figure 3.2. Agonist sensitivity of mouse a lp ly 2L GABA^ receptors.
(A) Membrane responses induced by GABA (10 pM), isoguvacine (75 pM) and
muscimol (2.5 pM). (B) Equilibrium concentration response curves for GABA,
isoguvacine and muscimol which have been normalised with respect to 10 pM
GABA. The points represent means ± s.e.m recorded from 3 to 5 oocytes.
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Figure 3.3. Agonist sensitivity of mouse a l p l 72S GABA^ receptors expressed
in Xenopus oocytes. (A) Membrane current and conductance changes evoked
by GABA (10 pM), isoguvacine (75 pM) and muscimol (2.5 pM).
(B) Equilibrium concentration response curves for GABA, isoguvacine and
muscimol which have been normalised with respect to 10 pM GABA. The
points represent means ± s.e.m recorded from 3 to 5 oocytes.
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Figure 3.4. Agonist sensitivity of mouse «1^28, alplÔ and alply2Sô GABA^
receptors. (A) Application of 1 mM GABA, 1 mM isoguvacine and 500 pM
muscimol to oocytes microinjected with a l and t 2S GABA^ cDNAs.
(B,C) GABA dose-response curves for alplÔ (left hand plot) and alpl'y2S8
(right hand plot) which have been normalised with respect to 10 pM GABA.
The points represent means ± s.e.m recorded from 3 to 5 oocytes.
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Figure 3.5. Inhibition of the GABA-induced conductance change by picrotoxin on oocytes expressing murine a l p l GABA^
receptors. The left hand plot indicates a picrotoxin inhibition curve. GABA (10 pM) was applied to the oocyte, first alone
and then in combination with increasing concentrations of picrotoxin. In this and all subsequent picrotoxin inhibition
curves the conductance increase evoked by 10 pM GABA in the absence of picrotoxin was taken as 100% and the curve
fitted according to the antagonist inhibition model (see methods). The right hand plot indicates GABA concentration
conductance curves constructed in the absence and presence of 1 and 10 pM picrotoxin and fitted according to the logistic
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Figure 3.6. Inhibition of the GABA-induced conductance change by picrotoxin on oocytes expressing m unne alpl72S
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indicates GABA concentration conductance curves constructed in the absence and presence of 5 pM picrotoxin.
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Figure 3.7. Inhibition of the GABA-induced conductance change by picrotoxin on oocytes expressing murine a l p l ^ L
GABA^ receptors. The left hand plot indicates a picrotoxin inhibition curve. GABA (10 pM) was applied to the oocyte, first
alone and then in combination with increasing concentrations of picrotoxin. The right hand plot indicates GABA
concentration conductance curves constructed in the absence and presence of 2.5 pM picrotoxin.
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Figure 3.8. Antagonism of the GABA-induced conductance change by
bicuculline in murine a i p i GABA^ receptors. The top plot indicates GABA
concentration conductance curves constructed in the absence and presence of
5, 50 and 100 pM bicuculline. The left hand bottom plot indicates a Schild
plot of log (dose ratio - 1) against - (log molar) bicuculline concentration for
the antagonism of the GABA-induced response by bicuculline. The fitted line
is determined by least squares regression for unweighted data (without slope
constraint), with 95% confidence limits of the calculated regression. On the
right, the same Schild analysis has been shown with the regression line
constrained to unity (see methods). Calculated data from the regression lines
are given in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.9. Antagonism of the GABA-induced conductance change by
bicuculline in murine a lp ly 2S GABA^ receptors. The top plot indicates
GABA concentration conductance curves constructed in the absence and
presence of 5, 10, 25, 50 and 100 pM bicuculline. The bottom left hand plot
indicates a Schild plot of log (dose ratio - 1) against - (log molar) bicuculline
concentration for the antagonism of the GABA-induced response by
bicuculline. The line is a least squares regression line for unweighted data
(without slope constraint), with 95% confidence limits of the calculated
regression. On the right, the same Schild analysis has been shown with the
regression line constrained to unity (see methods). Calculated data from the
regression lines are given in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.10. Antagonism of the GABA-induced conductance change by
bicuculline in murine a l p l 72L GABA^ receptors. The top hand plot indicates
GABA concentration conductance curves constructed in the absence and
presence of 1, 10, and 50 pM bicuculline. The bottom left hand plot indicates
a Schild plot of log (dose ratio - 1) against - (log molar) bicuculline
concentration for the antagonism of the GABA-induced response by
bicuculline. The line is a least squares regression line for unweighted data
(without slope constraint), with 95% confidence limits of the calculated
regression. On the right, the same Schild analysis has been shown with the
regression line constrained to unity (see methods). Calculated data from the
regression lines are given in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.11. Antagonist profile of murine a ip iô and a i p i 72S6 GABA*
receptors. (A) Membrane current and conductance change evoked by GABA
(10 pM) in the absence and presence of bicuculline (10 pM), picrotoxin
(10 pM) and zinc (250 pM) in oocytes expressing a ip iô GABA^ receptors.
(B) Effect of bicuculline (10 pM), picrotoxin (10 pM) and zinc (100 pM) on the
response induced by 10 pM GABA in oocytes expressing alpl72S5 GABA^
receptors. Recovery responses were obtained to 10 pM GABA in between
exposures to the antagonist (not shown).
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Figure 3.12. Benzodiazepine and barbiturate modulation of the GABA-induced
response in murine a l p l GABA^ receptors. (A) Membrane current and
conductance changes evoked by GABA (10 pM) in the absence and presence
of flurazepam (1 pM) and pentobarbitone (25 pM). (B) Left hand plot
indicates the potentiation of the response elicited by 10 pM GABA by
different concentrations of pentobarbitone. The right hand plot shows GABA
dose-response curves constructed in the absence and presence of 1 pM
flurazepam and 50 pM pentobarbitone.
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Figure 3.13. Potentiation of GABA-evoked membrane currents and
conductances on oocytes expressing murine a l p l72S GABA^ receptors by
different positive modulators of the GABA channel. (A) Membrane current
and conductance change evoked by GABA (10 pM) in the absence and
presence of flurazepam (1 pM), pentobarbitone (50 pM) and pregnanolone
(500 nM). (B) Left hand plot indicates the potentiation of the response elicited
by 10 pM GABA by different concentrations of pentobarbitone, flurazepam
and diazepam. The right hand plot shows GABA dose-response curves
constructed in the absence and presence of 1 pM flurazepam and 50 pM
pentobarbitone.
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Figure 3.14. Potentiation of GABA-evoked membrane currents and
conductances on oocytes expressing murine a lp ly 2L GABA^ receptors by
benzodiazepines and barbiturates. (A) Effect on the 10 pM GABA-induced
membrane current and conductance change evoked by the application of
flurazepam (1 pM) and pentobarbitone (25pM). (B) Left hand plot indicates
the potentiation of the response elicited by 10 pM GABA by different
concentrations of pentobarbitone and flurazepam. The right hand plot shows
GABA dose-response curves constructed in the absence and presence of 1 pM
flurazepam and 50 pM pentobarbitone.
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Figure 3.15. Effect of different positive modulators on the GABA-evoked
response on oocytes expressing murine a lp lô (A) and alply280 (B) GABA^
receptors. Membrane current and conductance changes were evoked by GABA
(10 pM) in the absence and presence of flurazepam (1 pM), diazepam (1 pM),
pentobarbitone (50 pM) and pregnanolone (500 nM). Note, for both receptor
constructs, controls obtained before each modulator application are not shown
but a ‘representative’ control response induced by 10 pM GABA is indicated.
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Figure 3.16. Pharmacological profile of bovine a l p l GABA^ receptors.
(A) Membrane current and conductance changes evoked by GABA (10 pM),
isoguvacine (10 pM) and muscimol (10 pM). Effect of the GABA^ receptor
modulators flurazepam (1 pM) and pentobarbitone (50 pM) on the GABAinduced responses. (B) Inhibition of the membrane current and conductance
changes evoked by GABA (10 pM) using bicuculline (10 pM) or picrotoxin
(10 pM).
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Figure 3.17. Pharmacological profile of bovine aipi72S GABA^ receptors.
(A) Membrane current and conductance changes evoked by GABA (10 pM),
isoguvacine (10 pM) and muscimol (10 pM). Effect of the GABA^ receptor
modulators flurazepam (1 pM) and pentobarbitone (25 pM) on the GABAinduced responses. (B) Inhibition of the membrane current and conductance
changes evoked by GABA (10 pM) after bicuculline (10 pM) or picrotoxin
(10 pM).
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Table 3.1
Subunit
C om position

EC50 (pM)

H ill C oefficient

GABA

Isoguvacine

M uscim ol

GABA

Isoguvacine

M uscim ol

a ip i

5.87 ± 0.7

34.0 ± 2.3

0.63 ± 0.05

0.95 ± 0.09

1.03 ± 0.06

1.16 ± 0.08

a lp l72L

10.2 ± 0.5

76.87 ± 4.5

2.6 ± 0.32

1.22 ± 0.05

1.19 ± 0.06

1.13 ± 0.1

a lp l72S

10.03 ± 0.2

-

-

1.29 ± 0.03

-

-

alp lô

4.9 ± 0.4

-

-

0.85 ± 0.05

-

-

a lp l72SÔ

27.7 ± 1

-

-

1.44 ± 0.06

-

-

Analysis of the equilibrium concentration response curves for GABA, isoguvacine and muscimol recorded from
expressed GABA^ receptor constructs. The EC50 and Hill coefficient data were determined from fitting the logistic
model to the normalised curves (see methods) with all values mean ± s.e.m.

Table 3.2
EC50 (p M )

Subunit
C om position

H ill C oefficient

IC 50 (p M )
Control

+ Picrotoxin

Control

+ Picrotoxin

a lp l

1.3 ± 0.15

5.87 ± 0.7

(1)* 7.5 ± 0.45

0.95 ± 0.09

(1)* 1.37 ± 0.1

alplYZS

2.65 ± 0.2

10.03 ± 0.2

(5)* 13.5 ± 0.8

1.3 ± 0.03

(5)* 1.5 ± 0.1

a ip i72L

0.99 ± 0.22

10.2 ± 0.5

(2.5)* 31.2 ± 1.6

1.22 ± 0.06

(2.5)* 1.5 ± 0.1

Analysis of the picrotoxin inhibition plots for GABA in Xenopus laevis oocytes injected with GABA^ receptor
cDNAs. The ICgQ values were obtained from fitting the antagonist inhibition model to the normalised curves (see
methods) with all values mean ± s.e.m. Analysis of the equilibrium concentration response curves for GABA was
completed in the absence and presence of picrotoxin. ECgg and Hill coefficient data were determined from fitting
the logistic model to the normalised curves (see methods) with all values mean ± s.e.m. Numbers in parentheses
CO

indicate the picrotoxin concentration (pM); * represents a significant change from control P < 0.05.

Table 3.3
Subunit
C om position
a lp l

a ip i72S

aipiYZL

EC5 0 (|iM)

H ill C oefficient

Control

+ Bicuculline

Control

+ BicucuUine

5.87 ± 0.7

(5)* 26.9 ± 2.2

0.96 ± 0.09

(5) 1.13 ± 0.08

10.03 ± 0.2

10.2 ± 0.5

(50)* 174.6 ± 8.2

(50)* 1.25 ± 0.06

(100)* 356.3 ± 20.8

(100)* 1.29 ± 0.09

(5)* 52.6 ± 2.8

1.3 ± 0.03

(5) 1.43 ± 0.1

(10)* 100 ± 3.5

(10)* 1.5 ± 0.07

(25)*156.4 ± 8.1

(25)* 1.6 ± 0.09

(50)* 256.7 ± 21.8

(50)* 1.55 ± 0.06

(100)* 554.1 ± 16.4

(100)* 1.5 ± 0.07

(1)* 19.9 ± 0.97

1.22 ± 0.06

(1) 1.2 ± 0.05

(10)* 66.4 ± 4.1

(10) 1.3 ± 0.09

(50)* 319.6 ± 38

(50) 1.2 ± 0.1

Analysis of the equilibrium concentration response curves for GABA in the absence and presence of bicuculline
in Xenopus laevis oocytes injected with GABA^ receptor cDNAs. EC50 and Hill coefficient data were determined
in the absence and presence of bicuculline from fitting the logistic model to the normalised curves (see methods)
with all values mean ± s.e.m. Numbers in parentheses indicate the bicuculline concentration (pM); * represents
a significant change from control P < 0.05.

Table 3.4
Subunit

U nconstrained

pA j

pAz

K b (pM )

K b (pM )

C om position

Slope

(unconstrained

(constrained

(unconstrained

(constrained

slope)

slope)

slope)

slope)

a lp l

0.76 to 1.08

5.75 to 6.25

5.87

0.56 to 1.78

1.35

a lp l72S

0.72 to 1.04

5.69 to 6.24

5.83

0.75 to 2.04

1.48

a lp l72L

0.67 to 1.08

5.77 to 6.22

5.86

0.60 to 1.70

1.38

Analysis of bicuculline antagonism of the GABA-induced response in recombinant GABA^ receptors. Values are derived
from the Schild plots of pooled data shown in Figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10. Data were subjected to linear regression
analysis and the slope constrained to unity. 95% confidence limits of the calculated regressions were determined for
lines generated without slope constraint. Kg was determined according to the equation pAg = - log Kg.

Table 3.5
Subunit
C om position

M odulator EC 5 0 (pM)
Pentobarbitone

% M axim um Potentiation

Flurazepam

D iazepam

-

-

alp l

56 ± 2.4

a lp l 7 2 S

21.97 ± 1.9

0.17 ± 0.02

0.05 ± 0.003

alpl^ZL

28.23 ± 2.8

0.17 ± 0.01

-

Pentobarbitone

Flurazepam

(500) 708.7 ± 15.1

D iazepam

-

-

(500) 190 ± 4.9

(2.5) 52.2 ± 2.4

(0.25) 57.1 ± 1.6

(500) 239.8 ± 7.6

(2.5) 51.4 ± 1.3

-

Analysis of the equilibrium concentration response curves for the potentiation of a fixed dose of GABA by increasing
concentrations of pentobarbitone, flurazepam and diazepam recorded from GABA^ receptor constructs. The EC50 and %
maximum potentiation data were determined fi-om fitting the logistic model to the normalised curves (see methods) with
all values mean ± s.e.m. Numbers in parentheses indicate the concentration of drug in pM.

a

Table 3.6

C om position

H ill C oefficient

GABA EC 5 0 (pM)

Subunit
Control

+ Pentobarbitone

+ Flurazepam

Control

+ Pentobarbitone

+ Flurazepam

5.6 ± 0.23

0.9 ± 0.07

* 1.4 ± 0.15

1.02 ± 0.05

alp l

5.87 ± 0.6

1.0 ± 0.09

a ip i 7 2 S

10.0 ± 0.2

* 1.06 ± 0.09

* 3.2 ± 0.17

1.3 ± 0.03

1.3 ± 0.1

1.2 ± 0.07

aipiyZL

10.2 ± 0.5

* 0.87 ± 0.07

* 4.0 ± 0.1

1.2 ± 0.06

1.3 ± 0.13

1.2 ± 0.03

Analysis of the equilibrium concentration response curves for GABA in the absence and presence of pentobarbitone and flurazepam
recorded from GABA^ receptor constructs. The EC50 and Hill coefficient data were determined from fitting the logistic model to the
normalised curves (see methods) with all values mean ± s.e.m. Pentobarbitone and flurazepam were batb-applied at 50 and 1 pM
respectively; * represents a significant change fi'om control P < 0.05.
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Chapter four
THE pi SUBUNIT: AN IMPORTANT SITE FOR GABA BINDING?
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The functional role of the p subunit within the GABA^ receptor complex
remains unclear. Previous studies have implicated this subunit as an
essential structural component of the receptor which is important for the
expression of functional channels (Angelotti et al., 1993; Sigel et al., 1990).
The absence of a p subunit was also shown to lead to GABA^ receptors with
very small current amplitudes in Xenopus oocytes (Sigel et al., 1990). In
agreement with these results, it was shown in the previous chapter that
expression of GABA^ receptors was not possible without the presence of a p
subunit indicating the importance of this subunit in the reconstitution of a
functional GABA^ receptor. In contrast, however, GABA^ receptors composed
of rat aly2 subunits expressed in human embryonic kidney cells resulted in
functional channels with large conductances (Verdoorn et al., 1990; Draguhn
et al., 1990).
There has been little information available on the domains which are
important for activation of the GABA^ receptor. However, a recent study
indicated that the GABA^ receptor required two domains present in the p2subunit for activation by GABA (Amin and Weiss, 1993). Both domains of the
p2 subunit were shown to occur in the N-terminal region of the subunit.
However, it could be possible that domains from neighbouring subunits (a, y
and Ô) may contribute to the binding site because an amino acid of the a l
subunit has been identified that when mutated (F64L), impairs activation of
the GABA channel (Sigel et al., 1992). These results suggest the possibility
th a t the N-terminal portions of the extracellular regions of all the subunits
could be involved with the gating of the channel.
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In order to determine the exact function of the p subunit, electrophysiological
and pharmacological analysis have been performed on Xenopus oocytes
expressing homomeric, or single subunit, p subunits. The expression of bovine
homomeric "P" subunits was quite poor but revealed a GABA-sensitive
chloride channel which was potentiated by pentobarbitone and inhibited by
picrotoxin (Blair et al., 1988). Conversely, expression of the rat pi subunit
alone produced an anion-selective channel which lacked GABA-gated
properties (Sigel et al., 1989). These channels appeared to be open in the
absence of GABA and could be shut by picrotoxin (Sigel et al., 1989).
Interestingly, a similar current was observed in oocytes expressing rat
alply2 GABA^ receptors. Application of picrotoxin, applied in the absence of
GABA, induced a small shift in the holding current in the opposite direction
to the current elicited by GABA (Malherbe et al., 1990b). The small shift
amounted to less than 0.5% of the maximum current obtained with GABA
and presumably indicates the possibility of a minor fraction of channels open
in the absence of added GABA. It could also be possible that these open
channels could represent the expression of a small amount of homomeric pi
GABAa receptors.
This study investigates the pharmacological properties of the p i homomeric
GABA^ receptor from two different species and reveals for the first time that
GABA and other compounds known to interact with the GABA^ receptor may
have separate binding sites. Moreover, very little change in the amino acid
sequence of the pi subunit can apparently lead to homomeric receptors with
very different pharmacological and physiological properties.
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4.2 RESULTS
4.2.1 PHARMACOLOGICAL CHARACTERISATION OF THE MURINE (31
SUBUNIT: A NOVEL GABA^ RECEPTOR
Two to five days after injection of murine cDNAs encoding for p i mouse
subunits, the oocytes were screened for expression of GABA^ receptors by the
bath-application of GABA (0.1 pM to 1 mM). Under voltage clamp at a
holding potential of -40 mV no change in the membrane currents and
conductances were evoked even by high concentrations of GABA (1 mM; Fig.
4.1A). Interestingly, the resting membrane resistance was lower (0.05 to
0.25 Mfl) than normally seen with oocytes expressing heteromeric GABA^
receptors (0.5 to 2.5 MO). There were no visible morphological differences
between the batches of oocytes indicating th at structural damage induced by
the expression of homomeric pi subunit receptors was unlikely. Application
of the competitive GABA^ receptor antagonist, bicuculline at high
concentrations (50 pM), also had no effect on the resting membrane currents
and conductances (Fig. 4.1A). However, bath application of low concentrations
of both zinc (1 pM) or picrotoxin (10 pM) restored the normal membrane
resistance in these oocytes (Fig. 4.1A). Zinc has been shown to be a non
competitive antagonist at the GABA^ receptor (Smart and Constanti, 1990;
Smart, 1990). Zinc induced an outward current and conductance decrease
which was also seen with the GABA-channel blocker, picrotoxin. Picrotoxin
and zinc-inhibition curves were constructed for the decrease in the
conductance induced by these antagonists (Fig. 4.2A,B). The IC50 for
picrotoxin and zinc were estimated as 2.11 ± 0.6 and 0.23 ± 0.03 pM
respectively indicating that zinc has a greater affinity for this p i receptor
subunit compared to picrotoxin. To establish the identity of the conductance
being reduced by these inhibitors current-voltage relations were constructed.
The I-V relationships for the unusual ion channel formed by the p i subunit
displayed a slight degree of outward rectification with reversal potentials
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estimated as -27.1 and -24.7 mV respectively which are close to the Cl
reversal potential in these cells (Fig. 4.2A,B; Barish, 1983; Dascal, 1987).
The p i homomeric channels were not affected by some other GABA^ receptor
agonists under study. GABA (500 pM), muscimol (500 pM) and isoguvacine
(500 pM) failed to induce any change in the membrane potential or current
suggesting that the binding site for these agonists is either occluded or not
adopting the correct conformation in this homomeric receptor (Fig. 4.3A).
Interestingly, the barbiturate, pentobarbitone, did induce an inward current
associated with a conductance increase (Fig 4.3A). These results indicate th at
the binding site for GABA and barbiturates are clearly different with only the
barbiturate site existing in these homomeric p i subunits. Construction of an
equilibrium dose-response curve for pentobarbitone produced a Hill coefficient
and EC50 value of 1.9 ± 0.26 and 6.0 ± 0.34 pM respectively (Fig. 4.3B). The
current-voltage relation for the pentobarbitone-induced conductance revealed
a reversal potential of -15.5 mV which is again similar to the Cl' reversal
potential in these cells (Fig. 4.3B).
Heteromeric GABA^ receptors contain a number of allosteric binding sites (for
review see Burt and Kamatchi, 1991; Olsen and Tobin, 1990). To establish
whether such binding sites also existed on the homomeric p i subunit, a
number of GABA^ receptor allosteric modulators were applied to this
receptor. Initially, both positive modulators, including the benzodiazepines
and neurosteroids and negative modulators such as inverse agonists were
tested. The unusual ion current was not affected by the benzodiazepines,
flurazepam (10 pM) and midazolam (10 pM) or the negative allosteric
modulator methyl-6,7-dimethoxy-4-ethyl-p-carboline-3-carboxylate (DMCM;
10 pM; Fig. 4.4A). Neither the benzodiazepine antagonist, flumazenil (Ro 151788; 10 pM; Fig. 4.4A), nor the neurosteroid pregnanolone (500 nM) had any
effect on the current (Fig. 4.4B). Chlormethiazole has been previously shown
to be a positive allosteric modulator of the GABA^ receptor (Harrison and
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Simmonds, 1983; Hales and Lambert, 1992). Application of chlormethiazole
(100 pM) had no effect on the current formed by the homomeric p i subunit
(Fig. 4.4B). Propofol is a novel general anaesthetic which has been previously
shown to be a potent enhancer of GABA responses (Hales and Lambert, 1991;
Prince and Simmonds, 1992). Interestingly, propofol (100 pM) potentiated the
membrane conductance which could be inhibited by the co-application of
picrotoxin (10 pM; Fig 4.4B). Penicillin has been observed to reduce GABAevoked chloride currents (Chow and Mathers, 1986; Twyman et oZ., 1992;
Katayama et al., 1992). Application of 1 mM penicillin G induced an outward
current and conductance decrease which could be further accentuated by the
co-application of picrotoxin (1 pM) in an additive manner (Fig. 4.4C). This
provided evidence that penicillin G and picrotoxin were acting on the same
unusual ion current formed by the homomeric pi subunit. Anthracene-9carboxylic acid (A-9-C) has been previously shown to be a chloride channel
blocker (Bowie and Smart, 1993). Bath-application of A-9-C (1 mM) had no
effect on the membrane current or conductance (Fig. 4.4C).
Xenopus oocytes have been shown to express an endogenous gene for the
acetylcholine receptor a subunit which was thought to be able to co-assemble
with acetylcholine receptor subunit proteins, synthesised after cRNA
injection, to yield functional acetylcholine receptors (Buller and White, 1989).
It was therefore conceivable that the homomeric p i subunits could also coassemble with a transcription product from the oocyte’s own genome,
producing the novel ion current formed by the p i subunit. Therefore many
control experiments were performed to determine th at the novel current seen
in this study was a product solely of the pi subunit expression including:
(i) injection of an unrelated reporter gene (Lac Z) to determine whether an
injection of cDNA will produce the unusual ion current and (ii) the utilisation
of actinomycin D which prevents any transcription of the host cells genome.
To ascertain the effectiveness of actinomycin D on the prevention of
transcribing DNA to mRNA, a control experiment was performed using cDNA
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injections of a l p l subunits in the presence and absence of actinomycin D.
Thus the first approach was to inject the Lac Z gene into the Xenopus oocyte
which encodes for the p-galactosidase protein (Bassford et al., 1978). This
ensured the unusual ion current was not a product of expression from the
oocyte’s own genome which was somehow induced to be expressed after
injection of a volume (15 nl) of cDNA into the nucleus. Two to five days after
the injection of the Lac Z gene the oocytes exhibited normal resting
membrane resistances and bath-application of GABA (1 mM), zinc (10 pM),
picrotoxin (50 pM) or pentobarbitone (50 pM) had no effect on the resting
membrane current or conductance (Fig. 4.5A). It is therefore improbable that
the injection of cDNAs per se activates an endogenous gene within the oocyte
which could be expressing the protein for the novel ion channel seen in this
study. To further ascertain that the expression of the ion channel was only
from the injected pi subunit, oocytes were incubated in the presence of
50 pg/ml actinomycin D after injection with cRNA encoding for mouse pi
subunits or cDNAs encoding for a l p l GABA^ receptors. As actinomycin D
blocks transcription of DNA to mRNA, injection and subsequent expression
of the products of cRNA should be unaffected by actinomycin D but
expression of injected cDNA should be prevented. After two to five days
incubation in actinomycin D, the cRNA injection of pi subunits expressed to
give receptors with the same ion channel properties as those seen for cDNA
injections of the p i subunit. GABA (500 pM) failed to affect the ion channel
properties with both zinc (1 pM) and picrotoxin (50 pM) inducing an outward
current and conductance decrease (Fig. 4.5B). Moreover, pentobarbitone
(10 pM) induced an inward current and conductance increase (Fig. 4.5B). To
ensure th at actinomycin D was preventing transcription at this concentration,
oocytes injected with a l p l cDNAs were also bathed in actinomycin D.
Expression of a l p l subunits was not seen after incubation in actinomycin D
for two to five days. GABA (10 to 500 pM) and picrotoxin (50 pM) failed to
elicit any response (Fig. 4.5C). To ascertain that this lack of expression was
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due to the effects of actinomycin D and not due to poor expression of the
cDNAs, oocytes from the same experiment were also incubated in the absence
of actinomycin D. In this case, the injection of a l p l subunits for the GABA^
receptor led to the efficient formation of GABA-gated anion channels. GABA
(10 and 100 pM) induced large inward currents and conductance increases
(Fig. 4.5D). Application of 10 pM picrotoxin inhibited the response induced by
GABA (10 pM; Fig. 4.5D). From these control experiments it is very likely
that the currents seen in this study arose from only the expression of
homomeric mouse pi subunits and not from a product of the expression of the
oocyte's own genome.
4.2.2 COMPARISON OF HOMOMERIC pi SUBUNIT GABA^ RECEPTORS
FROM TWO DIFFERENT SPECIES
The unusual ionic current seen with expressed mouse pi homomeric GABA^
receptors is intriguing. Whether such an effect is related specifically to this
mouse GABA^ subunit was studied by comparison with expressed homomeric
bovine pi GABA^ receptor subunits.
Bath-application of GABA (100 pM) or muscimol (100 pM) induced a small
inward current (Fig. 4.6A). The bovine pi homomeric receptors therefore
appeared to have GABA-gating properties which were lacking in the mouse
p i GABA^ subunit. The GABA response was unaffected by the benzodiazepine
midazolam (50 pM) but was enhanced by 50 pM pentobarbitone (Fig. 4.6A).
The GABA-induced response was completely inhibited by the GABA^ receptor
antagonists bicuculline (10 pM), picrotoxin (10 pM) and zinc (10 pM; Fig.
4.6B). Addition of the chloride channel blocker A-9-C had no effect on the
GABA-induced response (Fig. 4.6B). The responses induced by GABA on this
homomeric bovine pi GABA^ receptor were shown to be dose-dependent with
the application of increasing concentrations of GABA inducing larger
responses (Fig. 4.6C). Construction of an equilibrium response curve revealed
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a Hill coefficient and EC50value of 0.8 ± 0.08 and 29.34 ±5.1 pM respectively
(Fig. 4.7). Current-voltage relations for GABA revealed a reversal potential
of -21.35 mV which is close to the Cl reversal potential in these cells (Fig.
4.7; Barish, 1983; Dascal, 1987). Interestingly, the I-V relationships for this
GABA^ receptor revealed a saturation of the GABA-induced current at
positive potentials possibly indicating a very inefficient expression of these
single bovine subunits. Alternatively the expression could be efficient but the
channels may have a small single channel conductance or possibly a relatively
low channel opening frequency and/or short mean open or long mean closed
times at depolarised membrane potentials.
4.3 DISCUSSION
This study represents an examination of the functional properties of
homomeric pi GABA^ receptors and the apparent ability of a small number
of amino acid residues to change the pharmacological profile of the same
subunit from different species.
4.3.1 SPECIES DEPENDENCE OF THE PHARMACOLOGICAL PROFILE
FOR HOMOMERIC pi GABA^ RECEPTORS
Xenopus oocytes injected with mouse pi homomeric GABA^ subunits resulted
in the expression of homomeric anion selective channels. This channel,
however, was not gated by GABA since it is apparently open in the absence
of this agonist. This was indicated by a low resting membrane resistance
which was restored to the normal membrane resistance by the application of
GABA^ receptor antagonists picrotoxin or zinc. Moreover, muscimol and
isoguvacine both failed to elicit any response on this channel. In comparison,
bovine p i GABA^ receptors were sensitive to both GABA and muscimol with
the agonists inducing a small inward current. However, these responses were
small even at high GABA and muscimol concentrations. This could possibly
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indicate an inefficient functional expression of these homomeric receptors.
However, it is also possible that the single channel kinetics, such as opening
frequency, burst duration, mean open time and single channel conductance,
could be responsible for the small responses observed with the expression of
these homomeric channels being relatively efficient. Interestingly, Blair and
colleagues observed bursts of channel activity followed by long periods of no
openings from patches exposed to 100 pM GABA in oocytes expressing bovine
"P" subunit GABAa receptors (Blair et al., 1988). Therefore it is conceivable
that a low frequency of channel openings could also be responsible for the
small responses to the test agonists seen in this study. Construction of a
current-voltage relation for GABA revealed that the channel formed from the
expression of bovine pi subunits was either not able to conduct large currents
leading to the rectification seen (Fig. 4.7) or the channel activity was strongly
voltage-dependent. Previous experiments observed a strong voltagedependence, with outward rectification of the single channel currents at
depolarising potentials, for bovine homomeric "p" GABA^ receptors (Blair et
al., 1988). Construction of a dose-response curve for GABA produced an EC50
value of 29.34 ±5.1 pM which is approximately five fold higher than the EC50
value of 5.87 ± 0.6 pM for the heteromeric a l p l GABA^ receptor construct.
Similar GABA-sensitive chloride channels were detected after injection of
bovine "p" RNA inXenopus oocytes (Blair et al., 1988). Human p i homomeric
GABAa receptors expressed in human embryonic kidney cells have also been
shown to be gated by GABA although again only small currents were detected
(Pritchett et al., 1988). Moreover, these cells once transfected with cDNAs
encoding the single subunit, synthesized the respective mRNA in amounts
similar to cDNAs encoding a l p l GABAa receptors (Pritchett et al., 1988).
Thus it could be possible th at the low currents obtained by expression of the
hum an p i GABAa receptor was either due to the reduced efficiencies of
receptor assembly or that there was an efficient expression of these
homomeric channels but the channel kinetics were such th at only small
currents were obtained (see earlier).
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The mouse p i receptor current was not sensitive to the competitive GABA^
receptor antagonist bicuculline. It is possible that both GABA and bicuculline
share a common binding site which is not present on the mouse p i GABA^
receptor or the site(s) at which these compounds bind is obscured. Conversely,
on bovine pi GABA^ receptors bicuculline was found to block the GABAinduced current.
Both zinc and picrotoxin have the ability to antagonise the channel present
in the mouse pi receptors. Interestingly, zinc has a greater affinity for this
receptor compared to picrotoxin with IC50 values of 0.23 ± 0.03 and 2.11 ±
0.6 pM respectively. Previous studies have determined the IC50 value for zinc
on rat and mouse a l p l GABA^ receptors as approximately 1 pM (Draguhn
et al., 1990; Smart et al., 1991). It could be possible th at the conformation of
the quaternary structure of the heteromeric and homomeric receptors are
different leading to an altered affinity of the zinc binding site. There could
also be a zinc binding site(s) on the a l subunit as well as on the p i subunit.
An extra binding site(s) on the a l subunit could alone or in combination with
the pi subunit influence the binding of zinc to the heteromeric GABA*
receptor producing the decreased affinity of zinc for these receptors in
comparison to the homomeric pi subunit. Sigel and colleagues have
previously shown that expression of the rat pi induced a similar picrotoxinsensitive channel lacking GABA-gating properties (Sigel et al., 1989).
Khrestchatisky and colleagues revealed application of picrotoxin to oocytes
expressing rat

"p" GABA^ receptors

elicited

an

outward

current

(Khrestchatisky et al., 1989). Rather surprisingly, picrotoxin-induced currents
were also observed in heteromeric GABA^ receptors expressed in oocytes
injected with either a5 (originally defined incorrectly as a4; for a4 see Ymer
et al., 1989a) and "p" RNAs or a l and "p" RNAs (Khrestchatisky et al., 1989).
Furthermore, a similar current was observed in oocytes expressing rat
alp ly 2 GABA^ receptors. Application of picrotoxin, applied in the absence of
GABA, induced a small shift in the holding current in the opposite direction
to the current elicited by GABA (Malherbe et al., 1990b). It is possible that
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this picrotoxin sensitive current seen in heteromeric GABA receptors could
possibly be due to a minor fraction of channels open in the absence of added
GABA or that these open channels could represent the expression of a small
amount of homomeric pi GABA^ receptors. In bovine p i GABA^ receptors
both zinc and picrotoxin completely abolished the GABA-induced current.
Construction of current-voltage relations for zinc and picrotoxin on mouse pi
receptors and GABA on bovine p i receptors revealed that both species of pi
homomeric GABA^ receptors had a reversal potential near to the Cl'
equilibrium potential in these cells indicating that the channels are probably
chloride-selective (Barish, 1983; Dascal, 1987).
The channel present in mouse p i receptors was enhanced by pentobarbitone
indicating physiologically for the first time th at GABA and barbiturates bind
to different sites within the GABA^ receptor. In agreement with these results,
a previous study identified two domains on the p2 subunit necessary for the
activation of GABA but not pentobarbitone in GABA^ receptors composed of
ra t a lp 2y2 subunits (Amin and Weiss, 1993). Moreover, the Hill coefficient
revealed for pentobarbitone of 1.9 ± 0.26 indicates that there may be two
binding sites for pentobarbitone on the homomeric murine pi subunit. The
GABA-induced current in the bovine pi receptor was also enhanced by
pentobarbitone. Conversely, the benzodiazepines appear to have no binding
sites on either mouse or bovine pi GABA^ receptors. These results are in
agreement with previous studies where the benzodiazepine enhancement of
GABA-induced responses on GABA^ receptors occurs only in heteromeric
constructs containing a y subunit with the selectivity for the benzodiazepines
determined by the a subunit present. (Pritchett et al.^ 1989; cf Malherbe et
aL, 1990a; Doble and Martin, 1992).
The neurosteroid pregnanolone showed no sensitivity for the mouse pi
GABA^ receptor. These results are in agreement with previous studies where
it was shown that the steroid modification of the GABA^ receptor was
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strongly influenced by the presence of both the a and the y but not the p
subunits (Shingai et al., 1991; Zamin et al., 1992). Interestingly, propofol
potentiated the ion channel conductance of this homomeric receptor
demonstrating a potential binding site for this general anaesthetic on the pi
subunit. Thus propofol has a separate binding site from GABA and the
benzodiazepines on this homomeric murine pi subunit; however it is unclear
whether propofol has a novel binding site in this pi subunit or whether both
propofol and pentobarbitone share a common binding site. Propofol has been
previously shown to act as a positive allosteric modulator at GABA^ receptors
although no firm conclusions were drawn as to the site of propofol
interactions with the receptor or the relative importance of the action of
propofol at the GABA^ receptor for anaesthesia (Hales and Lambert, 1991;
Prince and Simmonds, 1992).
Penicillin G induced an outward current and decrease in the conductance of
the ion channel present in the mouse pi receptor. Previous studies have
demonstrated that penicillin induces an open channel blockade of GABA^
channels from mouse spinal cord neurones in culture (Twyman et al., 1992;
Katayama et al., 1992). The convulsant action of the drug in vivo may occur
through this inhibition of the GABA^ receptor (Chow and Mathers, 1986).
This study indicates th at the ion channel formed by p i receptor subunits may
still accommodate the binding site for penicillin G.
The chloride channel blocker A-9-C was shown to have very little effect on
both the ion channel present in the mouse p i receptors and on the GABAinduced response in the bovine homomeric pi GABA^ receptor. A-9-C has
been reported to block endogenous calcium-activated chloride currents in
Xenopus laevis oocytes (Bowie and Smart, 1993). The lack of effect of A-9-C
on the mouse homomeric p i GABA^ receptors provides further evidence that
the ion channel present is the product of expression of the p i GABA^ receptor
subunit.
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4.3.2 EFFECT OF THE AMINO ACID SEQUENCE ON THE GABA^
RECEPTOR PHARMACOLOGY
Extensive studies have previously revealed that replacement of a single
amino acid in a variety of receptors changes the pharmacology of the m utant
receptor. A profound effect of point mutation was seen on the pharmacological
profile of the glycine receptor when residues in the a l subunit, phenylalanine
at position 159 and tyrosine at position 161, were exchanged. GABA which
does not activate wild type glycine receptors formed from a l subunits now
gated the m utant channel with an EC50 value of approximately 600 pM
(Schmeiden et al., 1993). Moreover, the introduction of three amino acids,
proline at position 236 and alanine and threonine at positions 237 and 251
respectively from the transmembrane domain M2 of the glycine or GABA^
receptor into the M2 segment of the a? nicotinic receptor was sufficient to
convert the cationic-selective ion channel in this receptor into an anionicselective channel gated by acetylcholine (Galzi et al., 1992).
A physiological effect of a single mutation has been identified where an
arginine has been mutated to a glutamine residue in the N-terminal region
at position 100 in the a 6 subunit in the cerebellar region of alcohol-nontolerant (ANT) rat line. This mutation incurs a diazepam sensitivity not
normally present in the cerebellum of ‘wild-type’ alcohol-tolerant rat GABA*
receptors and renders the ANT rats highly susceptible to impairment of
postural reflexes by benzodiazepine agonists (Korpi et al., 1993). Furthermore,
Sigel and colleagues demonstrated th at a single amino acid substitution in
the ra t a l subunit (leucine for phenylalanine at position 64) decreased the
GABA affinity of the mutant receptor when expressed with p2 and 72
subunits (Sigel et al., 1992). These results suggest the involvement of Nterminal portions of the extracellular domains of subunits in the gating of the
channel. Moreover, a recent study identified domains on the rat p2 subunit
which were necessary for the activation of the receptor by GABA. Four amino
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acid residues located in the p2 subunit, tyrosine at position 157, threonine at
position 160, threonine at 202 and tyrosine at position 205, were identified
as some of the key residues for the activation of the GABA^ receptor by
GABA (Amin and Weiss, 1993). These key residues are however conserved in
the mouse, bovine, rat and human pi subunits and could not therefore
underlie the changes in pharmacological profiles seen in this study between
the homomeric pi receptors from mouse and bovine (Fig. 4.8). It could be
possible that these residues play an important role in the GABA channel
sensitivity to activation by GABA when the p subunit is expressed with the
other GABA^ receptor subunits a l and y2, but these amino acid residues may
have little influence on the GABA binding in the homomeric p i receptor
(Amin and Weiss, 1993). Another possibility is that these sites are somehow
occluded in the mouse p i homomeric receptor but are present and accessible
in the equivalent bovine GABA^ receptor.
The pi mouse amino acid sequence is approximately 97% identical to the
amino acid sequence of the bovine pi polypeptide (Fig. 4.8). One amino acid
residue in the N-terminal region differs between these two species, a serine
is present in the mouse at residue 3 which corresponds to an alanine at the
identical position in the bovine (Fig. 4.8). All other differences between the
amino acid sequences of the mouse and bovine pi subunit occur in the large
intracellular loop between transmembrane domains M3 and M4 (Fig. 4.8).
Interestingly, the rat pi subunit, which has been previously shown to have
the pharmacological profile of that seen in this study with the mouse pi
subunit (Sigel et al., 1989), contains a serine residue at position 3 which
corresponds to that of the mouse pi subunit (Fig. 4.8). It will be interesting
to ascertain in the future whether this single amino acid change is
responsible for the difference in the gating properties between the expressed
mouse and bovine pi homomeric GABA^ receptors. It is also possible th at the
numerous changes in the residues between mouse and bovine in the large
intracellular loop could incur different quaternary structures of the mouse
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and bovine pi subunits which could produce some of the variations seen
between the pharmacological profile of these two species (Fig. 4.8).
Furthermore, similar residues are located in this region for the rat p i as th at
in the mouse p i subunit which again could lead to the similarities in the
pharmacology of these two species (Fig. 4.8). Moreover, Pritchett and
colleagues demonstrated the human homomeric pi subunit receptor to be
gated by GABA in a way analogous to the bovine pi GABA^ receptor
(Pritchett et al., 1988). Interestingly, the residues located in this large
intracellular loop for the human pi subunit resemble more closely those of
the bovine pi subunit than the mouse pi GABA^ subunit (Fig. 4.8). A
chimeric or point mutation study of these key residues will be required to
determine their influence on the GABA^ receptor function.
This study has shown a pharmacological variation between species
homologues of the same receptor indicating that caution should be given when
extrapolating the properties of a given receptor across species without
independent validation, even when there is a high interspecies sequence
identity. This has important implications for the design and therapeutic use
of receptor-selective drugs of the future when these are based on
measurements of affinity, selectivity and efficacy in non-human species.
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Figure 4.1. Pharmacological profile of mouse pi homomeric GABA^ receptors expressed inXenopus oocytes. (A) Application
of 1 mM GABA, 50 pM Bicuculline, 1 pM zinc and 10 pM picrotoxin to the mouse p i homomeric receptor. The solid line
in each case represents the duration of drug application. In this and all subsequent recordings the membrane conductance
was monitored throughout by repetitively applying brief hyperpolarizing voltage command steps (-lOmV; Is, 0.2Hz).
Holding potential for all oocytes, -40mV.
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Figure 4.2. Inhibition plots and current-voltage relations for picrotoxin and
zinc on the mouse p i homomeric GABA^ receptor. (A,B) Picrotoxin and zinc
inhibition curves were constructed for the picrotoxin- and zinc-sensitive
conductance (left hand plots). In this and all subsequent inhibition curves the
resting conductance was taken as being 100 % before the addition of the
antagonist and the solid line was generated according to the antagonist
inhibition model (see methods). The right hand plots indicate the currentvoltage relations for picrotoxin and zinc. The solid lines were constructed
using 2^^ order polynomials and the reversal potentials of the picrotoxin- and
zinc-sensitive component were determined.
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Figure 4.3. Sensitivity of GABA^ receptor agonists and pentobarbitone on the
mouse p i homomeric receptor. (A) Bath-application of 500 pM GABA, 500 pM
muscimol, 500 pM isoguvacine and 50 pM pentobarbitone are indicated by the
solid lines. (B) The left hand plot shows the pentobarbitone equilibrium
concentration curve which was normalised with respect to 10 pM
pentobarbitone with the conductance in the absence of pentobarbitone taken
as the base line. The points represent means ± s.e.m recorded from 3 oocytes.
The curve was fitted according to the logistic model (see methods). The right
hand plot indicates the current-voltage relation for pentobarbitone from which
the reversal potential of the pentobarbitone-sensitive component was
determined.
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Figure 4.4. Effect of GABA^ receptor allosteric modulators on the homomeric
mouse p i receptor expressed in Xenopus oocytes. (A) Application of 10 pM
flurazepam; 10 pM midazolam; 10 pM DMCM; and 10 pM flumazenil are
indicated by the solid line. (B) Application of 500 nM pregnanolone; 100 pM
chlormethiazole and 100 pM propofol in the absence and presence of 10 pM
picrotoxin. (C) The effect of 1 mM penicillin G and 1 pM picrotoxin are
indicated by the arrows and A-9-C application is shown by the solid line.
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Figure 4.5. Control experiments performed to ascertain the source of the
unusual ion channels present after injection of mouse p i subunits.
(A) Injection of the Lac Z gene encoding for p-galactosidase. Application of
1 mM GABA, 10 pM zinc, 50 pM picrotoxin and 50 pM pentobarbitone are
indicated. (B) Injection of cRNA corresponding to the mouse p i subunit.
Oocytes were incubated in 50 pg/ml actinomycin D for two-five days prior to
recording. Application of 500 pM GABA, 1 pM zinc, 50 pM picrotoxin and
10 pM pentobarbitone are shown. (C) Injection of cDNAs corresponding to
a l p l GABA^ subunits. After incubation conditions as in (B) 10 and 500 pM
GABA and 50 pM picrotoxin were bath-applied. (D) Injection of cDNAs
corresponding to a i p i GABA^ subunits into oocytes in the absence of
actinomycin D. Batb-application of 10 and 100 pM GABA and the antagonism
of the response evoked by 10 pM GABA by picrotoxin (10 pM) are shown.
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Figure 4.6. Pharmacological profile of bovine pi homomeric receptors.
(A) Membrane current responses to 100 pM GABA and 100 pM muscimol are
shown. All subsequent solid lines indicate the application of 100 pM GABA.
The affect of 50 pM midazolam and 50 pM pentobarbitone on this GABAinduced response are indicated. (B) The p i receptor was exposed to the
GABAa receptor antagonists bicuculline (10 pM), picrotoxin (10 pM) and zinc
(10 pM). The effect of the chloride channel blocker A-9-C on this GABAinduced current is also shown. (C) Membrane current and conductance change
evoked by 5, 10, 100 and 1000 pM GABA.
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Figure 4.7. Characterisation of the GABA-induced current and conductance in oocytes expressing bovine p i homomeric
receptors. The left hand plot shows the GABA equilibrium concentration curve which was normalised with respect to
10 pM GABA. The points represent means ± s.e.m recorded from 3 oocytes. Curves were fitted according to the logistic
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Figure 4.8. Homologies of the predicted amino acid sequences for mouse, rat,
human and bovine GABA^ pi subunits. The vertical arrow indicates the
proposed end of the signal sequence and the start of the m ature protein,
which is also where numbering starts. Numbers on the right denote aminoacid residues. Identical residues are shown by asterisks (*), a conservative
change in an amino acid is indicated by a dot (.) and a non-conservative
change by a space ( ). The overall sequence identity between the GABA^ pi
subunits is 96.6%. The proposed membrane-spanning hydrophobic sequences
(M1-M4) are indicated by the solid bars and some proposed key residues for
GABA binding are boxed (Amin and Weiss, 1993). Sequences were obtained
from Ymer et al., 1989b (rat and bovine), Schofield et at., 1989 (human) and
Dr. D. Burt, University of Maryland, Baltimore, personal communication
(mouse) and aligned using PC/GENE version 6.6.
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Chapter five
CHARACTERISATION OF RECOMBINANT GABA^ RECEPTORS
WITH pH AND ZINC
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Increases in electrical activity of neurones, such as spike firing, have been
observed to cause rapid shifts in extracellular ionic composition, including
decreases in Na^ and Ca^ and a rise in

(Nicholson, 1979; Dietzel et al.,

1982; Sykova, 1983). Such phenomena occur due to the flux of ions across
ligand- and voltage-gated ion channels. These shifts in the concentration of
extracellular ions have been associated with rapid changes in the
extracellular pH (for review see Chesler, 1990). N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) receptors have been shown to be selectively inhibited by protons
(Tang

al., 1990; Traynelis and Cull-Candy, 1990, 1991). Thus, external pH

changes could have important implications for neuronal function.
In previous studies on crayfish and lobster muscle fibres it was shown that
the GABA-induced chloride conductance increase was sensitive to changes in
the external pH (Takeuchi and Takeuchi, 1967, Smart and Constanti, 1982).
The GABA-induced response was reduced at high pH and enhanced at low
pH, suggesting the existence of pH sensitive sites residing in the GABA
receptor complex which might be capable of modulating the GABA response.
Zinc has been shown to antagonise the GABA-evoked response on lobster
muscle GABA receptors (Smart and Constanti, 1982). The binding site for
zinc, in this GABA receptor, was also shown to be sensitive to pH. Reducing
the external pH revealed an enhancement of the GABA-induced conductance
change, but the antagonistic effect of zinc was markedly reduced (Smart and
Constanti, 1982). This suggested that zinc and H^ compete for a similar site
on the lobster muscle GABA receptor. Zinc has also been shown to be a GABA
antagonist on cultured embryonic neuronal GABA^ receptors (Westbrook and
Mayer, 1987; Smart and Constanti, 1990). Recombinant GABA^ receptors
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expressed in human kidney cells revealed that receptors lacking the y subunit
were inhibited by zinc and receptors possessing a y subunit were relatively
insensitive to blockade by zinc ions (Dragubn et al., 1990; Smart et al., 1991).
However, in contrast to invertebrate muscle GABA receptors, the inhibition
by zinc of the GABA-induced response was unaffected by pH in cultured
embryonic neuronal GABA^ receptors (Smart, 1992). This suggested that,
unlike the invertebrate GABA receptors, zinc and H^ do not compete for a
similar site in mammalian GABA^ receptors.
However, the effect of changing the external pH on the GABA-induced
responses and the influence of this pH change on the inhibition of GABA
responses by zinc has not been studied in recombinant GABA^ receptors.
Therefore, this study investigated the effects of pH on recombinant GABA^
receptors. In addition, the pH dependence of the zinc induced inhibition of the
GABA-induced responses was studied. The results demonstrate for the first
time that the modulation of the GABA-induced response by pH depends on
the subunit composition of the GABA^ receptor. Moreover, the inhibition of
the GABA response by zinc was modulated by changing the external pH in
recombinant GABA^ receptors. Interestingly, the zinc antagonism of the
GABA-evoked responses and the modulation of this inhibition by pH was also
shown to be dependent on the GABA^ receptor subunit composition.
The individual pH dependent phenotypes seen in this study could prove to be
a useful tool for the determination of the composition of unknown
recombinant and native GABA^ receptors.
5.2 RESULTS
5.2.1 pH CHARACTERISATION OF RECOMBINANT GABA^ RECEPTORS

Membrane currents and conductances evoked by bath-applied GABA in
Ringer solutions of different pH (4.4 to 9.4) were monitored in single Xenopi^s
oocytes injected with cDNAs encoding mouse a ip i, al(31y2S, a lp lô or
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alply2Sô GABAa receptor subunits. To minimise variations in responses
among oocytes, pH effects were studied on individual oocytes and normalised
to the conductance change induced by 10 pM GABA at pH 7.4 obtained from
the same oocyte. For all oocytes expressing any GABA^ receptor construct,
changes in the external pH induced a change in the resting conductance.
Decreasing the pH from 7.4 to 5.4 induced a small inward current with a
decrease in the resting conductance. Conversely, increasing the pH to 9.4
evoked a small outward current with an increased resting conductance (Fig.
5.1 A). The pH sensitivity of the oocytes appeared to be unrelated to the
cDNAs injected. In agreement. Woodward and Miledi (1992) revealed th at the
sensitivity of oocytes to extracellular pH was a property of native (non
injected) cells. Moreover, the same pH sensitivity was seen in defolliculated
oocytes indicating the responses were activated in the oocyte itself, as opposed
to enveloping follicular cells (Woodward and Miledi, 1992). The ionic basis for
the pH sensitivity is thought to occur via

conductance changes, with

acidification of the bathing medium inducing inward currents due to
reductions in membrane conductance to

(Woodward and Miledi, 1992).

Under voltage clamp at a holding potential of -40 mV, oocytes injected with
a l p l GABA^ receptor constructs responded to GABA (0.1 to 500 pM) with
large membrane currents at extracellular pH 7.4. On increasing the acidity
of the Ringer solution to pH 5.4, the current and conductance change
produced by a fixed dose of GABA (10 pM) was increased (Fig. 5.1A).
Moreover, on increasing the alkalinity of the Ringer solution, the current and
conductance change evoked by bath application of 10 pM GABA was
decreased (Fig. 5.1A). The pH dependence of the a l p l GABA^ receptor
construct was assessed further by construction of a pH titration curve (Fig.
5.IB). From this sigmoidal relationship the pH at which the half maximal
conductance increase occurred was estimated and revealed a pK^ value of
approximately 6.8 (Table 5.1). Equilibrium concentration curves for this
GABAa receptor construct were assembled by measuring the steady state
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GABA-induced chloride conductance. These relationships revealed th at on
decreasing the extracellular pH from 7.4 to 5.4 the GABA-induced
conductance change increased with the elevated

potentiating the

maximum (Fig. 5.1C). The Hill coefficients and ECgg values remained
relatively unaffected by the decrease in extracellular pH (Table 5.1).
Conversely, on increasing the extracellular pH from 7.4 to 9.4 an antagonism
of the GABA-induced conductance occurred of a non-competitive type (Fig.
5.1C).

The maximum

conductance increase induced

by saturating

concentrations of GABA (500 pM) was reduced with small changes in the Hill
coefficients and ECggS for GABA (Table 5.1). Current-voltage (I-V)
relationships for the a l p l receptor combination were assessed during the
steady-state phase of an individual GABA-induced response at pH 7.4 and
5.4. The I-Vs displayed a degree of outward rectification with no significant
change in the agonist reversal potentials, -29.3 mV (pH 7.4) and -30.1 mV
(pH 5.4), which are close to the Cl' reversal potential in these cells (Fig. 5.1C;
Barish, 1983; Dascal, 1987).
The pH dependence of the GABA-induced response of the mouse a l p l 72S
GABAa receptor construct revealed quite a different picture. On changing the
pH of the external Ringer solution from pH 7.4 in either direction (5.4 or 9.4)
the current and conductance change induced by 10 pM GABA was apparently
unaffected (Fig. 5.2A). This lack of sensitivity to external pH was again
observed over a broad range of pH from the pH titration curve (Fig. 5.2B).
Moreover, both the equilibrium concentration response curve and I-V relation
for this receptor construct were unaffected by changes in the external pH
(Fig. 5.2C; Table 5.1).
The addition of a t2S subunit to the a l p l receptor construct rendered the
GABA^ receptor insensitive to external pH changes indicating a dependence
of pH sensitivity on the exact composition of subunits present within the
GABA^ receptor complex. To further assess the dependence of pH sensitivity
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on subunit composition oocytes were injected with cDNAs encoding mouse
alplÔ GABAa subunits. The addition of the Ô subunit to the a l p l receptor
construct revealed a different pH profile from either a l p l or alply2S GABA^
receptor constructs. On increasing the acidity of the external Ringer solution
from pH 7.4 to pH 5.4 a greater current and conductance change was induced
by 10 pM GABA (Fig. 5.3A). Conversely, the GABA-evoked response was
decreased on increasing the alkalinity from pH 7.4 to 9.4 (Fig. 5.3A).
Interestingly, on constructing a pH titration curve a change in the pH profile
was seen between receptors comprising of a l p l subunits with and without 6
subunits. Unlike the sigmoidal curve seen with a l p l GABA^ receptor
subunits (Fig. 5.IB), this curve could be seen to be biphasic, with a clear
plateaux between pH 7.4 and 8.4 (Fig. 5.3B). The data in the titration curve
provided two pK^ values of approximately 6.3 and 9.9 (Table 5.1). These two
pKa values were estimated from the titration curve by separating the two
sections of the curve, with the plateaux at pH 7.4 to 8.4 either acting as the
bottom or top of each curve respectively, and measuring the pH at which the
half maximal conductance increase occurred in each case. Equilibrium
concentration response curves were constructed and revealed th at increasing
the acidity of the Ringer solution from pH 7.4 to 5.4 an increase in the GABAinduced conductance change occurred (Fig. 5.3C). Conversely, increasing the
alkalinity of the Ringer solution caused a depression in the maximum
conductance increase induced by saturating concentrations of GABA (500 pM;
Fig. 5.30). The change in pH from 7.4 to 5.4 or 9.4 induced little change in
the Hill coefficients or ECgg values for GABA (Table 5.1). This depression of
the maximum response suggests a non-competitive mode of antagonism of the
GABA-induced conductance change. I-V relationships for the alplÔ receptor
combination were assessed during the steady-state phase of an individual
GABA-induced response at pH 7.4 and 5.4. The I-Vs displayed a degree of
outward rectification with no significant change in the agonist reversal
potentials (Fig. 5.3C).
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All three mouse GABA^ receptor constructs examined so far, a lp l, alpl72S
and alplÔ, revealed a different pH profile. Therefore, it was of interest to
determine whether the addition of both the t 2S and the ô subunit to a l p l
GABA^ receptor subunits would further influence the pH sensitivity of the
GABA^ receptor complex. Oocytes were injected with cDNAs encoding mouse
alply2S0 GABA^ receptor subunits. Interestingly, this GABA^ receptor
complex revealed a pH sensitivity unlike all receptor constructs already
examined. On decreasing or increasing the pH of the Ringer solution from 7.4
to 5.4 or 9.4, the current and conductance changes induced by 10 pM GABA
were decreased (Fig. 5.4A). Construction of a pH titration plot revealed a
symmetrical bell-shaped curve with the conductance greatest at neutral pH
7.4 to 8.4 (Fig. 5.4B). From this bell-shaped curve the pH’s at which the half
maximal conductance increase occurred were estimated for each symmetric
side of the curve, and revealed pK^ values of approximately 5.5 and 9.6 (Table
5.1). Equilibrium concentration curves for GABA revealed that changing the
external pH from 7.4 to 5.4 or 9.4 induced an antagonism of a mixed/non
competitive type revealed by a small lateral shift with a depression in the
maximum (Fig. 5.40). There was little change seen in the Hill coefficients
with a small change in ECggS for GABA (Table 5.1). I-V relationships for this
receptor construct were constructed at pH 7.4 and 5.4 and displayed a degree
of outward rectification with no significant change in the agonist reversal
potentials (Fig. 5.4C).
5.2.2 COMPARISON OF THE EFFECT OF pH ON GABA^ RECEPTORS
FROM TWO DIFFERENT SPECIES
The difference in pH sensitivity between mouse a l p l and a l p l 72S GABA^
receptors is intriguing. The addition of a y2S subunit seemingly had the
ability to remove the pH sensitivity of the GABA^ receptor construct. Whether
such an effect is related specifically to mouse GABA^ receptor subunits was
studied by comparison with bovine GABA^ receptor subunits. Conductance
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changes produced by GABA (0.1 to 250 pM) were recorded from oocytes
expressing bovine a l p l GABA^ receptor subunits in Ringer solutions of
varying pH (4.4 to 9.4). On increasing the alkalinity of the external solution,
the conductance change evoked by a fixed concentration of GABA (10 pM)
decreased along a sigmoidal curve (Fig. 5.5A) in a manner analogous to mouse
a l p l receptor constructs providing a pK^ value of approximately 6.4 (Table
5.1). The similarity of the pK^ values, mouse a l p l 6.8 and bovine 6.4,
suggests the possible involvement of similar amino acid residues which may
be involved in the allosteric transitions for these two receptors associated
with GABA ion channel gating. Equilibrium concentration curves for GABA
were also constructed for bovine a l p l receptor constructs. This bovine
receptor construct revealed that increasing the alkalinity of the Ringer
solution caused a depression in the maximum conductance increase induced
by saturating concentrations of GABA (250 pM) with little change in the Hill
coefficients or ECggS for GABA (Table 5.1), suggesting a non-competitive mode
of antagonism (Fig. 5.5B). I-V relationships displayed a degree of outward
rectification with no significant change in the agonist reversal potentials in
Ringer solutions of pH 7.4 and 5.6 (Fig. 5.5B).
Interestingly, the addition of the bovine y2S GABA^ receptor subunit to this
receptor construct, yielding receptors with a ip iy 2S subunit composition,
again removed the pH sensitivity of this GABA^ receptor construct. This lack
of sensitivity to external pH was determined on construction of a pH titration
curve (Fig. 5.6A). Moreover, both the equilibrium concentration response
curve and I-V for this receptor construct were unaffected by changes in the
external pH (Fig. 5.6B; Table 5.1). This lack of sensitivity to external pH was
consistent with that observed for the same receptor construct with the mouse
species. Therefore the addition of the y2S subunit to a l p l GABA^ receptor
constructs could lead to masking of the specific ‘proton-sensitive’ amino acid
residues involved in influencing the GABA^ receptor conductance.
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5.2.3 MODULATION OF THE EFFECT OF ZINC ON RECOMBINANT
GABAa r e c e p t o r s b y pH
The ‘proton-sensitive’ sites which modulated the conductance of the GABAgated chloride channels may also be affected by other agents which could bind
to these groups. Zinc has been found to be a GABA antagonist on cultured
neuronal GABA^ receptors (Westbrook and Mayer, 1987; Smart and
Constanti, 1990). If the site at which zinc binds is also sensitive to H^, then
it should be possible to interfere with the zinc antagonism of the GABA
responses by changing the pH of the external solution. Four mouse GABA^
receptor subunit constructs, a ip i, alp lô , alpl'/2S and alpl72Sô, were
initially employed to assess the pH sensitivity of the antagonism of GABA
responses by zinc.
GABA-induced conductances mediated by receptors comprising a l p l subunits,
were inhibited by zinc (0.01 to 100 pM). The construction of a zinc inhibition
curve led to the determination of the ICgg for zinc as 1.1 ± 0.1 pM at pH 7.4
(Fig. 5.7A; Table 5.2). On increasing the alkalinity to pH 9.4 the antagonism
by zinc was only slightly affected with the IC50 for zinc as 1.3 ± 0.15 pM (Fig.
5.7A; Table 5.2). However, by acidifying the bathing medium and increasing
the [H^l 100 fold, the blockade by zinc of the GABA-induced conductance was
considerably alleviated. The IC50 for zinc at pH 5.4 was estimated as 55.2 ±
3.4 pM (Fig. 5.7A; Table 5.2). GABA concentration response curve analysis
revealed that in the presence of 1 pM zinc at pH 7.4 a depression of the
maximum response occurred. This is consistent with a non-competitive type
of inhibition. There was little change seen in the Hill coefficients or EC^gS for
GABA in the presence of zinc (Table 5.3, 5.4). On reducing the external pH
to 5.4, the GABA-induced conductance change was enhanced as expected.
However, the antagonistic effect of zinc was markedly reduced. As predicted
from the IC50 value for zinc at pH 5.4, 50 pM zinc was needed to reduce the
maximum GABA-induced response by approximately the same amount as
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that observed with 1
increased

zinc at pH 7.4 (Fig. 5.7B). This suggests th at an

binding was excluding the binding of zinc to the ‘proton-

sensitive’ site. The equilibrium concentration curves further revealed th at the
antagonism produced by 50 pM zinc was of a mixed/non-competitive type. The
maximum increase induced by saturating concentrations of GABA (500 pM)
was reduced with little change in the Hill coefficients and a slight change in
the ECgo for GABA (Table 5.3, 5.4). Construction of GABA equilibrium
response curves at pH 9.4 revealed that on increasing the alkalinity of the
external solution, the GABA-induced conductance change was decreased as
expected. However, the antagonistic effect of zinc was only slightly altered
from that observed at pH 7.4 as predicted from the zinc inhibition curves (Fig.
5.7B). Zinc (1 pM) inhibited the GABA-induced conductance in a mixed/non
competitive fashion with a depression of the concentration curve (Fig. 5.7B).
Moreover, zinc antagonism appeared to have a greater modulatory influence
at higher GABA concentrations (> 5 pM) at pH 9.4 than at lower GABA
concentrations, with no antagonism of the GABA-induced response occurring
at GABA concentrations less than 2.5 pM. The GABA response curves in the
presence of 1 pM zinc also indicated little change in the Hill coefficients with
a reduction in the ECgg for GABA (Table 5.3, 5.4).
The inhibition of GABA responses by zinc has been shown to depend on the
composition of the GABA^ receptor (Draguhn et al., 1990; Sm art et al., 1991).
The addition of a 6 subunit to a l p l GABA^ receptor subunits, yielding
receptors with a lp lô subunit composition, led to a GABA^ receptor with a
novel zinc sensitivity. Zinc inhibition curves revealed a similar profile to a l p l
receptor constructs. Increasing the external pH from 7.4 to 9.4 had little
effect on the antagonistic effect by zinc of GABA responses with ICggS 14.8 ±
1.5 and 14.8 ± 1.7 pM respectively (Fig. 5.8A; Table 5.2). However, on
increasing the acidity of the external solution the antagonism by zinc was
considerably alleviated with an IC50 of 45.9 ± 3.7 pM at pH 5.4 (Fig. 5.8A;
Table 5.2). Interestingly, GABA concentration response curve analyses
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revealed a competitive inhibition by zinc on these a ip iô GABA^ recombinant
receptors (Fig. 5.8A). Competitive inhibition has previously been seen for zinc
inhibition of GABA responses on frog dorsal root ganglion cells (Akaike et al.,
1987; Yakushiji et aL, 1987). However, this is the first report of competitive
inhibition for zinc on mammalian GABA^ receptors. Little change occurred in
the Hill coefficients but the ECggS were markedly altered in the presence of
10 pM zinc (Fig. 5.8A; Table 5.3, 5.4). At a higher zinc concentration (100 pM)
inhibition of the GABA-induced response remained apparently competitive
(Fig. 5.8A). On reducing the external pH from 7.4 to 5.4, the GABA response
was enhanced as expected but the antagonistic effect of zinc was again
reduced. The antagonism however remained competitive. Zinc at a higher
concentration of 50 pM was required to antagonise the GABA^ receptor at pH
5.4 compared to 10 pM zinc at pH 7.4 as predicted from the IC50 values for
zinc (Fig. 5.8B). This again suggests that increased H^ binding excludes the
binding of zinc to the ‘proton-sensitive’ site. Moreover, little change occurred
in the Hill coefficients but the EC50 for GABA were markedly altered in the
presence of zinc (Fig. 5.8B; Table 5.3, 5.4). Construction of GABA equilibrium
response curves at pH 9.4 revealed that the GABA-induced conductance
change was reduced. However, the antagonistic effect of zinc was slightly
increased from that observed at pH 7.4 (Fig. 5.8B). Moreover, zinc still
inhibited the GABA-induced conductance in a competitive fashion with little
change in the Hill coefficients but marked changes in the ECggS for GABA
(Fig. 5.8B; Table 5.3, 5.4).
Zinc inhibition curves were also constructed for oocytes expressing mouse
a l p l 72S or alply2S6 GABA^ receptor subunits (Fig. 5.9A,B). The GABAactivated responses were only inhibited by high concentrations (> 100 pM) of
zinc (Fig. 5.9A,B). IC50 values were estimated for alply2S receptors as
639.9 ± 34.9 pM and for alpl'y2S0 receptors as 615.4 ± 84.3 pM (Table 5.2).
GABA concentration response curves for alply2S receptor constructs with
and without the ô subunit revealed th at low concentrations of zinc (5 to
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10 pM) had no effect, but at high zinc concentrations (300 pM), the maximum
conductance increase induced by saturating concentrations of GABA (500 pM)
was reduced with little change in the Hill coefficients and small changes in
the EC50 values for GABA (Fig. 5.9A,B; Table 5.3, 5.4). Both relationships
revealed th at the antagonism produced by 300 pM zinc was of a non
competitive type. Therefore, the addition of a 8 subunit to the alpl72S
receptor construct did not alter the pharmacological profile of the zinc
antagonism compared to the addition of the 8 subunit to the a l p l GABA^
receptor construct.
5.2.4 COMPARISON OF THE EFFECT OF ZINC BY pH ON GABA^
RECEPTORS FROM TWO DIFFERENT SPECIES
The pH dependence of the zinc blockade of GABA-activated responses for the
murine receptor composed of a l p l subunits was compared to th at of the
bovine a l p l subunit receptor construct. Zinc inhibition curves showed a
dependence on the external pH similar to that seen for the mouse receptor
(Fig. 5.10A). Once again, by acidifying the bathing medium the inhibition by
zinc of GABA responses could be alleviated with IC50 values for pH 7.4 and
6.4 as 0.73 ± 0.06 and 1.7 ±0.1 pM respectively. Interestingly, the inhibition
of GABA-induced responses by zinc was not as reduced by decreasing the pH
for this bovine receptor as compared to the equivalent murine receptor with
IC50values increasing 50 fold (pH 7.4 to 5.4) for murine a l p l and 2.5 fold (pH
7.4 to 6.4) for bovine a l p l GABA^ receptor constructs. By increasing the pH
of the Ringer to 8.4, zinc inhibited the GABA response to a greater extent
than at pH 7.4 which was reflected in the IC50 for zinc at pH 8.4 as 0.37 ±
0.05 pM (Fig. 5.10A; Table 5.2). GABA concentration response curve analysis
revealed a similar profile as for the mouse a l p l GABA^ receptor constructs.
The block induced by a low concentration of zinc (0.5 pM) at pH 7.4 or 8.4
was of a mixed/non-competitive type with a small lateral shift as well as a
depression of the maximum response with small changes in the Hill
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coefficients and EC50 values (Fig. 5.10A,B; Table 5.3, 5.4). At these pH’s a
higher zinc concentration (5 pM) gave virtually a complete depression of the
GABA concentration-response curve (Fig. 5.10A,B). As for the mouse a l p l
receptor construct, acidifying the external Ringer significantly alleviated the
blockade by zinc of the GABA responses (Fig. 5.10B). The GABA doseconductance curves revealed that the antagonism produced by 5 pM zinc was
of a mixed/non-competitive type with small changes in the Hill coefficients
and EC50 values (Fig. 5.10B; Table 5.3, 5.4).
The addition of a y2S subunit to this receptor construct, yielding bovine
alply2S GABA^ receptors, exhibited relative insensitivity to blockade by zinc
ions. On construction of a zinc inhibition curve the GABA-induced responses
were only inhibited at higher concentrations of zinc (> 100 pM) with the IC50
value determined as 616.95 ± 76.3 pM (Fig. 5.11; Table 5.2). Construction of
equilibrium dose-response curves for GABA revealed that low concentrations
of zinc (5 pM) had no effect on the GABA-induced responses with little
changes in the EC50 or Hill coefficient values (Fig. 5.11; Table 5.3, 5.4). The
pH and zinc profile, which is dependent on the composition of mouse GABA^
receptor subunits was found to be similar for bovine GABA^ receptors. The
similarities in pH and zinc dependence of channel function of the GABA^
receptors from the two different species suggest that the specific amino acid
residues involved in the allosteric transitions are similar for these two
species.
5.3 DISCUSSION
This study represents the first examination of the functional effects of
changing the extracellular pH and any resultant modification in the
antagonism induced by zinc ions on mammalian recombinant GABA^
receptors expressed in Xenopus oocytes.
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5.3.1 SUBUNIT DEPENDENCE OF THE pH PHENOTYPE
GABA-induced responses from oocytes expressing GABA^ receptors
comprising mouse a l p l subunits were maximal at low pH’s and decreased
along a sigmoidal curve as the H^ concentration decreased. Moreover, there
was little effect of H^ on the Hill coefficients and very small changes in the
EC50 values for GABA possibly indicating th at protons do not enhance this
GABA^ receptor by increasing its apparent binding affinity. This feature was
seen with some of the other receptor constructs. The addition of the y2
subunit to this GABA^ receptor complex intriguingly rendered the receptor
insensitive to external pH changes. This subunit dependence on the pH
sensitivity was again seen in bovine GABA^ receptors expressing the same
subunit compositions. These results are unlikely to be due to pH effects on
the GABA molecule, since pH minimally affects the GABA molecule over a
wide pH range with 99% of GABA residing in the zwitterionic form at pH 7.6
decreasing to only 97% at pH 5.6 (Smart and Constanti, 1982). However,
these results may suggest the existence of an ionizable group(s) within the
a l p l receptor construct which can modulate the conductance of the chloride
channel which may become masked in these receptors when a y2 subunit is
present. The resultant pH titration curves for both mouse and bovine a l p l
receptor constructs revealed the involvement of a single group with apparent
pKg values of 6.8 and 6.4 respectively.
Interestingly, addition of the Ô subunit to the a l p l receptor construct
revealed a different pH sensitivity of this a lp 15 GABA^ receptor compared
to the a l p l receptor complex. GABA^ receptors composed of alplÔ subunits
revealed a biphasic pH curve compared to the sigmoidal curve obtained for
the a l p l receptor complex. This suggested that the pH sensitivity of the
GABAa receptor is dependent on the composition of subunits present within
the construct. Moreover, this demonstrates th at pH may be used as a probe
to ascertadn whether the 5 subunit is actually expressed in a recombinant
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system as part of a heterologous GABA^ receptor complex. To date, the
presence of a ô subunit within a functional GABA^ receptor construct has not
been shown. The data in the titration curve provided two pK^ values of
approximately 6.3 and 9.9. Interestingly, mouse aipi72S5 GABA^ receptor
constructs revealed a novel bell-shaped dependence on pH. This pH profile
suggests the involvement of at least two distinct chemical species
participating in the determination of the GABA response, with pK^ values
estimated as 5.5 and 9.6. Interestingly, a bell shaped pH titration curve has
been seen for mouse nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (Landau et aL, 1981; Li
and McNamee, 1992). This bell shaped pH titration curve for the alpl'y2S5
GABA^ receptor suggests that there are two ‘proton-sensitive’ sites
differentially controlling the pH sensitivity of this receptor construct
compared to the one site for GABA^ receptors composed of a l p l subunits.
Moreover, this pH sensitivity of the a lp ly 2ô GABA^ receptor indicates that
the optimum GABA-induced responses would occur at physiological pH’s.
Overall, pH profiling of GABA^ receptors is a powerful method which could
be used to broadly determine some aspects of the subunit composition of
unknown recombinant and native GABA^ receptors. The results clearly
indicate for the first time the expression of Ôsubunits in heterologous GABAy^
receptors expressed with either a l p l or alpl'y2S subunit constructs.
5.3.2 pH SENSITIVE GROUPS AFFECTING THE GABA-ACTIVATED
CHLORIDE CONDUCTANCE

The apparent pK^ values obtained from a lp l, alplÔ and a i p i 725 GABA^
receptor constructs suggested the involvement of different amino acid
residues in determining the pH dependent profiles of these GABA^ receptors.
The groups with pK^ values of 6.4 and 6.8 on bovine and mouse a l p l GABA^
receptors respectively, and 5.5 and 6.3 for one site located on mouse
alply2S5 and alplÔ receptors respectively, can be tentatively identified as
an imidazole group in histidine residues which has a pK^ value of 6.5 (Mahler
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and Cordes, 1971; Stryer, 1988; Table 5.5). Interestingly, a l, pi y2S and ô
GABA^ receptor subunits contain histidine residues in the extracellular
region. Moreover, in both mouse and bovine eight histidines are
extracellularly located in the a l subunit and four histidines in the p i subunit
(Fig. 5.12/5.13). Furthermore, these histidine residues for both mouse and
bovine a l and p i subunits are located in identical positions in the amino acid
sequence (Fig. 5.12/5.13). The similarity in number and location of histidine
residues present in a l p l GABA^ receptors both for the mouse and bovine
species may therefore result in the similar pH profile and zinc sensitivities
of these two receptors, as demonstrated by the pK^ values. The lack of both
pH and zinc sensitivity on addition of the fZ subunit to a l p l receptor
constructs is very intriguing. One histidine residue present in a l subunits at
a position close to the start of the putative first transmembrane domain
(TMl), 215, is absent in the y2S subunit (Fig. 5.14). Interestingly, the pH
sensitivity is retained on addition of the ô subunit to the same a l p l receptor
construct. Unlike for the t2S subunit, a histidine residue is present very close
to TM l in the ô subunit at position 224, which on alignment of the protein
sequences corresponds to the position of the histidine residue in the a l
subunit at 215, and may account for the pK^ value of 6.3 (Fig. 5.14). It could
be possible that addition of the y2 subunit to the a i p i receptor construct
‘masks’ this important histidine residue. Further identification of the amino
acid residues requires the use of chimeric and site-specific m utant GABA^
receptors. Alternatively, it could be possible that the conformation of the
quaternary structure of the receptor protein of the a l p l GABA^ receptor
could be altered by the addition of the t 2S subunit in such a way that
masking occurs of the ‘proton-sensitive’ residues. In contrast, addition of the
6 subunit to the a l p l receptor may cause a different quaternary structure of
the receptor complex to be adopted, compared to the alply2S receptor,
leading to the pH sensitivities seen for ô containing GABA^ receptor
constructs.
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The apparent values of the pK^’s for the other putative ‘proton-sensitive’ sites
of a lp lô and alpl72Sô of 9.9 and 9.6 respectively would suggest the
involvement of tyrosine or lysine residues which both have a pK^ value of 10
(Table 5.5).
5.3.3 SUBUNIT COMPOSITION AND EXTERNAL pH AFFECTS ZINCINDUCED INHIBITION
The inhibition of GABA responses by zinc clearly depends on the subunit
composition of the GABA^ receptor. Mouse and bovine a l p l receptor
constructs were sensitive to zinc inhibition with ICgg values of 1.1 ± 0.1 and
0.73 ± 0.06 pM respectively. This suggests a similar zinc sensitivity for a l p l
GABA^ receptors from both the murine and bovine species, possibly indicating
a similar binding site for zinc in these GABA^ receptor constructs.
Furthermore, zinc was observed to depress the equilibrium concentration
curves in a mixed/non-competitive manner. Interestingly, the addition of the
Ôsubunit yielding murine a lp 15 GABA^ receptor constructs revealed th at the
zinc sensitivity was slightly decreased with an IC50 value of 14.8 ± 1.53 pM.
This could possibly be due to the change in quaternary structure of the
receptor complex which may reveal different binding sites for zinc on the
a lp lô GABA^ receptor or alternatively the affinity of zinc for it’s binding site
may be altered. However, the zinc inhibition was observed to be competitive,
implying that both zinc and GABA could be competing for the same binding
site(s) within the a lp lô GABA^ receptor complex. Alternatively, the
competitive nature of the zinc antagonism could also arise via an allosteric
interaction with the GABA^ receptor affecting agonist binding and/or ion
channel gating.
Receptors possessing a 72S subunit for both mouse and bovine yielding
receptors of a l p l 72S subunit constructs were relatively insensitive to
blockade by zinc ions. High concentrations of zinc (300 pM) revealed a non
competitive inhibition of the GABA-induced response, irrespective of whether
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the Ôsubunit was present in the receptor complex. Therefore, it appears that
the 72s subunit is dominant over the ô subunit in the a l p l 72Sô GABA^
receptor complex with regard to inhibition by zinc. The similarity in the IC50
values for zinc for the a l p l 72S receptor with and without the ô subunit could
possibly indicate a similar zinc binding site within these receptor constructs.
pH was shown to modulate the zinc antagonism of both a i p i and a lp lô
GABAa receptors. The antagonistic effect of zinc was reduced on decreasing
the pH suggesting th at H^ and zinc were competing for a similar site in the
GABAa receptor ionophore. Addition of the 72 subunit renders this receptor
insensitive to both pH and low concentrations of zinc suggesting a similar
binding site for both protons and zinc ions. The ‘proton-sensitive’ site has
been tentatively suggested to exist on imidazole groups within histidine
residues. It may therefore be possible that the same residues could also be
the binding site for zinc.
5.3.4 COMPAKISON WITH PREVIOUS RESULTS
There have been only a few previous studies on the effect of external pH on
GABAa receptors. Previous studies on crayfish and lobster muscle fibres
revealed th at the GABA-induced chloride conductance was increased at low
pH (Takeuchi and Takeuchi, 1967, Smart and Constanti, 1982; Pasternack et
al., 1992). The pK^ for this effect was estimated from a titration curve to be
6.1 (Smart and Constanti, 1982). These results are compatible with the pH
profile observed with both mouse and bovine a i p i GABA^ receptor constructs.
However, the GABA receptor constructs found in lobster muscle may not
consist of the same subunits as that seen in mammalian brain. These data
provide an interesting comparison of the ‘proton-sensitive’ groups present in
the GABA receptors in these different species. From the pK^ values obtained
in this study on a lp l GABA^ receptor constructs, and th at seen in lobster
muscle, it is likely that similar amino acids are responsible for the proton
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sensitivity of the GABA-gated chloride conductance and possibly some
similarity between the ion channel modulation.
Interestingly, the effect of pH on the GABA response was studied in cultured
rat spinal neurones (Gruol et al., 1980) and reticulospinal vasomotor neurones
(Sun and Reis, 1993). Extracellular application of

by iontophoresis

attenuated GABA-evoked decreases in the action potential frequency (Gruol
et al., 1980; Sun and Reis, 1993). Conversely, application of OH by
iontophoresis enhanced these GABA responses (Sun and Reis, 1993).
However, due to application of H^ or OH by iontophoresis, the actual final pH
seen by the GABA^ receptors remains unknown. Moreover, it was also noted
that similar results were obtained with H^ and OH iontophoreses and
glycine-evoked inhibition on these neurones, suggesting that H^ modulation
of the GABA-evoked inhibition may not be the result of a specific action at
the GABA receptor ionophore (Sun and Reis, 1993).
The intracellular pH of the oocyte has been shown to change when the
extracellular pH is altered (Sasaki et al., 1992). Therefore, any intracellular
pH change induced by altering the external pH could possibly influence the
GABA-induced responses at different external H^ concentrations. However,
the influence on the GABA-gated chloride conductance by intracellular pH
was studied in crayfish muscle fibres (Pasternack et al., 1992). Large changes
in the intracellular pH (range 6.4 to 8.0) did not have any detectable effects
on the GABA-induced conductance changes. In the present study the
intracellular pH was not monitored but any changes in the intracellular pH
of the oocyte were probably of little significance as the pH profile seen was
dependent on the GABA^ receptor subunit composition with the GABA
response of alply2S receptor constructs being insensitive to modulation by
pH.
A number of previous studies have revealed th at the GABA^ receptor
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channels were significantly permeable to bicarbonate ions as well as chloride
ions (Bormann et al., 1987; Kaila and Viopio, 1987; Kaila et al., 1990; Kaila
et al., 1992; Kaila et al., 1993). Therefore, the possibility arises that
bicarbonate ions could have contributed to the GABA-mediated responses
observed in this study. However, current-voltage relations obtained for the
studies where bicarbonate ions were shown to be permeating through the
GABA ion channel revealed reversal potentials markedly more positive than
Eq (by 20 mV; Kaila and Viopio, 1987; Kaila et al., 1990; Kaila et al., 1992;
Kaila et al., 1993). In this study current-voltage relations were constructed
in different pH’s for each GABA^ receptor construct studied. The reversal
potentials revealed for each receptor construct in different pH’s were all close
to the Cr reversal potential in the Xenopus oocyte (Barish, 1983; Dascal,
1987). Therefore, in the experimental conditions of this study it is unlikely
that bicarbonate ions contributed significantly to the GABA-induced
responses.
Zinc has previously been shown to be an antagonist on cultured embryonic
neuronal GABA^ receptors (Westbrook and Mayer, 1987; Smart and
Constanti, 1990). Smart et al. (1991) reported that GABA^ receptors lacking
the 72 subunit were inhibited by zinc in a non-competitive manner in mouse
a l p l GABA^ receptors expressed in human embryonic kidney cells. The
addition of a 72 subunit conversely revealed a relative insensitivity to zinc
ions (Smart et al., 1991). These results are entirely consistent with the zinc
inhibition profile seen in a l p l and a ip iy 2S GABA^ receptors used in this
study. It has also been noted that GABA responses from embryonic neurones
are routinely sensitive to zinc (Smart and Constanti, 1990; Smart, 1990),
indicating th at the major type of GABA^ receptor present at this stage of
neural development may lack the 72 subunit. Therefore, adult and older
postnatal forms of the GABA^ receptor would then presumably contain the
72, or a functionally equivalent subunit, thereby rendering the receptor less
sensitive to zinc. This developmental sensitivity of the GABA^ receptor to zinc
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was observed in adult rat superior cervical ganglia where the GABA-induced
conductance change was not sensitive to blockade by zinc ions (Smart and
Constanti, 1982). Interestingly, in dorsal root ganglion cells of the bullfrog,
Rana catesbeana, the GABA-induced response was inhibited by high
concentrations of zinc (1-3 mM) in a competitive manner analogous to the zinc
inhibition seen in this study with a lp lô GABA^ receptors (Akaike et al.,
1987; Yakushiji et al., 1987). A study on embryonic neuronal GABA^ receptors
showed that the external pH did not affect the zinc-induced inhibition (Smart,
1992). However, only a small pH change from 7.4 to 6.18 was employed and
the full pH dependent profile of the zinc inhibition, as seen in the present
study with a l p l subunit containing receptors, may not have been apparent.
5.3.5 NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
In several regions of the CNS, neuronal activity has been shown to cause an
immediate alkalination of the extracellular space (Chesler, 1990). The
alkaline shifts are rapidly observed (Chesler and Chan, 1988; Krishtal et al.,
1987) and can be significant in influencing excitatory transmission (Tang et
al., 1990; Traynelis and Cull-Candy, 1990, 1991; Vyklicky et al., 1990).
Moreover, the magnitude and speed of these pH shifts suggested th at the
underlying acid-base fluxes were mediated via postsynaptic channels (Chesler
and Chan, 1988). Further evidence was obtained from the direct application
of both glutamate (Chen and Chesler, 1992a,b; Chesler and Rice, 1991;
Jarolimek et al., 1989) or GABA (Chen and Chesler, 1990; Chen and Chesler,
1992a; Jarolimek et al., 1989) which caused similar alkaline shifts
independent of the presence of calcium (Chen and Chesler, 1991; Chesler and
Rice, 1991).
Application of GABA to crayfish muscle caused a fall in intracellular pH
associated with an alkalosis at the extracellular surface of the cell membrane.
This effect could be blocked in the nominal absence of bicarbonate (Kaila and
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Voipio, 1987) and in the presence of carbonic anhydrase inhibitors (Kaila et
al., 1990). In the vertebrate CNS, the GABA-gated ion channel has a
comparable permeability to bicarbonate ions (Bormann et al., 1987).
Monosynaptic activation of GABA^ receptors in CAl neurones of the rat
hippocampus gave rise to an extracellular alkaline shift which was abolished
by picrotoxin and enhanced by pentobarbital (Kaila et al., 1992; Chen and
Chesler, 1992a). These results suggest that a similar mechanism for the
GABA^ receptor induced alkalosis occurs in rat hippocampus as observed in
the crayfish muscle. Application of GABA to turtle cerebellum induced an
extracellular alkaline shift which arose due to the efflux of bicarbonate across
the GABA^ anion channel (Chen and Chesler, 1990; Chen and Chesler, 1991;
Chesler and Chen, 1992). These results suggest th at synaptically evoked
alkaline shifts could arise as a result of GABAergic transmission and/or
activation of N-methyl-D-Aspartate (NMDA) and non-NMDA receptors (Chen
and Chesler, 1992a,b; Chesler and Rice, 1991; Jarolimek et al., 1989).
Interestingly, brief transient alkalinisations and acidifications of the
extracellular space following stimulation of the CAl afferents in hippocampal
slices were reported to be dependent on synaptic transmission (Krishtal et al.,
1987). The fast acid transient was suggested to arise fi'om either the acidic
contents of transm itter vesicles or the insertion of a pump transporter,
ATPase, from vesicle storage membrane into the synaptic membrane (Krishtal
et al., 1987). If the contents of the synaptic vesicles are appreciably acidic,
this raises the intriguing possibility that the synaptic cleft will become
acidified with each quantal event. The time course of acidification and/or
alkalination during synaptic transmission is unknown, but it has been shown
in this study, that the GABA response could be modified by pH transients
and the extent and direction of modulation will be dependent on the
composition of subunits present in the GABA^ receptor.
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5.3.6 CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS
Hypoxic and ischaemic episodes lead to decreases in the extracellular pH in
neuronal tissue (Kraige^ aZ., 1983; Mutch and Handsen, 1984; Chesler, 1990),
which has been suggested to contribute to neuronal damage (Siesjo, 1985;
Griffith et al., 1992). It could be possible that the mild decreases in
extracellular pH could modulate GABA^ receptors. Depending on the subunit
composition present, the GABA^ receptor could have a protective (a lp l,
alplô), noxious (alp ly2S6) or indifferent effect (alp ly2S) during hypoxic or
ischaemic insult due to the change in the GABA-induced conductance for each
receptor with increasing H^. However, the exact contribution of the GABA^
receptor during such episodes will not only depend on the composition of the
GABAa receptors present. NMDA receptor activation is thought to be an
important factor in hypoxia/ischaemia-induced neuronal damage (for review
see Dingledine et al., 1988). NMDA receptors have also been shown to be
inhibited in low pH via their proton site (Traynelis and Cull-Candy, 1990,
1991; Tang et al., 1990; Giffard et al., 1990). Interestingly, a number of
reports have shown that reduced pH protects cultured neurones from
glutamate and hypoxia-induced neuronal death (Giffard et al., 1990; Kaku et
al., 1993; Takadera et al., 1992; Tombaugh and Sapolsky, 1990). During the
reperfusion period if protons are removed more rapidly than glutamate from
the extracellular space then neurotoxicity may become significant. The
GABA^ receptor pH sensitivity may again have important implications for
controlling the excitatory activity of the neuronal tissue during this time
period.
Respiratory acidosis and alkalosis influence both neuronal and seizure states
(Chesler, 1990). Furthermore, transient changes in pH have been reported to
occur during epileptiform field discharges recorded in vitro (Jarolimek et al.,
1989) and electrographic seizures recorded in vivo (Balestrino and Somjen,
1988). GABAergic inhibitory mechanisms normally limit neuronal excitability
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within many regions of the CNS, including both limbic and cortical structures
(For review see Dingledine et al., 1988). Therefore, the modulation of the
GABA response by pH will be of extreme importance during such events with
both physiological and clinical implications.
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Figure 5.1. pH profile of mouse a l p l GABA^ receptors expressed inXenopus
oocytes. (A) GABA-activated membrane currents recorded at pH 7.4, 5.4 and
9.4 as indicated by the arrows. The membrane conductance was monitored
throughout by repetitively applying brief hyperpolarizing voltage command
steps (-lOmV; Is, 0.2Hz). Holding potential for all oocytes, -40mV. (B) pH
titration curve of the GABA-induced chloride conductance evoked by 10 pM
GABA and normalised with respect to the conductance obtained at pH 7.4.
The solid line was drawn by eye from which the pK^ of 6.8 was determined
at 50% of the maximum conductance. After each pH perturbation, the cell
was always returned to pH 7.4 and control responses repeated. All points are
mean ± s.e.m. obtained from 5 different oocytes. (C) The left hand plot shows
GABA equilibrium concentration curves constructed in pH 7.4, 5.4 and 9.4
and normalised with respect to 10 pM GABA at pH 7.4. The points represent
means ± s.e.m recorded from 3 oocytes. Curves were fitted according to the
logistic model (see methods). The right hand plot indicates current-voltage
relations obtained at both pH 7.4 and 5.4.
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Figure 5.2. Xenopus oocytes expressing mouse alply2S GABA^ receptor
constructs are pH insensitive. (A) GABA-induced membrane currents recorded
at pH 7.4, 5.4 and 9.4. Note, the effect of changing the external pH can still
be seen on the resting conductance. (B) pH titration curve of the GABAactivated chloride conductance evoked by 10 pM GABA and normalised with
respect to the conductance obtained at pH 7.4. (C) Both the GABA doseresponse curve (left hand plot) and the current-voltage relation (right hand
plot) reveal the insensitivity of this receptor construct to pH.
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Figure 5.3. GABA responses recorded from mouse a lp lô GABA^ receptors are
pH sensitive. (A) Application of GABA (10 pM) induces membrane current
and conductance changes which are sensitive to the external pH change.
(B) The pH titration plot of the GABA-induced conductance change revealed
a biphasic curve. The solid line was drawn by eye and allowed an estimation
of pKg values of 6.3 and 9.9 (C) Equilibrium concentration conductance curves
(left hand plot) were constructed at pH 7.4, 5.4 and 9.4 and were normalised
to the conductance induced by 10 pM GABA at pH 7.4. Curves were fitted
according to the logistic model (see methods). The right hand plot indicates
current-voltage relations obtained at pH 5.4 and 7.4.
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Figure 5.4. pH sensitivity of aipiY2Sô GABA^ receptor subunits. (A) GABAactivated membrane currents recorded at pH 7.4, 5.4 and 9.4. (B) pH titration
of the GABA-activated chloride conductance revealed a novel symmetrical
bell-shaped curve with apparent pK^ values estimated as 5.5 and 9.6. All
points were normalised with respect to the conductance induced by 10 pM
GABA at pH 7.4. (C) The left hand plot shows equilibrium concentration
curves obtained at pH 5.4, 7.4 and 9.4. All curves were obtained from 3-4
different oocytes and have been normalised to the conductance induced by
lOpM GABA at pH 7.4. The points represent means ± s.e.m. Curves were
fitted according to the logistic model (see methods). The right hand plot
indicates the current-voltage relation for GABA determined at pH 7.4 and 5.4.
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Figure 5.5. Effects of pH on bovine a l p l GABA^ receptor constructs are
similar to mouse a l p l GABA^ receptors. (A) The pH titration of the GABAinduced chloride conductance revealed a sigmoidal shaped curve and pK^^
value of 6.4. (B) The left hand plot indicates equilibrium concentration
response curves constructed at different extracellular pH’s and fitted
according to the logistic model (see methods). All points represent means ±
s.e.m. The right hand plot shows current-voltage relations for GABA at pH
7.4 and 5.6.
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Figure 5.6. Expression of bovine a l p l 72S GABA^ receptors revealed a similar
pH insensitivity as seen in mouse a lp ly 2S subunit constructs. (A) pH
titration curve of the GABA-induced chloride conductance evoked by 10 pM
GABA and normalised with respect to the conductance obtained at pH 7.4.
(B) Both the GABA dose-response curve (left hand plot) and the currentvoltage relation (right hand plot) show the insensitivity of this receptor
construct to pH,
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Figure 5.7. The inhibitory effect of zinc on GABA responses recorded from
mouse a l p l GABA^ receptors can be considerably alleviated by low pH.
(A) Zinc inhibition curves were constructed for GABA at pH 7.4, 5.4 and 9.4
(left band plot). In this and all subsequent zinc inhibition curves the GABAinduced conductances were normalised to the response evoked by 10 pM
GABA at pH 7.4 and fitted according to the antagonist inhibition model (see
methods). The right band plot indicates GABA concentration conductance
curves constructed in the absence and presence of 1 pM zinc. (B) Altering the
pH to 5.4 revealed a significant reversal of the inhibitory effect of zinc on the
GABA-induced response. A higher concentration of zinc (50 pM) was
necessary to attain a similar inhibition of the GABA-induced response at this
acidic pH as seen with 1 pM zinc at pH 7.4 (left band plot). The right band
plot revealed little change in the zinc sensitivity at pH 9.4 compared to pH
7.4.
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Figure 5.8. The zinc inhibition of the GABA-induced responses recorded from
GABAa receptors comprising a lp lô subunit constructs was reduced by low
pH. (A) On the left, zinc inhibition plots at pH 7.4, 5.4 and 9.4 revealed a
similar profile to a l p l mouse GABA^ receptor constructs. Equilibrium dose
response curves were constructed in the absence and presence of zinc (10 and
100 pM) at pH 7.4. (B) The competitive nature of the zinc inhibition was seen
at pH 5.4 and 9.4 (left and right hand side, respectively), with a greater
protection afforded from the zinc antagonism at the low pH.
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Figure 5.9. GABA-induced responses show an insensitivity to zinc in GABA^
receptors containing a t2S subunit. (A) Zinc inhibition plot (left hand side)
and equilibrium dose response curve in the absence and presence of zinc (5
and 300 pM; right hand side) recorded from oocytes expressing mouse
a l p l 72S GABA^ receptors. (B) Similar curves were obtained from GABA*
receptors consisting of mouse alpl72S0 subunits. Note the addition of the Ô
subunit to the a i p i 72S receptor construct did not induce a competitive
antagonism of the GABA-induced chloride conductance by zinc.
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Figure 5.10. The antagonism of the GABA-induced responses by zinc is
alleviated by low pH in bovine a l p l GABA^ receptor constructs. (A) On the
left, inhibition plot for zinc antagonism of GABA responses at pH 7.4, 6.4 and
8.4. Equilibrium dose response curves were constructed in the absence and
presence of zinc (0.5 and 5 pM) at pH 7.4 (right hand side). (B) The left and
right plots indicate equilibrium dose conductance curves in the absence and
presence of zinc at pH 6.4 and 8.4, respectively. The increased proton
concentration considerably alleviates the blockade by zinc of GABA responses.
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Figure 5.11. GABA^ receptors comprising bovine a i p i 72S are relatively insensitive to blockade by zinc ions. On the left,
inhibition plot for zinc antagonism of GABA responses. The equilibrium dose response curve on the right were constructed
in the absence and presence of 5 pM zinc.
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Figure 5.12. Homologies of the predicted amino acid sequences for mouse and
bovine GABA^ a l subunits. The vertical arrow indicates the proposed end of
the signal sequence and the start of the mature protein, which is also where
numbering starts. Numbers on the right denote amino-acid residues. Identical
residues are shown by asterisks (*), a conservative change in an amino acid
is indicated by a dot (.) and a non-conservative change by a space ( ). The
overall sequence identity between the two GABA^ a l subunits is 99.34%. The
proposed membrane-spanning hydrophobic sequences (M1-M4) are indicated
by the solid bars and all extracellular histidine residues are boxed. Sequences
were obtained from Wang et al., 1992b (mouse) and Schofield et al., 1987
(bovine) and aligned using PC/GENE version 6.6.

M al
B al

MKKSRGLSDYLWAWTLILSTLSGRSYG^QPS-QDELKDNTTVFTRILDRLL
MKKSPGLSDYLWAWTLFLSTLTGRSYG QPSLQDELKDNTTVFTRILDRLL

M al
B al

DGYDNRLRPGLGERVTEVKTDIFVTSFGPVSD
DGYDNRLRPGLGERVTEVKTDIFVTSFGPVSD

**** *********** **** ***** *** *******************

********************************

DMEYTIDVFFRQSWKDE
DMEYTIDVFFRQSWKDE

*****************

22
23

72
73

M al
B al

RLKFKGPMTVLRLNNLMASKIWTPDTFF H NGKKSVA H NMTMPNKLLRITE
RLKFKGPMTVLRLNNLMASKIWTPDTFF H NGKKSVA H NMTMPNKLLRITE
**************************** * *******
**** ********
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123

M al
B al

DGTLLYTMRLTVRAECPM H LEDFPMDA H A C P L KFGSYAYTRAEWYEWTR
DGTLLYTMRLTVRAECPM H LEDFPMDA H A C P L KFGSYAYTRAEWYEWTR
****************** * ******** * **********************
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E P A R SWVAEDGSRLNQYDLLGQTVDSG IVQSSTGEYWMTT H F H LKRKI
E P A R SVWAEDGSRLNQYDLLGQTVDSG IVQSSTGEYWMTT H F H LKRKI
****************************************** * * * *****
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B al

GYFVIQTYLPCIMTVILSQVSFWLNRESVPARTVFGVTTVLTMTTLSISA
GYFVIQTYLPCIMTVILSQVSFWLNRESVPARTVFGVTTVLTMTTLSISA
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A al
B al

RNSLPKVAYATAMDWFIAVCYAFVFSALIEFATVNYFTKRGYAWDGKSW
RNSLPKVAYATAMDWFIAVCYAFVFSALIEFATVNYFTKRGYAWDGKSW
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KPETKPPEPKKTFNSVSKIDRLSRIAFPLLFGIFNLVYWATYLNREPQLK
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APTP H Q
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Figure 5.13. Homologies of the predicted amino acid sequences for mouse and
bovine GABA^ p i subunits. The vertical arrow indicates the proposed end of
the signal sequence and the start of the mature protein, which is also where
numbering starts. Numbers on the right denote amino-acid residues. Identical
residues are shown by asterisks (*), a conservative change in an amino acid
is indicated by a dot (.) and a non-conservative change by a space ( ). The
overall sequence identity between the two GABA^ p i subunits is 97.47%. The
proposed membrane-spanning hydrophobic sequences (M1-M4) are indicated
by the solid bars and all extracellular histidine residues are boxed. Sequences
were obtained from Dr. D. Burt, University of Maryland, Baltimore, personal
communication (mouse) and Schofield et al., 1987 (bovine) and aligned using
PC/GENE version 6.6.

M pi
B pi

M pi
B pi
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

M pi
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GIPLNLTLDNRVADQLWVPDTYFLNDKKSFV H GVTVKNRMIRL H PDGTVL
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* *********** * ******
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Figure 5.14. Homologies of the predicted amino acid sequences for mouse
GABA^ a l, 72s, p i and ô subunits. Numbers on the right denote amino-acid
residues after the start of the mature protein. Identical residues are shown
by asterisks (*), a conservative change in an amino acid is indicated by a dot
(.) and a non-conservative change by a space ( ). The overall sequence identity
between the GABA^ subunits is 27.7%. The proposed membrane-spanning
hydrophobic sequences (M1-M4) are indicated by the solid bars and the
histidine residue at position 224 in the 6 subunit is boxed. Sequences were
obtained from Wang et al., 1992b (al), Kofuji et al., 1991 (72), Dr. D. Burt,
University of Maryland, Baltimore, personal communication (pi) and Wang
et al., 1992a (ô) and aligned using PC/GENE version 6.6.
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Table 5.1. Analysis of the pH titration and equilibrium concentration response
curves for GABA in Xenopus laevis oocytes injected with GABA^ receptor
cDNAs. The pK^ values were obtained by interpolation at 50% of the
maximum responses from the pH titration curves. The EC50 and Hill
coefficient (n) data were determined from fitting the logistic model to the
normalised curves (see methods) with all values mean ± s.e.m.

Table 5.1
Subunit

pKa

Composition

a lp l

pH 7.4
6.8

alplYZS

-

Hill Coefficient

EC5 0 (pM)
pH 5.4

pH 9.4

pH 5.4

pH 9.4

0.9 ± 0.07

1.05 ± 0.2

* 1.24 ± 0.14

5.87 ± 0.6

3.2 ± 0.2

9.75 ± 0.3

10.06 ± 0.2

10.4 ± 0.3

1.3 ± 0.04

1.22 ± 0.04

1.25 ± 0.03

4.5 ± 0.45

0.85 ± 0.05

0.86 ± 0.05

0.8 ± 0.06

31.7 ± 1.3

1.44 ± 0.06

1.6 ± 0.07

2.6 ± 0.25

aip iô

6.3 and 9.9

4.9 ± 0.4

4.9 ± 0.4

a ip i72SÔ

5.5 and 9.6

27.7 ± 1.0

* 35.7 ± 0.98

a l pi Bovine

6.4

15.10 ± 2.15

11.4 ± 2.2

r 8.3 ± 2.3

0.86 ± 0.07

0.85 ± 0.1

# 0.95 ± 0.2

12.06 ± 1.5

11.9 ± 1.3

12.3 ± 1.5

0.92 ± 0.08

0.94 ± 0.07

0.92 ± 0.07

alpl^ZS Bovine

-

(# indicates pH 8.4; * represents a significant change from control P < 0.05)
K)
o

pH 7.4

1.54 ± 0.08

Table 5.2

Subunit
Composition

IC5 0 (pM)
pH 7.4

pH 5.4

pH 9.4

a ip i

1.1 ± 0.1

55.2 ± 3.4

1.3 ± 0.15

aip iô

14.8 ± 1.53

45.9 ± 3.7

14.8 ± 1.7

a lp l72S

639.9 ± 34.9

-

-

a lp l72S6

615.4 ± 84.3

-

-

a ip i Bovine

0.73 ± 0.06

# 1.7 ± 0.1

a lp l72S Bovine

616.95 ± 76.3

-

@ 0.37 ± 0.05
-

Analysis of the zinc inhibition plots for GABA in Xenopus laevis oocytes
injected with GABA^ receptor cDNAs. The IC50 values were obtained from
fitting the antagonist inhibition model to the normalised curves (see methods)
with all values mean ± s.e.m. (# and @ indicates pH 6.4 and 8.4 respectively).
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Table 5.3. Analysis of the equilibrium concentration response curves for
GABA in the absence and presence of zinc recorded from GABA^ receptor
constructs. The EC50 data were determined from fitting the logistic model to
the normalised curves (see methods) with all values mean ± s.e.m.

Table 5.3
EC50 (pM)
Subunit

pH 7.4

pH 5.4

pH 9.4

Composition
Control

+Zinc

Control

+Zinc

Control

+Zinc

alpl

5.87 ± 0.7

(1) 6.6 ± 0.5

3.2 ± 0.18

(50)* 7.4 ± 0.5

2.5 ± 0.3

(1)* 1.0 ± 0.1

aipiS

4.9 ± 0.41

(10)* 28.4 ± 3.5

4.9 ± 0.4

(50)* 15.6 ± 1.2

4.3 ± 0.34

(10)* 47.8 ± 5.8

(100)* 361 ± 53.1
aipiyzs

9.7 ± 0.2

(5) 10.06 ± 0.21
(300)* 6 ± 0.3

aipiyzsô

27.7 ± 0.96

(10) 27.7 ± 0.95

-

-

-

-

-

-

(300)* 16.2 ± 1.02
aipi Bovine

19.5 ± 3.2

(0.5)* 4.9 ± 0.63
(5)* 2.2 ± 0.97

aipiyZS Bovine

12.1 ± 1.2

(5) 11.9 ± 0.75

# 10.7 ± 1.8

-

#(5)* 3.7 ± 0.4

-

@8.0 ± 1.9 @(0.5)* 3.5 ± 0.4
(5)* 3.8 ± 0.5
-

-

(Numbers in parentheses indicate the zinc concentration (pM); # and @ represent pH 6.4 and 8.4 respectively;
N>
O

* represents a significant change from control P < 0.05)
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Table 5.4. Analysis of the equilibrium concentration response curves for
GABA in the absence and presence of zinc in Xenopus laevis oocytes injected
with GABA^ receptor cDNAs. The Hill coefficient (n) data were determined
from fitting the logistic model to the normalised curves (see methods) with all
values mean ± s.e.m.

Table 5.4
Hill Coefficient
Subunit

pH 7.4

pH 5.4

pH 9.4

Composition
Control

+Zinc

Control

+Zinc

Control

+Zinc

aipi

0.95 ± 0.09

(1)* 1.2 ± 0.1

1.1 ± 0.06

(50) 1.1 ± 0.07

1.2 ± 0.14

(1) 1.2 ± 0.2

aipiô

0.85 ± 0.05

(10) 0.8± 0.06
(100)* 0.6 ± 0.03

0.86 ± 0.05

(50)* 0.75 ± 0.03

0.85 ± 0.15

(10) 0.7 ± 0.12

aip i72S

1.3 ± 0.4

(5) 1.2 ± 0.03
(300) 1.5 ± 0.9

-

-

-

ccipi72S0

1.4 ± 0.06

(10) 1.5 ± 0.07
(300) 1.4 ± 0.1

-

-

-

alpl Bovine

0.75 ± 0.5

(0.5) 0.9 ± 0.1
(5) 1.5 ± 0.7

#(5)* 1.2 ± 0.11

@0.9 ± 0.2

@ (0.5) 1.2 ± 0.15
(5) 1.0 ± 0.14

alpl72S Bovine

0.9 ± 0.6

(5) 0.96 ± 0.04

# 0.8 ± 0.07

-

-

-

-

(Numbers in parentheses indicate the zinc concentration (pM); # and @ represent pH 6.4 and 8.4 respectively;
bo
o
Oï

* represents a significant change from control P < 0.05)

Table 5.5
Group

Typical pK

Aspartic and

4.4

glutamic acid
Histidine

6.5

Cysteine

8.5

Tyrosine

10.0

Lysine

10.0

Arginine

12.0

pK values of ionizable groups in proteins. Note the absolute values within the
protein depend on temperature, ionic strength, and the microenvironment of
the ionizable group. Values taken from Stryer, 1988.
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MODULATION OF RECOMBINANT GABA^ RECEPTORS BY
PROTEIN KINASE C
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Expression of three GABA^ receptor subunits, a, p and y have been utilised
in functional studies of GABA^ receptors, either together or individually, to
produce functional GABA-gated chloride channels (Schofield et al., 1987; Blair
et al., 1988; Burt and Kamatchi, 1991). In addition to allosteric modulation
by various ligands the function of ligand-gated ion channels can be regulated
by covalent modification of receptor structure via phosphorylation (Swope et
al., 1992; Raymond et al., 1993). Affinity purified preparations of the GABA^
receptors have revealed a variety of protein kinase phosphorylation sites
within the GABA^ receptor complex (Kirkness et al., 1989; Browning et al.,
1990). Treatment of purified porcine GABA^ receptors with cyclic AMPdependent protein kinase, protein kinase A (PKA), catalysed the
phosphorylation of the P subunit of the receptor (Kirkness et al., 1989).
Moreover, treatm ent of rat purified GABA^ receptors with either protein
kinase C (PKC) or PKA induced the phosphorylation of the p subunits of the
receptor (Browning et al., 1990).
The putative large intracellular loop between transmembrane domains M3
and M4 contains potential consensus sequences for phosphorylation by PKC,
PKA and protein tyrosine kinases, with the number and positions varying
among the GABA^ receptor subunits (Swope et al., 1992). All p subunit
cDNAs isolated to date (pl-4) contain a conserved consensus sequence for
phosphorylation by PKA (serine 409 in the p i subunit; Ymer et al., 1989b;
Swope et al., 1992). Furthermore the p i subunit has been shown to be
phosphorylated by both PKA and PKC on serine 409 (Moss et al., 1992a;
Krishek et al., 1994). This residue was also phosphorylated by calcium
calmodulin dependent protein kinase II (CaM kinase II) and cyclic guanosine
monophosphate (cGMP) - dependent protein kinase (MacDonald and Moss.,
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1994; cf Browning et al., 1990). In addition, recent studies have revealed that
two differently spliced forms of the y2 subunit exist, termed short (72S) and
long (72L), which differ by an insertion of 8 amino acids in the major
intracellular loop (Whiting et al., 1990; Kofuji et al., 1991). Both the short and
the long form of the 72 subunit contain a consensus sequence for
phosphorylation by PKC, with phosphorylation occurring on serine 327
(Whiting et al., 1990; Moss et al., 1992a). The long form of the y2 subunit
contains an additional consensus sequence for phosphorylation by PKC, on
serine 343 (Whiting et al., 1990; Moss et al., 1992a). Interestingly, patterns
of temporal and spatial expression in the brain differ between the mRNAs
encoding these two forms of the 72 subunit (Glencorse et al., 1992). This
suggests that alternative splicing of the 72 subunit provides a novel role for
phosphorylation in the regulation of GABA^ receptor function. Furthermore,
both 7I and 72 GABA^ receptor subunits contain consensus sites for protein
tyrosine phosphorylation (Pritchett et al., 1989; Swope et al., 1992). A serine
protein kinase, yet to be identified, has been reported to phosphorylate the
a subunit of the GABA^ receptor (Sweetnam et al., 1988).
Functional effects of phosphorylation in native neurones and cell expression
systems have been found to be complex. For example phosphorylation has
been shown to inhibit GABA-activated responses (Porter et al., 1990; Moss et
al., 1992b) whereas a continuous rundown of the GABA response amplitude
in dissociated hippocampal and chick sensory neurones was prevented by
agents known to promote phosphorylation (Stelzer et al., 1988; Gyenes et al.,
1988; Stelzer, 1992). These different effects of phosphorylation could be due
to heterogeneity of the GABA^ receptor complex, however interpretations are
often complicated by the non-specific activity of many drugs used to modulate
kinase activity (Leidenheimer et al., 1991).
PKC was discovered in 1977 and characterised as a calcium/phospholipiddependent protein kinase activated by diacylglycerol or phorbol esters (for
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review see Huang, 1989, Nishizuka, 1992). Recent studies have identified 8
subtypes of the PKC enzyme which are unequally distributed and show
individual enzymatic properties, including activation by diacylglycerol,
sensitivity to calcium, arachidonic acid and lipoxin A (Nishizuka, 1988).
Knowledge of the PKC subtype is important if functional effects of PKCinduced phosphorylation are to be compared between different cell types. This
study utilises recombinant GABA^ receptors expressed in the Xenopus oocyte
where the endogenous PKC isoform, identified by kinetic properties, is very
similar to an isoform of the rat a-PKC (Sahara et al., 1992). The endogenous
PKC was activated by phorbol esters and specific point mutations of the likely
phosphoacceptor amino acid residues have been made on relevant GABA^
receptor subunits to assess the functional consequences of phosphorylation.
The results demonstrate th at PKC-induced phosphorylation leads to
differential effects depending on the GABA^ receptor subunit composition and
the number of phosphorylation sites present within these subunits.
All cDNAs were kindly supplied by Dr. S.J. Moss, University College.
6.2 RESULTS
6.2.1 EFFECT OF PKC-INDUCED PHOSPHORYLATION ON GABAACTIVATED MEMBRANE CURRENTS
Heteromeric GABA^ receptors incorporating combinations of a l, pi, y2S and
T2L subunits were expressed in Xenopus oocytes. Recording from cells
expressing a lp l, alpl^2S or aip^ZL receptor subunits, membrane currents
evoked by bath-applied GABA to single Xenopus oocytes were monitored. At
holding potentials of -40 to -60 mV under voltage-clamp the GABA-activated
responses had consistent membrane currents which were maintained over
recording periods of up to 240 min. The effect of phosphorylation by PKC on
GABA^ receptor function was addressed by the application of active, p, and
inactive a, phorbol esters. Bath-application of the active phorbol ester.
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250 nM phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA), resulted in a small transient
enhancement (within 3-5 min; shown in Fig. 6.ID) which decayed to a gradual
decrease in the GABA-activated response (Fig. 6.1A,B). This response profile
was observed with a lp l, a l p l ^ S and alpl'y2L subunit combinations after
PMA treatment.
The specificity of action of the phorbol esters for PKC was ascertained by
either using a phorbol ester which does not activate PKC, 4a-phorbol 12,13
didecanoate (a-PDD), or by recording from cells expressing m utant forms of
the GABA^ receptor subunits where serine (S) residues, previously
demonstrated to be substrates for PKC (Moss et al., 1992a), on p i (8409), t2S
(8327) and t2L (8327/8343) were replaced by alanine (A) residues. The action
of PMA was further analysed by using a PKC inhibitory peptide (PKCI). Bath
application of 500 nM a-PDD to oocytes expressing a l p l, a lp 1^/28 and
alpl72L (Fig. 6.1C) often resulted in an initial small transient enhancement
(not shown) after which the amplitude of the GABA-induced current and
conductance were unaffected. This suggested that the inhibitory action of
PMA was mediated by activation of PKC and th at the initial transient
enhancement was not associated with the activation of PKC.
Biochemical studies have previously demonstrated a number of serine
residues within the GABA^ receptor that are substrates for PKC-induced
phosphorylation (Moss et al., 1992a; Krishek et at., 1994). 8ite directed
mutagenesis revealed serine residues located on the pi (8409), ^28 (8327)
and t 2L (8327/8343) subunits to be the sites for PKC phosphorylation (Moss
et al., 1992a,b; Krishek et al., 1994). Point mutation of these serine residues
to alanine residues removed the ability of PKC to phosphorylate the GABA^
receptor (Moss et al., 1992a,b; Krishek et al., 1994). In order to assess
whether these serine residues were the functional targets for PKC-induced
phosphorylation

the

following

GABA^ receptors

were

constructed:

aipi(8409A), aipi(8409A)-y28(8327A) and aipi(8409A)^L(8327A/8343A).
Recordings from oocytes expressing these m utant constructs exhibited
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consistent responses to GABA over 120 min allowing the effect on the GABAinduced response by PKC activation to be studied. Bath application of PMA
to each m utant receptor, occasionally induced small transient enhancements
followed by a reduction back to control GABA-induced response amplitudes
(Fig. 6. ID). These results therefore gave further support for the conclusion
that the transient enhancements seen in the presence of PMA was not
associated with the activation of PKC.
Further analysis of the specificity of the action of PMA on the PKC enzyme
was obtained using a protein kinase C inhibitor peptide (PKCI, 19-36; House
and Kemp, 1987). Oocytes expressing alply2S were microinjected with PKCI
(500 ng per oocyte) 90 min before PMA application. Inhibition of the GABAinduced currents and conductances by 250 nM PMA was significantly but not
completely antagonised by PKCI (P < 0.01; Fig. 6.2).
6.2.2 EQUILIBRIUM-CONCENTRATION RESPONSE RELATIONSHIPS
Equilibrium concentration response curves for GABA were constructed by
measuring the steady state GABA-induced chloride conductance for oocytes
expressing a lp l, aipiy2S and alply2L subunit combinations. The time
course for the effect of PMA on the amplitude of the GABA-induced
conductance for these receptor constructs was ascertained and the
concentration response curves were measured only after the effect of 250 nM
PMA had attained a steady state 30 to 50 mins following application (Fig.
6.IE). These relationships demonstrated that the antagonism produced by
prior exposure to 250 nM PMA induced a small lateral shift to the right of the
control curve with a depression in the maximum response (Fig. 6.3A)
indicative of a mixed/non-competitive type of inhibition (Smart and Constanti,
1986). Moreover, the antagonism was not found to be reversible after the
removal of PMA from the bath solution. The maximum conductance increase
induced by saturating concentrations of GABA (100 to 1000 pM) was reduced
with little change in the ECggS or Hill coefficients for GABA after exposure to
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PMA (Table 6.1). The degree of inhibition induced by PMA at each GABA
concentration was ascertained from the equilibrium concentration response
curves (Fig. 6.4A). Percentage inhibition plots revealed th at the degree of
depression of the GABA-induced responses was partly dependent on the
agonist concentration and on the subunit composition of the GABA^ receptors
(Fig. 6.4A). The PMA-induced inhibition was more effective with y2 subunit
containing GABA^ receptors, however the sensitivity difference between
receptors containing the short and the long forms of the y2 subunit appeared
to be smaller. Overall, the rank order of inhibitory potency for 250 nM PMA
was:
a i p i 72L > a lp ly 2S » a lp l.
Application of 250 nM PMA did not affect the GABA concentration-response
relationships for the mutant GABA^ receptors (Fig. 6.3B, Table 6.1). This
demonstrated that the PKC-induced phosphorylation by PMA was most likely
being mediated via the p i or y2 subunits or both at the serine residues
previously identified from biochemical analyses (Moss et al.^ 1992a; Krishek
et al., 1994).
6.2.3 CURRENT-VOLTAGE RELATIONSHIPS
Current-voltage (I-V) relationships for a lp l, alply2S and alply2L receptor
combinations were assessed during the steady-state phase of an individual
GABA-induced response. The I-Vs for the wild-type GABA^ receptor subunit
combinations displayed a degree of outward rectification with reversal
potentials of -17 mV (alp l), -21 mV (alply2S) and -22 mV (alply2L) which
are close to the Cl' reversal potential in these cells (Fig. 6.5A; Barish, 1983;
Dascal, 1987). Application of 250 nM PMA (30 to 50 min) reduced the chord
conductances of the I-V relationship at +40 and -100 mV without any
significant change in the agonist reversal potential. This type of depression
in the I-V relation is consistent with a voltage insensitive mechanism of
inhibition.

I-Vs

for

aipi(S409A ),

aipi(S409A)y2S(S327A)

and
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a lp l(S 409A)72L(S327A/S343A) GABA^ receptor constructs were unaffected
by PMA (Fig. 6.5B). The chord conductances at +40 and -100 mV were used
to calculate a rectification ratio (Gr) in the absence and presence of PMA
(Gr = G^4o / G.iool Table 6.1). Interestingly, the I-V relationships for the
m utant GABA^ receptor constructs generally displayed a greater degree of
outward rectification (G^ > 1) compared to the wild-type GABA^ receptors.
6.2.4

PKC-INDUCED

PHOSPHORYLATION:

DEPENDENCE

ON

RECEPTOR COMPOSITION
Whether phosphorylation at each of the 3 serine residues (S409 in p, S327 in
y2S and S327/S343 in t2L) was functionally equivalent was studied using site
directed mutagenesis to sequentially replace each serine residue with an
alanine residue. Four new GABAj^ receptor constructs were assembled. The
functional effect of phosphorylating the two serine residues (S327 and S343)
in

t 2L were initially studied in GABA^ receptors comprising of

a lp l(S 409A)72L subunits. The GABA concentration response curve was
inhibited by 250 nM PMA in a non-competitive fashion with no significant
change in the Hill coefficient or ECgg values (Fig. 6.6A; Table 6.1). The I-V
relationship for this m utant GABA^ receptor was relatively voltage
independent in the presence of PMA with marked outward rectification (Fig.
6.7A; Table 6.1). To compare the relative contribution of phosphorylation in
the p i subunit for GABA^ receptors comprising a ip iy 2L, both S327 and S343
were replaced in the y2L subunit with alanines and a wild-type p i subunit
was

used,

forming

the

m u tan t

GABA^

receptor

construct

a i p i 72L(S327A/S343A). This receptor mediated GABA-induced currents
which were inhibited by PMA in a non-competitive fashion with a depression
in the concentration response curve with little lateral shift (Fig. 6.6A).
Moreover, there was little change in the ECgg or Hill coefficient values (Table
6.1). The I-V relationship for this m utant receptor was relatively voltage
insensitive in the presence of PMA with marked outward rectification (Fig.
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6.7B; Table 6.1). The type of depression of the equilibrium response curve for
al(3l 72L(S327A/S343A) in the presence of PMA was consistent with th at
observed with phorbol esters and wild-type receptors comprising of only a l p l
subunits.
The functional effects of phosphorylation at S327 and S343 residues were
c o m p a re d

by

c o n s tr u c tin g

a ip i(S 4 0 9 A )y 2 L ( S 3 2 7 A )

and

alpl(S409A)y2L(S343A) receptors, where the former construct removed the
serine residue normally present in both y2S and y2L whilst retaining the
serine residue in the alternatively spliced section of the y2L subunit. The
latter construct removed the serine in the alternatively spliced region of y2L
and retained the serine normally present in y2S. Expression of these m utant
GABA^ receptor constructs resulted in functional receptors with GABAinduced currents and conductances inhibited by 250 nM PMA. The degree of
inhibition decreased with increasing agonist concentration and at GABA
concentrations above 10 pM membrane currents and conductances mediated
by the alpl(S409A>y2L(S327A) receptor constructs were more inhibited
compared to responses mediated by alpl(S409A)y2L(S343A) (Fig. 6.4B/6.6B).
The equilibrium response curves for the two forms of the y2L subunit in the
presence of PMA both exhibited a small lateral shift and a depression of the
maximum response (Fig. 6.6B). This type of inhibition is consistent with a
complex mode of antagonism suggesting a mixed type of inhibition (Smart
and

C onstan ti,

1986).

For

th e

GABA^

receptor

co n stru ct

aipi(S409A)y2L(S327A) there was no significant change in the EC50 or Hill
coefficient values obtained after treatm ent with PMA (Table 6.1). For the
receptor construct alpl(S409A)y2L(S343A) a significant change in the EC50
and Hill coefficient values was seen after PKC-induced phosphorylation
(Table 6.1). It is possible that the point mutations present in this receptor
construct could have changed the quaternary structure of this receptor which
could lead to an alteration in the GABA binding site. However, any structural
change must have been slight as this receptor construct retained a
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pharmacological profile typical of the equivalent wild-type receptor, alply2L,
with bicuculline and picrotoxin inhibiting and both pentobarbitone and
flurazepam potentiating the GABA-induced response (not shown). Overall,
phosphorylation of the serine 343 in t2L appeared to have a greater
modulatory influence than the serine 327 in t2S or 409 in (31 at GABA
concentrations higher than 10 pM (Fig. 6.4B). As the PKC-induced inhibition
of the GABA concentration response curve mediated via alpl(S409A)y2L was
only slightly greater than that observed with alpl(S409A)y2L(S327A),
phosphorylation at both S327 and S343 did not produce an additive
depression (Fig. 6.6B). Therefore the function of the two sites on the y2L
subunit may be mutually exclusive. The inhibition exerted by phosphorylation
of the GABA^ receptor (31 and 72 subunits appears to be saturable as the
maximum depressions of the GABA concentration response curves achieved
after application of PMA to receptors comprising al(3l 72L in comparison to
al(31(S409A>y2L were similar.
6.3 DISCUSSION
6.3.1 MODULATION OF GABA^ RECEPTOR FUNCTION BY PKC
PHOSPHORYLATION
This study demonstrated that PKC phosphorylation induced by PMA
negatively modulates GABA^ receptor function. Phorbol esters also induced
a transient enhancement in the GABA-activated responses. However, this
latter response was reproduced by the inactive phorbol, a-PDD, and also
observed on application of PMA to mutated GABA^ receptors which were
devoid of PKC phosphorylation. Overall these data revealed th at this
transient enhancement is probably not occurring by direct phosphorylation
of the GABA^ receptor by PKC. This conclusion was supported by the reduced
amplitudes of the GABA-activated currents and conductances in addition to
the mixed/non-competitive depression of the GABA equilibrium concentration
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response curves after treatm ent with PMA. The depression of the GABAinduced responses occurred at least 15 to 30 mins after the application of
PMA which is consistent with second messenger mediation. It is also possible
that the phorbol ester penetration into the folliculated oocyte could require
some length of time, although the exact time-period remains unknown.
Mutation of the phosphoacceptor serine residues to alanine by site-directed
mutagenesis in pi, y2S and t2L GABA^ receptor subunits abolished these
effects of PMA. PKCI, a potent antagonist of PKC, significantly antagonised
the PKC-induced phosphorylation by PMA. Therefore the decrease in the
GABA-induced responses seen after the application of PMA probably was
likely to be occurring via PKC-activated phosphorylation. A complete
antagonism of the PKC enzyme by PKCI was not achieved. This could be due
to the inability of the PKCI to physically reach all the PKC present within
the Xenopus oocyte, partly due to the large size of the cell and due to the
compartmentalisation of the PKC within the oocyte. I-V relationships
revealed that the mechanism of PMA reduction of the GABA-induced
responses was relatively voltage insensitive and the reversal potentials of the
GABA-induced current were not significantly changed. Interestingly, m utant
GABA^ receptors showed a greater degree of outward rectification than wildtype receptors. It is possible that substitution of a serine residue containing
an aliphatic hydroxyl group with a non-polar alanine residue confers a
conformational change in the GABA^^ receptor which results in a greater
voltage sensitivity at hyperpolarising membrane potentials.
Responses recorded from Xenopus oocytes expressing a l p l 72S and alpl'y2L
GABAa receptor subunits revealed th at phosphorylation at any one of these
sites, all studied separately, produced a negative modulation of receptor
function. Moreover, phosphorylation at S343 contained in the 8 amino acid
insert in the alternatively spliced long version of y2 (Whiting et al., 1990;
Kofuji et at., 1991) produced the largest effect suggesting th a t the sites of
phosphorylation are not functionally equivalent. The conformation of the large
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intracellular loop between transmembrane domains M3 and M4 may be
altered by the insertion of the alternatively spliced region in the t 2L subunit
producing a more profound effect when phosphorylation occurs. Interestingly,
this additional phosphorylation site in the t 2L subunit of the GABA^ receptor
was shown to be necessary for ethanol potentiation of receptor function
(Wafford et al., 1991; Wafford and Whiting, 1992). A point mutation of the
serine residue 343 to alanine in the t2L subunit eliminated potentiation of
the GABA^ receptor by ethanol (Wafford and Whiting, 1992). It was
postulated that phosphorylation may underlie the mechanism by which
ethanol potentiates GABA^ receptor mediated chloride conductance. In
contrast, Sigel and colleagues found no differential ethanol sensitivity
between the t2S and y2L subunits (Sigel et at., 1993). The reason for the
discrepancy in the stimulatory effect of ethanol on the GABA-induced
response in previous studies is unclear. It is unlikely to be due to a species
difference as Wafford and colleagues expressed both bovine and mouse
GABAa receptors and revealed the requirement of the extra 8 amino acids
contained in the t 2L subunit for ethanol sensitivity (Wafford et al., 1991;
Wafford and Whiting, 1992). The differences are not due to the expression
system per se as all studies utilised the Xenopus oocyte, the only possibility
could be subtle differences in the experimental conditions.
Activation of PKC inhibited GABA-gated chloride currents but also enhanced
the ability of diazepam and pentobarbital to potentiate GABA responses on
recombinant human alply2L GABA^ receptors expressed inXenopus oocytes.
Moreover, enhancement of the benzodiazepine responses by PMA-induced
phosphorylation was not dependent on which PKC phosphorylation site in the
72 subunit was present (Leidenheimer et al., 1993). These results suggest
th at protein phosphorylation may alter the coupling between the allosteric
modulatory sites within the GABA^ receptor construct but the exact
mechanism of this effect remains elusive.
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Phosphorylation at S409 in the |31 subunit in addition to the y2 subunit did
not produce a further significant reduction in the GABA-activated responses
suggesting the functional effects of phosphorylation at the three PKC serine
acceptor sites do not sum linearly. The type of inhibition of the GABA
concentration response curves also revealed another difference between the
three sites of phosphorylation. A small lateral shift in the curve in addition
to a depression in the maximum occurred when PMA was applied to GABA^
receptors expressing a y2 subunit. This mixed inhibition was not seen with
wild-type GABA^ receptors expressing a l p l subunits or when both S327 and
S343 in the y2L subunit were mutated to alanines in alply2L(S327A/S343A).
This shift could be interpreted as an effect of phosphorylation on agonist
affinity and/or steps leading up to ion channel activation. Attempts to express
GABA^ receptors devoid of p subunits (al'y2S or a l ^ L ) failed to produce
functional channels (cf Angelotti et al., 1993).
Previous studies of the functional effect of PKC-induced phosphorylation on
GABAa receptors have reported a variety of results. A reduction of GABAactivated currents after application of phorbol ester was observed in Xenopus
oocytes expressing chick whole-brain mRNA (Sigel and Baur, 1988) and rat
whole-brain mRNA (Moran and Dascal, 1989; Vaello et al., 1994). In
accordance with these results inhibition of responses to GABA was also
evident on recombinant GABA^ receptors comprising rat a5p2y2S subunits
(Sigel et al., 1991). It was observed that the GABA-induced currents were
depressed more strongly by PMA at lower GABA concentrations than
compared to a saturating GABA concentration. This type of depression is
consistent with a mixed-type of inhibition for phosphorylation as seen in this
study for y2 subunit containing receptors. However, application of PMA to
Xenopus oocytes expressing mouse whole-brain GABA^ receptors induced an
inhibition of the GABA responses in a non-competitive manner (Leidenheimer
et al., 1992). Independence of inhibition on the GABA concentration was also
seen in this study in GABA^ receptors comprising a l p l subunits. Sigel et al.
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(1991) compared the inhibitory effect of PMA on GABA^ receptors containing
either t2S or y2L. The results revealed th at there was no observable
difference in the response to phosphorylation between the two types of y2
subunits. However, in the present study a difference was observable between
72s and t 2L subunit containing receptors but only after construction of full
equilibrium concentration response curves and was not evident at lower
concentrations of GABA producing responses of 5-40% of the maximum and
would not therefore have been seen by Sigel and colleagues (1991). Functional
effects of PKC-induced phosphorylation following activation by PMA was
blocked by mutating the serine residues in p i and 72 subunits to alanines.
Curiously, in a recent study by Kellenberger et aL (1992) these mutations did
not completely inhibit the depression of responses by phorbol esters in GABA^
receptors comprising alp2(S410A)72S(S327A). In the ra t p2 subunit the
phosphoacceptor serine residue at position 410 is equivalent to th at found at
position 409 in the mouse p i subunit. Responses mediated by wild-type
GABA^ receptors were reduced to a larger extent after only 1.5 min exposure
to PMA when compared to the m utant GABA^ receptors. However, after
incubation for 10 to 15 min, both the receptor constructs exhibited responses
that seemed equally reduced by PMA (Kellenberger et al., 1992). From
biochemical studies of pi and 72 subunits, mutation of serine residues to
alanines resulted in insignificant levels of phosphorylation (Moss et al.,
1992a). Thus, it would be expected that the functional effect of PKCactivation by PMA would be clearly affected by these mutations.
In comparison to studies expressing recombinant GABA^ receptors, PKCinduced phosphorylation has been studied in a variety of native neuronal
GABA^ receptors. An inhibition of GABA-induced currents by phorbol-12,13dibutyrate (PDBu) was observed in acutely isolated guinea-pig hippocampal
neurones (Stelzer et al., 1992); however, the biologically inactive a-analogue
of PDBu had no effect (Stelzer, 1992). Similar results were observed in
cultured sympathetic neurones where PDBu inhibited the GABA-activated
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responses (Krishek et al., 1994). Leidenheimer et al. (1992) observed th at
application of PMA to cortical or cerebellar microsacs reduced muscimol
activated ^®C1‘ flux (Leidenheimer et al., 1992). Furthermore, Rapallino and
colleagues revealed an inhibition of the stimulation of Cl permeation by
GABA in the presence of PDBu on the plasma membranes of Dieters’
neurones. Moreover, application of the inactive phorbol ester, a-PDD, did not
reproduce this effect (Rapallino et al., 1993). In contrast, exposure of mouse
spinal neurones to PDBu did not affect GABA-induced ^®C1' flux (Ticku and
Mehta, 1990). It is possible that these results may differ due to receptor
heterogeneity or different PKC species present within the preparation under
study. Also the efficiency of the kinase to phosphorylate the GABA^ receptor
proteins, as well as a possible existence of compartmentalisation within some
neurones of PKC and GABA^ receptors, may have a role in the different
responses of PKC-induced phosphorylation observed.
6.3.2 PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF PKC-INDUCED
PHOSPHORYLATION
The complex regulation of GABA^ receptors by phosphorylation suggests th at
different susceptibilities could be conferred by altering the expression of
receptor subunit constructs. Phosphorylation could have a profound effect on
the long-term modulation of GABA^ receptor function. It is not known at
present whether all types of PKA and PKC can induce functional changes by
phosphorylating GABA^ receptors. In neurones, the functional importance of
phosphorylation remains to be shown. If this phenomenon occurs at the level
of the synapse the negative modulation of the GABA^ receptor by PKC could
have a significant effect on neuronal excitability. Specifically, in some
synapses GABA has been observed to co-localise with other neurotransm itters
(dopamine, Everitt et al., 1986; serotonin, Belin et al., 1983). On release the
co-transmitter could act at the postsynaptic membrane through protein kinase
stimulation providing a mechanism of limiting excessive effects of GABA. This
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modulation could be important, providing a control mechanism for GABAergic
transmission. Another intriguing facet of PKC-induced phosphorylation is the
possible role in the maintenance of long-term potentiation (LTP). LTP of
synaptic transmission is believed to be a primary mechanism for learning and
memory in vertebrates. Although extensive studies of LTP have concentrated
on the hippocampus, similar phenomena have been observed in other limbic
structures and the neocortex (for review see Linden and Routtenberg, 1989;
Bliss and Collingridge, 1993; Colley and Routtenberg, 1993). Interestingly, a
recent study revealed an impairment of GABA^ receptor function during the
maintenance of LTP in the hippocampus although the role of PKC in this
decrease in receptor function was not ascertained (Stelzer et al., 1994). It will
be of interest to determine the involvement of PKC in this reduction of
synaptic inhibition and therefore the importance of PKC modulation of the
GABA^ receptor function during LTP.
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Figure 6.1. GABA-activated membrane currents recorded îromXenopus laevis
oocytes injected with, (A) a lp l; (B & C) alply2L and
(D) alpl(S409A)72L(S327A,S343A) GABA^ receptor constructs. These
receptors were exposed to bath-applied 250 nM PMA (A,B and D) or 500 nM
a-PDD (C). Records were recorded at various times after exposure to the
phorbol esters (t, min). The membrane conductance was monitored
throughout by repetitively applying brief hyperpolarizing voltage command
steps (-lOmV; Is, 0.2Hz). Holding potential for all oocytes, -40mV. The 50 nA
calibration applies to A and C. (E) Time course plot for the relative membrane
conductance (control, 100%) induced by 10 pM GABA on GABA^ receptor
constructs, a lp l, alply2L and alpl(S409A)72L(S327A,S343A). 250 nM PMA
or 500 nM a-PDD were applied at 0 min. All points are mean ± s.e.m.
obtained from 15 different oocytes.
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Figure . . GABA-activated membrane currents recorded îromXenopus laevis
6

2

oocytes injected with alpy2S GABA^ receptor subunits and PKCI peptide.
PMA (250 nM) was bath-applied to these receptors in the absence (A) and
presence of PKCI peptide, microinjected (500 ng per oocyte) 90 min before
PMA application (B). The membrane conductance was monitored as in Fig.
6

. . Holding potential -40mV. (C) Histogram of PKC-induced phosphorylation
1

by PMA on GABA-induced conductances (control, 100%) in the absence (open
bar) and presence (hatched bar) of PKCI. PMA plus PKCI is significantly
different from PMA alone (P < 0.01, paired t test).
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Figure 6.3. Equilibrium concentration response curves for GABA-induced
membrane conductance (aG^; see methods) recorded from oocytes expressing
wild-type receptors (A) or m utant receptors (B). All curves (control, open
symbols; + 250 nM PMA, closed symbols) were obtained from 3-7 different
oocytes for each receptor construct and have been normalised to the
conductance induced by lOpM GABA in control Ringer. The points represent
means ± s.e.m. Curves were fitted according to the logistic model (see
methods). The concentration response curves were measured after the effect
of PMA had attained a steady state, usually after 30 mins following
application. Response curves for the m utant receptors were also measured
after 30 mins exposure to PMA.
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Figure 6.5. Current-voltage relationships for GABA recorded from oocytes
expressing wild-type receptors (A) or selected m utant receptors (B). The
GABA response was determined before (open symbols) and after (closed
symbols) application of250 nM PMA. Note the increased outward rectification
in the m utant GABA^ receptor constructs.
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Figure

6

. . Equilibrium concentration response curves for GABA-induced
6

membrane conductance recorded in Xenopus oocytes from GABA^ receptors
comprising selected mutations in the p i and y L subunits in the absence
2

(open symbols) and presence (closed symbols) of 250 nM PMA.
(A) Comparison of the effect of mutating S409 in pi with S327 and S343 in
T2L. The broken line indicates the position of the curve for alpl(S409A)y2L.
(B) Comparison of the two serines in t2L by selectively m utating 8327 or
8343 whilst 8409 in pi remains mutated to an alanine. The broken line
indicates the position of the alpl(8409A)72L(8343A) curve. The curves are
normalised as described in figure 6.3. All points are mean ± s.e.m. and are
fitted with the logistic model (see methods). Data were obtained from 3-8
oocytes per curve.
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Table

6

. . Analysis of the equilibrium concentration response curves for
1

GABA in Xenopus laevis oocytes injected with GABA^ receptor cDNAs. The
EC

5 0

and Hill coefficient (n) data were determined from fitting the logistic

model to the normalised curves (see methods) with all values mean ± s.e.m.
The rectification ratio G^ was calculated from the current-voltage
relationships in Figs 6.5 and 6.7 using the chord conductances at +40 and
-100 mV (Gr = G

+ 4 0

/ G.ioo) in the absence and presence of PMA. The

significance of the PMA treatm ent on the EC and Hill coefficient values was
5 0

determined using Instat (version 2).

Table 6.1
Subunit Composition
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Control

+ PMA

Control
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Chapter seven
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In the present study, the Xenopus laevis oocyte provided a useful model cell
in which recombinant GABA^ receptors were transiently expressed following
microinjection of cRNAs or cDNAs encoding a variety of GABA^ receptor
subunits. The data presented provides a basis for comparing the functional
properties of GABA^ receptors consisting of a variety of distinct subunit
combinations. The actual subunit stoichiometry of the functional channels
assembled and expressed in the Xenopus oocyte is unknown. This is also the
position regarding ‘native’ GABA^ receptors expressed in neurones. Therefore
the possibility that some subunits may affect receptor assembly or processing
without actually becoming part of the structure cannot be ruled out. However,
this study has revealed that many subunit combinations possess a unique
pharmacological signature. Therefore, the most likely explanation for these
results is that subunit structure determines, at least in part, the functional
characteristics of the GABA^ receptor.
HETEROGENEITY OF GABA^ RECEPTORS
Theoretically there is an immense number of possible ways to build distinct
GABAa receptors based on the number of subunits and their isoforms. It is
probable that only a small percentage of this potential variability manifests
itself in native GABA^ receptors (Wisden and Seeburg, 1992; Angelotti et al.,
1993). The present results suggest that assembly of GABA^ receptors from
constituent subunits does not proceed along a random pathway, but th at
certain subunit assemblies are distinctly preferred. The structural
heterogeneity of the GABA^ receptor has turned out to be of paramount
importance since the functional properties depends directly on the distinct
subunit combinations (Sigel et al., 1990; Verdoom et al., 1990).
There is much evidence indicating considerable regional differences in the
distribution of GABA^ receptor subunits in the mammalian brain and the
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possibility exists that heterogenous populations of GABA^ receptors may be
expressed in individual neurones or glial cells (Wisden et al., 1988; Olsen and
Tobin, 1990). Further complexity arises due to changes in subunit expression
during development (Laurie et al., 1992; Poulter et al., 1993). Interestingly,
the Ô subunit was found to be associated with the a l, aS, p2/3 and t2S
subunits using immunoaffinity chromatography (Mertens et al., 1993).
Therefore, this suggests th at both the y28 and

8

within GABA^ receptors. The functional role of the

subunits can co-localise
8

subunit has previously

remained unknown. Therefore, the knowledge of the co-expression of with
8

other subunits from the GABA^ receptor complex provoked the investigation
of the function of this novel subunit.
FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES OF |3, y AND
The presence of

pi

8

SUBUNITS

subunits was required for the functional expression of

heteromeric receptors with
receptors. Therefore the

pi

a ly 2 S

subunits not forming functional GABA^

subunit may well be an essential structural

component of the GABA^ receptor. Expression of homomeric murine

pi

subunits revealed channels that were not gated by GABA but were inhibited
by picrotoxin and zinc. Interestingly, such picrotoxin responses have also been
observed for rat

a lp ly 2

heteromeric GABA^ receptors expressed in Xenopus

oocytes (Malherbe et al., 1990b), although these responses only amounted to
less than 0.5% of the maximum current obtained (Malherbe et al., 1990b).
This could indicate that a minor fraction of channels from heteromeric GABA^
receptors are open in the absence of added GABA or th at these open channels
could be representative of the expression of a small amount of homomeric
GABA^ receptors. It is clear that the combination of p i with both

al

pi

and y

2

subunits virtually abolished the open channel observed with the homomeric
pi

subunit. Therefore, it is probable that heteromeric GABA^ receptors adopt

more stable closed channel conformations compared to the homomeric

pi

subunit. Interestingly, spontaneous openings of GABA^ chloride channels
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have been shown to occur in neurones (Jackson et al., 1982). A GABA binding
site was however present on bovine pi subunits indicating the possibility th at
pi subunits could have important implications for the formation of GABA
binding domains in heteromeric GABA^ receptors. Furthermore, a recent
study indicated th at the GABA^ receptor required two domains present in the
p-subunit for activation by GABA (Amin and Weiss, 1993). Therefore
microinjection of (xl'y2S subunits could have lead to the formation of GABA^
receptors but without the presence of the p i subunit there may not have been
a GABA binding domain. Another possibility is th at the pi subunit could be
important for transporting the protein subunits to the membrane of the cell.
Unlike the pi subunit, the

7 2

subunit was not necessary for the expression

of functional GABA^ receptors. However, the addition of

7 2

subunits

conferred a benzodiazepine sensitivity to a l p l GABA^ receptors (Pritchett et
al., 1989; cf Malherbe et al., 1990a). Furthermore, the ability of zinc to
antagonise the GABA response on a l p l receptors was considerably
diminished by the addition of a

7 2

subunit. Previous work on lobster muscle

fibres revealed that lowering external pH antagonised the zinc blockade of
GABA responses suggesting that H^ and zinc could also bind to the same site,
possibly a histidine residue as indicated by pH titration of the GABA-evoked
conductance (Smart and Constanti, 1982). Interestingly, there appears to be
a high degree of homology between some vertebrate and invertebrate subunits
which was exemplified by coexpression studies where molluscan p subunits
were capable of replacing mammalian p subunits forming chimeric GABAgated ion channels with mammalian a subunits (Harvey et al., 1991;
Darlison, 1992). Therefore, a logical extension of the lobster muscle study was
to investigate the effect of pH on recombinant GABA^ receptors and establish
whether H^ and zinc could hind to the same site in these mammalian
receptors. Interestingly, each receptor construct that was studied had a
unique pH sensitivity profile. Moreover, the ô subunit appeared to play a
pivotal role in defining the pH sensitivity of GABA^ receptors. Previous
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studies have revealed th at the GABA^ antagonistic action of zinc is non
competitive (Smart and Constanti, 1982; Smart and Constanti, 1990;
Legendre and Westbrook, 1991). Intriguingly, in dorsal root ganglion cells of
the bullfrog, Rana catesheana^ the GABA-induced response was inhibited by
zinc in a competitive manner (Akaike et al., 1987; Yakushiji et at., 1987). The
present study revealed for the first time that the zinc inhibition of GABA
responses was competitive for a lp 18 GABA^ receptors. Moreover, as for the
invertebrate GABA receptor,

and zinc appeared to compete for a binding

site on both a l p l and a lp 18 recombinant mammalian GABA^ receptors.
Furthermore, for aipi'y S GABA^ receptors, the common binding site for zinc
2

and

was absent rendering this receptor virtually insensitive to zinc

blockade and external pH changes.
Neurones and glial cells are likely to perform different posttranslational
processing on their respective GABA^ receptors, presumably affecting receptor
function and pharmacology. Therefore, for one subunit composition the
appearance of receptors with different properties could be possible. The best
studied posttranslational modification of GABA^ receptors is phosphorylation,
which is thought to be involved in dynamic regulation of function (Huganir
and Greengard, 1990; Leidenheimer et at., 1991; Levitan, 1994). Both p and
7 2

subunits contain potential consensus sequences for phosphorylation by

PKC, PKA and protein tyrosine kinases in the putative large intracellular
loops between transmembrane domains M3 and M4 (Swope et al., 1992). The
present study identified the functional effect of PKC-induced phosphorylation
to be a negative modulation of the GABA response. Each potential
phosphorylation site, S409 in pi, 8327 in y2S and S327/S343 in

7 2

L, was

shown to exert functional effects when phosphorylated individually. The
extent of PKC-induced phosphorylation on the GABA^ receptor function was
also clearly dependent on the number of consensus sites present and therefore
on the receptor subunit composition. The modulatory role of phosphorylation
on the GABA^ receptor function could therefore vary, (1) in different regions
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of the CNS where the expression of GABA^ receptor subunits also varies
(Malherbe et al.^ 1990b), and (2) with different subunit expression during
development (Laurie et al., 1992; Poulter et at., 1993).
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Functional studies are necessary for the provision of information concerning
the extent and possible significance of GABA^ receptor subunit diversity. The
pharmacological and physiological properties of recombinant GABA^ receptors
of various subunits expressed in Xenopus oocytes and other recombinant
systems can be compared to the properties of GABA^ receptors in brain slices
(Edwards et al., 1989). These studies performed in parallel will greatly
facilitate classification of native GABA^ receptors. Furthermore, both
functional studies and biochemical techniques and/or immunocytochemistry
will be combined and ultimately lead to the structure of native GABA^
receptors in different regions of the CNS.
As more information becomes available on the functional properties of
individual GABA^ subunits located within the receptor the possibility arises
th at new subunit-selective drugs will be discovered for both clinical and
experimental pharmacological use. Drugs currently in use, such as
barbiturates and benzodiazepines, will then hopefully be superceeded with
newer more selective compounds with more discrete effects on behaviour. The
recombinant systems will be invaluable tools for the screening of such
compounds. Furthermore, by utilising the plethora of techniques currently
available including the use of pharmacological tools to the application and
analysis of in vitro mutagenesis, a better understanding of the structural
domains for drug binding on individual subunits will be obtained permitting
custom design of more selective compounds. These compounds could then be
put to good use in defining subunit distribution and function in the CNS.
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The GABA^ receptor quest has now entered a new phase. With the
introduction of molecular biological techniques there has been an explosion
in the number of subunit isoforms, with the function of many such
polypeptides waiting to be studied. Such techniques have produced a working
model for the structure of the GABA^ receptor. The way forward now is to
consolidate and advance on all the available information from both
biochemical and functional studies in order to determine the exact in vivo
composition of GABA^ receptors found in all areas of the CNS.
In summary, this study has provided evidence that individual subunits within
the GABAa receptor have distinct functional role(s). For the very first time a
novel pharmacology for Ô subunit containing receptors was revealed.
Furthermore, two novel sites on the GABA^ receptor have been uncovered
which can modulate receptor function. These sites are sensitive to
induced

phosphorylation and may be significant in

or PKC-

affecting the

pharmacological and physiological profile of the GABA^ receptor.
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